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LIST OF SYMBOLS  
Ƅ  : Designates the Pomak ethnic element in intersected sets of nation-
states. 
  : A graphical symbol that indicates the resultant of the components; it 
also indicates the direction, being in its simplest form a line segment. 
  : One coma flat. 
  : One coma sharp. 
♭ : A flat. 
♯ : A sharp. 
  : Four comas flat (Zirgüle). 
∨ : Logical conjunction. 
∧ : Logical disjunction. 
α  : Designates the distance of the fundamental to its fifth; it also indicates 
the distance between the axis and the pitch that corresponds to its 
fundamental; it describes the smallest motivic unit as well. 
β  : Designates the distance of the fundamental to its fourth; it also indicates 
the distance between the axis and the pitch that corresponds to its 
fundamental; it indicates a larger motivic element that constitutes two α 
units. 
γ  : The distance of the fundamental to its third; it also indicates the 
distance between the axis and the pitch that corresponds to its 
fundamental; it indicates single motivic element. 
δ  : It indicates the distance between the axis and the pitch that corresponds 
to its fundamental; it indicates the sub-motive of γ. 
ε   : It indicates the distance between the axis and the pitch that corresponds 
to its fundamental; it indicates a larger motivic element that constitutes 
γ and δ respectively. 
ζ  : It indicates the distance between the axis and the pitch that corresponds 
to its fundamental. 
η   : It indicates the distance between the axis and the pitch that corresponds 
to its fundamental; it indicates a motive. 
θ   : It indicates a motive. 
ι   : A musical phrase that constitutes ζ, η and θ motives. 
π   : It designates pentatonic formation of Bronson’s modal charts. 
   : A mordent. 
   : A trill. 
   : A grupetto. 
   : A “tresene” (shaking) vocal technique. 
   : A “hiccup” vocal technique. 
  : An irregular vibrato of the voice. 
 : The “atsane” vocal technique. 
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THE POMAK PERSPECTIVES: DEBATES ON ORIGINS, ETHNIC 
DISCOURSE AND THE TRADITION OF PESNA 
 
SUMMARY 
 
This dissertation is a research upon analysis of the pesna as a narrative product of 
Pomak tradition concerning the on-going debates on Pomaks’ ethnic roots that live in 
Bulgaria and Turkey.  
Besides many national and international works about Pomaks that were revealed in 
the arena, this dissertation intends to create an important bridge between this divided 
people. In order to reach the goal, many villages in Bulgaria and Turkey were visited 
and many pesna examples were recorded. They are transcribed in a way that the 
present-day musician can understand. Hereby, these examples are rescued from 
being oral practices; they are converted into a written tradition in order to protect and 
proliferate them. 
The work is held under four parts in which the first one comprises the on-going 
debates and possible forms of assimilation of the Pomaks’ ethnic origins. With all 
dimensions of the Pomak “issue” (religion, language, culture, tradition, social 
construction and etc.) the problem is analysed with Gellner’s typologies on nation 
and nationalism, which projected different angle of the subject. Traditions and 
folklore that consist in Keammer’s socio-cultural system and the expectations of 
today’s developments concerned with Pomak nation that are up to shape the future 
are the topics that covered the dissertation’s first part. It ends up with European 
Council minority rights status, globalization, the Internet and the effect of the 
powerful nation-states besides the Pomak politics and the Theory of Consciousness. 
The second part of the dissertation continues with detailed analysis of the pesna. 
Both the fieldwork researches and the pesna examples gathered by Kaufmann are 
analysed in terms of pitch, harmony, ornamentation, form, rhythm, timbre and their 
types using the methods of Riemann, Forte and Lerdahl. In these examples, the aim 
was to find a clue that will reveal a detail even though it is very tiny one that tells 
something about their ethnic origin. 
The third part of the dissertation is based on a composition of mine entitled as 
Silhouettes that was performed by MIAM Modern Music Ensemble at Borusan 
Müzik Evi on the 3rd of April 2013 conducted by Ivan Aaron Karst. The Silhouettes 
is inspired from all this entire fieldwork done between 2011 and 2012. Pomaks’ 
pesna that is based primary on pentatonic modal construction is the starting point. 
Instead of tanbura (an instrument used by Pomaks to accompany the pesna) there is 
mandolin that is employed in compositional process. If we assume that Pomaks are 
generally shepherds, in order to reach the exotic sensation of their environment, 
cowbells were used respectively carrying symbolic meanings. 
xxx 
 
The final part is the Conclusion and Recommendation where I summarize the entire 
dissertation offering new topics for further research. As for the appendix section, 
there is the table of the unofficial Pomak alphabet and the full score of the 
composition. The alphabet is proposed for a basis of literal codification inside the 
nation – building process. 
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POMAK PERSPEKTİFLERİ: KÖKENLERİNE DAİR TARTIŞMALAR, 
ETNİK ARAŞTIRMALAR VE PESNA GELENEĞİ 
 
ÖZET 
 
Bu tezin konusu, Bulgaristan ve Türkiye’de yaşayan Pomakların etnik kökeni 
hakkında süregelen tartışmalardan yola çıkarak Pomak geleneğinin bir ürünü olan 
pesna’yı araştırmaktır. 
Pomaklar konusunda gerek ulusal gerekse de uluslararası gerçekleştirilen 
çalışmaların yanı sıra, bu tezin de Pomaklar için önemli bir köprü oluşturması 
hedeflenmektedir. Bu hedefe ulaşmak için hem Bulgaristan hem de Türkiye’de 
birçok Pomak köyü ziyaret edilmiş ve buralardan pesna örnekleri kaydedilmiştir. 
Toplanan pesna örnekleri günümüz müzik insanlarının anlayabileceği şekilde notaya 
alınmıştır. Böylelikle pesnaların sadece sözlü uygulamalarda kalmayıp yazılı 
geleneğe de aktarılması ve aslının korunması yönünde çalışmalar gerçekleştirilmiştir.  
Dört bölüm altında gerçekleştirilen bu çalışmanın, birinci bölümünde Pomakların 
etnik kökeni hakkında süregelen tartışmalara ve olası asimilasyon şekillerine 
değinilmiştir. Ulus ve ulusalcılık üzerinde, Gellner tipolojileri ile analiz edilen 
Pomak meselesi tüm boyutlarda (din, dil, kültür, gelenek, sosyal yapı) ele alınmış ve 
bu meseleye değişik bir açıdan yaklaşılmıştır. Keammer’ın sosyokültürel sisteminde 
yer alan geleneklerin ve folklorun incelenmesinin ardından, Pomak meselesinde 
günümüzde ve gelecekte şekillenmesi beklenen gelişmelere değinilmiştir. Birinci 
bölüm Avrupa Konseyi azınlıklar hakları, küreselleşme ve internetin ardından güçlü 
ulus – devletlerin bu azınlığın üzerindeki etkisi ile tamamlanmaktadır. 
Tezin ikinci bölümünde, Pomak pesnasının ayrıntılı analizleri yer almaktadır. Gerek 
alan çalışmalarından kaydedilen gerekse de Kaufmann’ın derlemiş olduğu pesnalar, 
ses, armoni, süslemeler, melodi, form, ritm, tını ve türleri doğrultusunda Riemann, 
Forte, Lerdahl metodları kullanılarak analiz edilmiştir. Bu analizlerden Pomakların 
etnik kökeni hakkında ayrıntıları ortaya çıkaracak ipuçları aranmıştır. 
Tezin üçüncü bölümü Silüetler olarak adlandırılan eserimin üzerine kurulmuştur. Bu 
yapıt 3 Nisan 2013 tarihinde şef Ivan Aaron Karst yönetiminde MIAM Modern 
Müzik Topluluğu tarafından Borusan Müzik Evinde seslendirilmiştir. Silüetler, 
Pomak pesnasında kullanılan pentatonik modal yapıdan yola çıkarak bestelenmiştir. 
Pomakların kullandığı tanbura yerine müzik aleti olarak mandolin kullanılmıştır. 
Ayrıca Pomakların genel olarak yaşadıkları doğal mekânlara istinaden eserde, inek 
çanları kullanılarak istenilen egzotik duyuma ulaşılmaya çalışılmış – semboller daha 
belirgin işlenmiştir. 
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Tezin son bölümü olan Sonuç ve Öneriler, tüm tez özetlenmiş ve ileriki araştırmalar 
için önerilerde bulunulmuştur. Ekler bölümünde ise, Resmi olmayan Pomak alfabesi 
ile Silüetler yapıtının partitürü yer almaktadır. Ulus – inşa sürecinde yazınsal 
kodlamanın temelini oluşturması için bu alfabe bir öneri özelliğini taşımaktadır. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Appeals to the past are among the commonest of strategies in interpretation the present. 
What animates such appeals is not only disagreement about what happened in the past and 
what the past was, but uncertainty about whether the past really is past, over and concluded 
or whether it continues, albeit in different forms, perhaps. This problem animates all sorts of 
discussions – about influence, about blame and judgment, about present actualities and future 
priorities. (Said, 1993, p.3) 
Before I went to Bulgaria for a fieldwork research in June of 2011, I visited Çan and 
Biga districts of Çanakkale in Turkey. There I met Pomaks who had emigrated from 
Bulgaria at the end of the 19th century. They refer to themselves as ‘93’ muhadjirs 
that attributes to 1293 according to Hijri calendar. Due to Gregorian calendar this 
date corresponds to Russo-Ottoman War (1877-78), when they escaped to north-
western Anatolia and settled in the foothills of the Kaz Mountains of Troad (Biga) 
Peninsula. 
In July 2011 the two-week journey to the Rhodope Mountains in Bulgaria was also a 
very fruitful period of time. I collected many songs from that region and I had a 
chance to breathe fresh mountain air. 
During the fieldwork research, I witness the differences of the villages inhabited by 
Pomaks. The geographical disposition has crucial importance upon the 
characteristics of these settlements. The dichotomy may be applied easily to Ribnovo 
and Breznitsa village as well as Elmalı and Çal. So there is no common ground that 
the “alien traveller” may step on. Conversations with locals were another mode of 
confusion and uncertainty. Considering the debates on their ethnic origins I 
concentrated to their musical products that can fit into the dissertation when creating 
several other hypotheses. 
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In the first stage I tried to gather the written documents while I classified them into 
four primary sections: 
1− articles, essays and books downloaded from Internet; 
2− printed books from Bulgarian National Library and Bulgarian Academy of 
Science; 
3− printed books and other written documents in Turkish language; 
4− recordings of the musical materials and quotations from the conversations. 
In many aspects these classifications provided good web of interdisciplinary 
framework in which the main vehicle was the "trusted printed document". This was 
the mode of illusion of how I tried to convince myself while entering into their quite 
hostile environment. 
Systematically then, I tried to show the three dimensional forces, that is Bulgarian – 
Turkish and Pomak together, all in one. Nonetheless the subject is a gloomy one and 
often discouraging. What fits of rage today, in Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey is the 
emergence of a new intellectual and political conscience. I believe that this 
dissertation may provide good source for the uprising question of ethnic minorities 
and their political status in the Balkan and Anatolia peninsulas. 
My second concern is to investigate the norms, which are established by the society – 
in Ralf Dahrendorf’s words, socially, established values that Pomaks demonstrate 
within the borders of Bulgaria and Turkey. 
The situation of a scholar studying the “Pomak issue”, therefore, can rightly be 
determined as unique. First, because of the unforeseen previously possibilities 
offered now by the new sources. Second, because of the issue’s rather contemporary 
socio-political dimension that has nothing to do with the situation until the 
democratic changes of 1989 in Bulgaria. 
In fine, this is a dissertation about past, present and the future, about “us” and “them” 
as each of these things is seen by various and usually opposed and separated but 
blend in three-time frame structure. As national identities, their pesna traditions are 
bind into the so-called three-time frame structure as well that projects a wonderful 
slant on which those element floats. 
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1.1 Aim of The Dissertation 
The first aim of the dissertation is to explore musical materials gathered from 
fieldwork research done in Rhodopes and Kaz Mountain region where scientific 
investigation upon Pomak community was held on during 2011-2013 using 
Bartókian models and the reflection to the creative compositional process. These 
models can be useful for students at institutions' composition and theory (as well as 
ethnomusicology) departments. 
The second aim is to provide clear data that is documented due to its representative 
quality to the other scholars who are interested in folk art and who may find the 
subject interesting enough for further research. 
The third aim is to open discussion primary based on ethnicity, nationality and the 
fluidity of musical elements within nation-state borders. This notion is applied to an 
indigenous people such as Pomaks. There is open slot to apply the notion to other 
indigenous people as well such as Maōri, Mapuches and some other indigenous 
tribes using different tools of investigation. 
The fourth aim is to provide a study that will lighten up the way of the intelligentsia 
that have been approaching with new discussions upon the issue.  
The final aim of the thesis is to create an interdisciplinary framework that 
encompasses several other studies that cooperate with each other. The 
interdisciplinary framework can rightly demonstrate the norms, which are established 
by society. 
1.2 Methodology and Sources 
My method of the investigation started with creating a plan, which was submitted to 
the jury on June 2011. The plan was based on a proposal for a topic to my 
dissertation. Prof. Bülent Alaner suggested it in early March 2010. In the abstract of 
the proposal I stated the urgent need to record some documentation no matter how 
manipulated were they, place it to a systematic analysis that would eventually draw 
the characteristics of the community within the system engagements and leave the 
rest for a proliferation. The plan ended up with a report. The collaboration of the 
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collected data and their analysis drawn with the tools of observation were done in 
full neutrality avoiding any kind of nationalism. 
After the proposal I made a prototype of the dissertation that was entitled as “The 
Musical Tradition of Pomaks in Southern Rhodopes.” Here I introduced Prof. Evgeni 
Radushev’s book entitled The Pomaks (Christianity and Islam in the Western 
Rhodope Mountains and the valley of the Mesta River from 15
th
 century to the 
1730’s) (2008) who I met in April 2011 in Bilkent Ankara just before I went to 
fieldwork research.  
During the fieldwork research, I focused as much as possible on individual works 
such as Pomak song (pesna) tradition, their folk tales, to read, listen and talk with 
them first as great products of creative or interpretive imagination, second as 
primitive evidences of narrative symbols that may describe the past whether it is past 
that continues in different forms as stated at the quoted passage by E. Said at the 
beginning of this part. So, I would like to make a comparison between the pesna and 
bacterium as living organisms. The first stage of the approach is to read as much as 
you can about the bacterium and its behavior. The second step is to find it; take it to 
the laboratory, analyze it and couple it with several other bacteria and try to observe 
the relations of their behaviors as a resultant. The newly emerged complex organism 
is the outcome, which is the composition entitled as Silhouettes. Many 
morphological diagrams are presented in the second chapter that portrays the method 
of analysis. They are open to evolutionary process. 
1.2.1 Equipment 
During the fieldwork research I used the following equipment to record the pesni: 
1− SONY stereo microphone ECM-MS907 
2− SONY mini disc recorders (MD) Recording MD Walkman MZ-G755 Type R 
3− 5 MAXELL minidiscs MD80 
4− SONY video camera model: Handycam DCR-HC17E PAL 
5− SONY Cyber Shot DSC-W630 
6− Notebook and pencil 
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1.2.2 Fieldwork in Kaz Mountain Region 
The first journey to Kaz Mountains was done in June 2011. Before I start the 
research programme I went to Barış Karabulut a violinist who is a lecturer at 
Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University who at the same time consulted me during the 
journey. Here he introduced me to Cahit Çıtak who had good knowledge of 
geography and Pomak villages around. 
During the research my primary concern was to record musical materials from the 
field. The entire information came from local people that later I classified them in 
terms of vocal and instrumental genres. There was no questionnaire – just, a mode of 
an ordinary conversation. Many recordings were held in the local kahvehane of the 
village. In this respect almost 60 minutes of music was recorded. 
1.2.3 Fieldwork in Rhodopes 
Shortly after, I concentrate on the Pomak settlements in Rhodopean region. Due to 
my research on the web I found two villages that might be good to visit. Ribnovo and 
Breznitsa were quite in attached considering their geographic dispositions. Now I 
made a questionnaire that included the following questions: 
- Can you practice your religion freely? 
- What is the amount of people that go to mosque in that village? 
- From where did the hodja or imam get his education? 
- Did you vote democratically for the hodja or imam or was he assigned directly 
from the government or the office of mufti? 
- What did the youth work; are there out of the populated area and where? If they 
work inside the community in which cities do they work? Are there people 
working abroad? 
- Do they accept to be coined as bûlgaromuhammedani and how do they feel 
when they are labeled like that inside the society? 
- Do you know speaking Turkish? What are the other languages that they are 
speak? 
When I directed these questions to Mehmed Boyukli (2011), an intellect Pomak from 
Breznitsa, the answers reached beyond the desired destination and create a certain 
mode of confusion and meaninglessness. In fact, these questions were not so 
effective upon the research and that is why I changed the method from interviewing 
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to observing. During the travelling I draw the following diagrams that appeared to be 
useful as shown in Figure 1.1 below: 
 
Figure 1.1 : A page from my notebook during my stay at Ribnovo. 
The Figure 1.2 below shows a page from my notebook during my stay at Breznitsa. 
 
Figure 1.2 : A page from my notebook during my stay at Breznitsa. 
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1.2.4 Tracing the written documents in Sofia 
I tried to gather as many as possible books, journals from BAN and Bulgarian 
National Library archives. Many of them were copied due to the legislative 
regulations of copyright materials. The classifications of the texts were done under 
the archival sources of the dissertation’s strategy. The information of these texts 
created pattern to systematize the titles and subtitles of the entries. The idea and 
conceptualization was to make two basic sections in which the first one is considered 
more historico-philosophical while the second is theoretical analysis of the musical 
products. The previous prototype was tested and developed while opening space for 
materials gathered from the Internet. The philosophical part is blended to the 
historical materials creating an opportunity to identify the problem. 
1.2.5 Second fieldwork to Kaz Mountains 
The second journey to Kaz Mountains was about exploring some other types of pesni 
that previously were not found. Having a day-trip to Çal was a sort of confirmation 
of what had been done. There I recorded some other pesni that I included into my 
dissertation. 
1.2.6 Fieldwork to Osmaniye 
In 2012 I had a chance to visit another Pomak village in Eskişehir province, which is 
called Osmaniye. There I met Nazan Nazire Öztürk (2012) who shared her entire 
collection of music and videos. I recorded some pesni that I included into my 
dissertation and had an opportunity to visit village’s Pomak Cultural Dernek and 
later I was invited to their annual meetings as well. 
1.2.7 1
st
 International Music Studies Symposium: Music and Cultural Texture 
In October 2012 I attended to 1
st
 International Music Studies Symposium: Music and 
Cultural Texture with the announcement entitled as “The sociologic disposition of 
Pesna as Pomaks' oral musical tradition in Bulgaria and Turkey” which was the 
summary of the dissertation. Before finishing the work entering this symposium 
helped me to look from above to the entire outcome. Squeezing the work into 15 
minutes talk was the extraction of all I have been doing. Another positive (I may say) 
side were the questions that arose from the audience. This helped me to re-think the 
topics once again while they were evaluating. 
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1.3 Contents of The Dissertation 
The dissertation has three main chapters. The first chapter is the historico-political 
evolution of the Pomak community introducing them as separate from Bulgarians, 
Turks, Greeks and Macedonians. Primary ideas were taken from books written by 
Edward W. Said, Homi K. Bhabha, J. Milton Yinger, Arjun Appadurai, Anthony J. 
King, Nathan Glazer, Daniel P. Moynihan and were applied to the study. These 
sources and many others projected me a wonderful slope of departure. Writings, 
which were concerned, directly with Pomaks had many different perspectives. There 
I state on a certain definition that may define the hypothesis of nation building 
process as a self-determination that floats to an imaginary landscape. In order to 
reach the goal besides the historical myths I used Keammer's sociocultural system in 
order to draw the boundaries of Pomaks settled in different states. For further 
analysis I used Gellner's typology of nationalism and nationalism thwarting 
situations for the situation of Pomaks during the Communist Era.  
The second chapter is based on pesna as a narrative musical product of Pomaks.  
Besides the recorded materials, books from Bulgarian Academy of Sciences were 
taken as examples in order to compare them - in other words, to find whether there is 
a sort of similar gene that exists in both places. Going even further, the observed 
pentatonic model in recorded materials and with those, which were printed in 1960’s, 
was subjected with some Magyar folk songs as well. The analysis is more Euro-
centric in approach that evaluates the pentatonic model. Then I systematise them into 
several categories such as monophonic, diaphonic, and tetraphonic pesnas.  
In the second chapter, the main element - the pesna, is analysed in terms of pitch, 
harmony, ornamentation, melody, form, rhythm, timbre and types concerning the 
lyrics and their narrative expression. There is an organology part in the second 
chapter introducing some instruments such as kaval, svirka, duduk, dvojanka, gajda, 
zurna and tambura – instruments that are broadly used by Pomaks.  
The third chapter is about the composition entitled as Silhouettes. Here I explained 
the entire compositional process in terms of construction of tonal material, tonality, 
prolongation of a pitch via voice exchange – unison – tonality and the form.  
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1.4 The Unofficial Pomak Alphabet 
One of the primate aspects in nation – building process is the creation of the 
mechanism that helps to proliferate the coded data in-between the individuals that 
belong that particular group, i.e. Pomaks. It is the alphabet. In this respect, their 
alphabet shown as the table of Appendix A can provide good soil to construct the 
codes of literary expression and their code transmission. In order to gain the power of 
using their own types of envisaged codes, Pomaks have to unify in order to win their 
battle for democratic civil rights in Bulgaria, Macedonia, Greece and Turkey. Only 
then there will be a conscious diplomatic negotiation on identity and free space 
where they can start to build up their own state. 
1.5 A Note on Translation 
The unofficial Pomak Alphabet resembles so much to the Bulgarian Cyrillic 
alphabet. Translating it into Latin letters presents a challenge. I tried to use those 
Latin letters that can best represent the actual spoken sound of the more difficult 
Bulgarian characters. I choose в for (v) as view; ш for (sh) as sugar; ч for (ch) as 
cheese; ц for (ts) as beats; ъ for (û) as turn; я for (ya or ia) as yacht, е (or ѫ) for (e) as 
man; ж for (ž) as bourgeois. 
1.6 The Theoretical Debates on The Origins of Pomaks and Historical Myths 
The process of defining the origins of any particular group and its identity needs 
theoretical tools. If we talk about group of people we should consider how this group 
is gathered together, in other words what makes these people belong to a particular 
group and/or sets of subgroups. 
If we consider those groups spiritually, then the outcome of the profound and keen 
complications of history will occur. According to Renan (1990): 
One is the possession in common of a rich legacy of memories; the other is present‒day 
consent, the desire to live together, the will to perpetuate the value of the heritage that one 
has received in an undivided form. [...] To have common glories in the past and to have a 
common will in the present; to have performed great deeds together, to wish to perform still 
more – these are the essential conditions for being a people. (p. 19) 
Pomak people construct essential units both in Bulgaria and Turkey, the so‒called 
nations that historical results brought about by a series of convergent facts like fusion 
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of languages and religions. Through their various and often opposed powers, nations 
participate in the common work of civilization. Different civilizations can interlock 
and create a subset of another third civilization, which is not “pure” but a hybrid one. 
According to Renan (1990), he claims that: 
[...] historical error is a crucial factor of the creation of a nation, which is why progress in 
historical studies often constitutes a danger for [the principle of] nationality. [Indeed] 
historical enquiry brings to light deeds of violence which took place at the origin of all 
political formations, even those whose consequences have been altogether beneficial. Unity 
is always affected by means of brutality. (p.11) 
People may get stuck on a particular historical myth objectifying profound 
complications of nation and its possession. The location of the nation in terms of 
geographical boundaries can represent the natural frontiers, which play considerable 
and sizable part in division of nation.  
The geography of nations that are overlapped with one another, as shown in Figure 
1.3, is bound with a conflict of separatist identity. Multi‒linguistic, multi‒ethnic and 
multicultural environment create mixed associations that are tied up with 
heterogeneous portions of populations. Those elements may present quite chaotic 
state – clashes and oppression, aggression and resistance. 
Drawing a map is the first attempt to create a spiritual boundary where the newly 
emerged nation may fit. This bounded imagining represents graphic and synoptic 
expression in the proliferation of maps. Early maps for example had been either 
Cosmographies, locating a dynastic or religious realm in relation to heaven and the 
netherworld, or travelers guides, working by landmarks from one location to another. 
In the 19
th 
century, maps not only began to proliferate by virtue of mechanical
 
reproduction, they began to register the whole world as a set of bounded territories, 
different colors for different empires or autonomous countries (Anderson, 1991, 
pp.170‒178). They also offered maps of individual countries as “logos,” the image of 
their territorial shape giving a definite form to the imagined country such as the grey 
shaded area in Figure 1.3.  
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Figure 1.3 : Political map of Balkan Peninsula and Western Anatolia and the 
       location of Pomaks there painted in grey color (Url-1). 
According to Ulf Brunnbauer (1998): 
Communities construct their identities to present themselves as historic entities existing 
continuously and uninterruptedly for as long a period as possible. The principle applies to the 
Pomak case, too. Different interpretations of their identity are based on different histories of 
their origin. 
If the history is about enquiry, then, it is the product of human labor. A work of 
human achievements, as R. S. Crane says, is a narration of the human capacity for 
eloquent utterance. The unity although brutal is in its nature will replace the 
historical myth into a solid framework of conjecture and it will blend the past in 
present aiming to manipulate the future. 
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In the words of Edward W. Said (2003), he claims that: 
Basically the way in which we view human life and society is the same whether we are 
concerned with the things of the present. A change in our manner of viewing history will of 
necessity soon be transferred to our manner of viewing current conditions. (p. 111) 
Forgetting or remembering the past is what ethnicity deals with, and according to van 
der Veer it is so central to the battles tied up with nationalism (Appadurai, 1996). 
History is powerful enough to enlarge the scope of nationalistic identity through its 
mirror; it can create the pre‒existing nation‒state or simply erase it from the map of 
the present conditions within the proclamation of particular literal ideology. This 
level of representation has its own model of determinacy. The determinant status of 
these methods appointed by history relies on political agenda of the nation-state. 
They are affective during the process of propaganda of any particular doctrine. 
I would like to quote a lengthy passage from Edward W. Said’s The World, the Text 
and the Critic (1983): 
For if fields like literature or the history of ideas have no intrinsically enclosing limits, and if, 
conversely, no one methodology is imposable upon what is an essentially heterogeneous and 
open area of activity – the writing and interpretation of text – it is wise to raise the questions 
of theory and of criticism in ways suitable to the situation in which we find ourselves, at the 
outset, this means an historical approach. Assume therefore that, as a result of specific 
historical circumstances, a theory or idea pertaining to those circumstances arises. (p. 230) 
The modern tools for investigating the Pomak “issue” has no historical background 
but clashes between different historical ideas that became visible simultaneously 
with those specific circumstances as Said mentioned in his work The World, the Text 
and the Critic. Each case of a particular Pomak “issue” has a differential status of the 
“Other”, whether it has a relationship with Islam or Christianity. 
To create a history of a particular group, in this case the Pomaks, we have to create 
the “nation” in order to give them the definition of a particular element that will 
serve us as a basic tool to encapsulate the entire notion, the so‒called community.  
In this concept of the “imagined nation” (imagined country’s nation) we have to find 
the “novel” that the elite of, let’s say Pomaks, would have created through 
generations. The novel is their narrative story. It expresses their feeling of the past 
and their belief for the future. Unfortunately (or fortunately) there is no such a novel 
that can portray their history, nor a hero that can strengthen their belief. They do not 
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have printing in the form of newspaper or books, except a TV program that 
broadcasts evening news in Pomak language mainly concerned with the Pomak 
settlements in Thracian Greece. They do have so little that can help them to construct 
their own identity lack of confidence. For example, if we start to talk about the 
middle class of the Pomak society, they would seem quite isolated from villages and 
their state feudalism. The core is in the rural area where the imaginary landscape 
exists in concrete meaning. Thus, the Pomaks cannot become a nation because their 
history was (and still is) written by Bulgarians, Turks and Greeks, as well as, British, 
Austrian and German historicist
1
. 
But many of these men, whether they are Bulgarian, Turkish, Greek, British, 
Austrian or German wrote these histories and they assigned roles and given 
meanings for many objects, places and times that acquired objective validity only 
after the assignments were made.  
The assignments that will be made by any individual should not validate the roles in 
any particular nationalistic concept, but rather a more profound way of determinant 
construction of thinking the plural values of the Pomaks. 
What remains is the historical value that splits the Pomak into many parts. If men 
make the history then the myth is a part of this process. In Malinowski’s words:  
[...] myth acts as a character for the present‒day social order; it supplies a retrospective 
pattern for moral values, sociological order, and magical belief, the function of which is to 
straighten tradition and endow it with a greater value and prestige by tracing it back to 
higher, better, more supernatural reality of initial event. (Worsley, 1964, p.5) (italics added) 
Then the nation – is a concept of metaphor, symbol or emblem, a myth that does not 
correspond to reality that can be scientifically explained. If we talk about historical 
retrospective creating the past of particular group of people whose origin seem 
problematic we should point the mythology that has to be rediscovered. Those 
myths, folklore, songs and literature (even it is an oral one) of Pomaks will be 
created out of the consciousness of intellectuals whose fashion will point nationalism 
willingly or unwillingly. 
                                                          
1
  There is book about The History of the Pomaks, written by a local Pomak businessman in Madan 
but allegedly published and distributed with the support from a Saudi foundation.  
2
  Translation: Berkant Gençkal from Vasil Kunchov: Ethnography and Statistics of Bulgaro-
Mohammedans, (1990) 
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In Figure 1.4 there are four main sets that show the nation‒states where Pomaks 
belong: Bulgaria, Turkey, Greece and Macedonia. Their interlocking with each other 
creates a common set, a sub‒set of all others, which demonstrates Pomaks painted in 
grey color. They seem to be in the heart of these main nation‒states. Thus, they carry 
very different cultural values within their own common one. In other words, Pomaks 
(Ƅ) located in different countries are connected by an identity, which bears similar 
meanings, no matter which country they are found in. 
 
Figure 1.4 : The distribution of the Pomaks between nation‒states sets. 
A British specialist in Balkan minority‒studies Hugh Poulton writes: “The Bulgarian 
Muslims (i.e. the Pomaks) are religious minority” (Poulton, 1993, p.111). Their 
number cannot be estimated since Bulgarian and Turkish governments do not 
recognize them as official ethnic group. In fact they are ethnically different from 
Bulgarians and from Turks; because: 
1 – They are largely biologically self-perpetuating, 
2 – They share fundamental cultural values, realized in overt unity in cultural 
forms, (those forms show disparities from country to country), 
3 – Makes up a field of communication and interaction (mainly within the 
nation‒state borders), 
4 – Has a membership, which identifies itself, and is identified by others, as 
constituting a category distinguishable from other categories of the same order         
(Barth, 1969, pp.10‒11). 
Although there is no clear consensus about the exact number of the population, Table 
1.1 represents the estimated population in countries and the regions. 
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Table 1.1 : The demographic distribution of the Pomaks and their estimated 
population (Url‒2). 
Country Estimated Population Regions where they live 
Turkey between 300.000 ‒ 500.000 
Çanakkale Province ‒ Biga and Çan Districts, 
Manisa, İzmir, Bursa, Edirne, Eskişehir 
Provinces Kırklareli Province – Lüleburgaz 
district 
Bulgaria between 130.000 ‒ 200.000 
They mainly inhabit the Rhodope Mountains in 
Smolyan Province, Kardzhali Province, 
Pazardzhik Province and Blagoevgrad Province 
as well as Lovech and Teteven Provinces 
Albania 100.000 
Region of Golo Brdo (Prespa e Vogël, Körçë, 
Dibër, Bulgizë) 
Macedonia 50.000 
Pomaks refers here as Torbeš Center Zupa, 
Struga Municipality, Labuništa 
Greece between 30.000 ‒ 35.000 
The prefectures of Xanti, Rhodope and Erros; 
Moglena ‒ Almopia (Karadjova), Kastoria and 
some parts of Macedonia, Greece 
Kosovo 20.000 
Gora region, located between Albania, Kosovo 
and Macedonia 
TOTAL between 630.000 ‒ 905.000   
1.6.1 Pomaks as Bulgaro‒Mohammedans 
In the historical process of nation‒building after 1877‒78’s Russo‒Turkish war, the 
marker for national identity became language rather than religion in Bulgaria. Many 
nationalist historians of that era coined the Pomaks as “Bulgaro‒Mohammedans” 
which is widely accepted in Western Europe. The statement was made due to the 
language that they speak which is Bulgarian. That is why their identity formation 
became even more problematic. Their politicized cultural identity created conflicts 
and many of them immigrated to Turkey while others tended to stay. 
This coinage (the term Bulgaro–Mohammedans) can shift its meaning to Muslim 
Bulgarians or Bulgaro‒Muslims as well. But the initial translation of both terms has 
different meanings. Bulgaro‒Mohammedan is the person who is Bulgarian and 
carries the belief in the prophet Mohammad. This notion forms the singular meaning 
that comprehends with the term Turco-Christian. On the other hand Bulgarian 
Muslim is the person who is Bulgarian but of Islam religion that can be divided into 
many sects, like Shiite, Alaouite, Bektashi, and Yazidi.  
According to Kalionski (1993): 
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The term Bulgaro‒Mohammedans is a literary appellative, which today is the one almost 
exclusively utilized by academics and journalists. Its origins can be traced to the end of 
nineteenth century, when it appeared in scholarly works emphasizing the Bulgarian ethnic 
character of this population. (p.122) 
The current terms used in the scholarly literature and the Press to denote the 
Bulgarian‒speaking Muslims – pomatsi (Pomaks) and bûlgaromohamedani 
(Bulgaro‒Mohammedans – i.e., Bulgarian Muslims) – are inscriptive and as a whole 
are avoided by the group they designate (Kalionski, 1993, p.122).  
As Maria Todorova (1998) describes: 
[It] seems that beginning in the first half of the nineteenth century, with the economic 
advance and cultural revival of the Bulgarian consciousness among them, the latent 
opposition between the two confessional groups was gradually transformed into open 
hostility. The culmination of this antagonism came with the secession of Bulgaria from the 
Ottoman Empire, following the April uprising of 1876 and the ensuring Russo‒Turkish was 
of 1877‒78. [...] Bulgarian speaking Muslims took an active part in the squelching of the 
uprising and committed unspeakable brutalities. Thus, in all censuses of the late nineteenth 
century (1880, 1885, 1888) The Bulgarian–speaking Muslims were entered under the 
heading “Turks.” It was only in the 1905 census that separates – “Pomaks” – appeared. 
During the 1920’s and especially during the 1930’s a sustained campaign began in the press 
urging public opinion to discriminate between the religious and ethnic allegiance and to 
accept the Pomaks as part of Bulgarian nation. (p.475) 
Then she continues: “The name Bulgaro‒Mohammedan has not fared as well as a 
self-designation, despite the aura of being a politically correct term, not least because 
of its clumsiness” (Todorava, 1998, p.484). 
Then the term seems to have appeared as a descriptive expression invented by 
intellectuals who were an important figures of Bulgarian Nationalistic upheaval of 
1930’s Eastern Europe. The designation of this particular term is born out of the 
multi‒religious attribution of the Bulgarian nation‒state. The maternal status of the 
language, that is Bulgarian, and the paternal status of religion, that is Islam (or 
Mohammedanism), are blended together to homogenize the nation and to prevent 
any hybridizing with the Turkish‒ness. 
The statements of Vakarelski (1966), Vasilev (1961) and Vranchev (1948) that 
impose on Bulgarian identity of Pomaks depict the nationalistic portrayal when it is 
cited in Ulf Brunnbauer’s article. They objectified the problem as:  
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[...] history [which] is reflected by the officially adopted ethnonym bûlgaromohamedani, 
Bulgarian Mohammedans, in reference to the Pomaks. It has been one of the main aims of 
the extensive ethnographic, historical, and other writing about the Pomaks to prove that even 
after conversion to Islam they had continued to keep their Bulgarian language together with 
Christians and sometimes even pagan traditions and customs. (Brunnbauer, 1998) 
Then he continues: 
Nationalist historians, like the director of the Provincial Archive in Smolyan, Andrej 
Pechilkov, did not modify their theories about bûlgaromohamedani after 1989: ‘After 
adopting Islam under the most terrible and harshest circumstances they (i.e. the Bulgarian 
Muslims) – people whose mind is full of tragedy, but who are hard as stones – did keep their 
beautiful Bulgarian language, their old Slavic traditions, their pure national character, despite 
brutal pressure and persecution throughout centuries. (Url‒3) 
In fact, there is inequality of insignificant strata that divided Bulgarian Orthodox 
population with Muslim ones. The main reason of the 1930’s Bulgarian policy was to 
embrace the populations, which were ecologically interdependent, as two ethnic 
groups in a symbiotic relationship. This means that any variation in the size of one 
must have important effects on the other and this process, which continued for 
thousands of years, remained a serious effect that cannot be ignored. 
The main hypothesis behind such versions of history is not religion but language as 
the statement below claims: “They (Pomaks) speak an old and pure Bulgarian 
language, which is the best proof of Bulgarian origin” (Bûlgarska Akademiya na 
Naukite – BAN, 1958, p.72). 
But this is not true. Ethnic identity is generally acquired at birth. And, yes, the 
common language is the main element of trans-generational tradition. The trans-
generational type of group consists of members of both sexes and forbears at some 
level always share ethnicity. Besides language one crucial element of ethnic 
identification is religion. It is one of the most important elements of culture that 
resides in ethnic content.  
Today ethnicity and ethnic identity (which I consider it as a social production) create 
definite social boundaries. Ethnicity and ethnic identity are the result of symbolic and 
political process of “Othering.” It can also be used; in fact it was used, as a political 
tool in order to secure one’s social situation and position. Ethnicity and ethnic 
identity formations can create violence, e.g. the war in Bosnia, where Serbs killed 
more than 200.000 Bosnians because of their different ethnic status. 
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Thus, the statement of BAN is out of any scientific observation and propagandizes 
the aggression of the policy of the 1958’s Communist regime, and for that reason the 
term has the ideology of artificial fusion of creation of the pure homogenized nation. 
1.6.1.1 Islamisation of Bulgarians during the Ottoman rule from 15th to 18th 
century under coercion 
In the Bulgarian context, the most serious challenge has come in the form of 
Bulgarian nationalistic campaigns carried out after 1878 by the newly constructed 
nation‒state and its institutions.  
Those institutions provided central ideologies, created slogans in pamphlets and 
newspapers, from folktales and heroes to epic poetry, novels and drama, songs – 
where the language is official; national culture organized and sustained communal 
memory. To restore the Bulgarian nation after 500 years under the Turkish yoke, 
those institutions created romantically Utopian ideals, which were undercut by the 
political reality. 
Nationalism created not only independent states but also many historical myths that 
propagated the “Zeitgeist.” 
One of those myths was based on the observations of local Christians claiming that 
they are obviously not devout Muslims, because when they saw the Christians say 
“Christ has risen” they would cross themselves. Another interviewee went further to 
say that ‘they are actually crypto‒Christians’. They have a rock in the mountains of 
Xanthi from where Pomak women fell to their death when the Ottomans came, to 
escape the forceful conversion. 
According to the statistics made by Vasil Kûnchov, in his book Macedonia ‒ 
Ethnography and Statistics (1990) he writes:  
There is a Pomak stripe that comprises Momina Klisura further on the south, passes the 
western coast of river Mesta where is located the Pomak villages Breznitsa, Loznitsa and 
Kornitsa on the ribs of the Pirin Mountain. Those villages are Turkified at the end of 18
th
 
century under coercion. Mohammedanism took hold that area with torment and suffer. The 
villagers ate pork secretly after their turkification and protected their pigsties, for that reason 
the Ottoman authorities forced special taxes upon those pigsties. There, the Pomak women 
do not hide their faces with scarf even today as many others did from the neighboring 
Turkified Rhodopean villages. Pomaks live with their Christian Bulgarian neighbors friendly 
and they do not do mischiefs. (p.43) 
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Even further on the south in Dospat there is a pure Pomak district that extends from 
Tûmrûsh, captures the entire valley of the river Pata, or Dospat dere. The southern 
part of that valley, where there are many Pomak settlements, is named Chech; it 
occupies the last and the longest gorge of the river Mesta, passes through its western 
coast and encapsulates a very big part of the skirts of Boz dagû. At the center of 
Chech there is village called Berovo at the mouth of the river Rata. There was a 
Turkish colony that had been Pomakified
2
. 
The etymological name Pomak may be driven out from “pomûchen”, (помъчен), 
that is, tortured, an infliction of pain whether it be a physical one or mental.  
Another assumption of the etymological name of Pomak derives from historical 
basis, when the Turks conquered the agrarian lands of Kamenets – Podolsk, Holstein 
and the vicinity; many agrarian families were taken captive and brought to the 
Plovdiv region in order to work in the fields. Some of them who kept their beliefs 
were called Pavlikeni (from St. Pavel) while others who accepted Mohammedanism 
and then settled in the Rhodopean region were given the name and from the name 
“polyak – polyatsi”, (полякъ – поляци), that is Pole – Poles. From there the name 
“pomak – pomatsi”, (помакъ – помаци) was derived. 
1.6.1.2 Islamisation of Bulgarians during the Ottoman rule from 15th to 18th 
century by their own will 
Many controversial theories have been made till now but there is not a “grand” one 
for a basis of our hypothesis. 
The newly arrived Ottoman regime at the 15
th
 century could have offered many 
advantages to its Muslim citizens. This could have created conformity among the 
nations in Balkan Peninsula to change their faith first to reduce the taxes, second to 
protect the lands and the third and the last, which seems more psychological – 
simply, Islam is better religion than the pre‒existing one. Many settlements in the 
Rhodope region could have had a unique and individual character. A third village 
could have might change to Islam to reduce the taxes while a neighboring village 
tends to preserve its ancient rituals under the protective wings of Islam. The third 
village may find Islam more tolerable and suitable for its needs. The fourth one could 
                                                          
2
  Translation: Berkant Gençkal from Vasil Kunchov: Ethnography and Statistics of Bulgaro-
Mohammedans, (1990) 
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have simply rejected the pre‒existed doctrines of the Christian religion that caused 
suffering economically, culturally and of its traditions. It is, thus, difficult to say a 
common belief for all settlements in the Rhodopean region. For Islamisation, on the 
other hand, we can talk about for an individual change of religion. An important 
person can change his religion while others follow him; or a group can change the 
religion collectively.  
For the Christian population and St. N. Chichkoff (1936), the Pomak had to accept 
the Islamic faith in order to save his life and possessions. Some of them were 
thinking of a peaceful and good life, which was brought by newly arrived political 
religious regime of Turks. So they were “podmamin, podmamvane”, (подмаминъ – 
подмамване), that is, enticed – allured3. 
1.6.1.2a Conformity with Islam 
Islam offered conformity. The Orthodox Christianity forbids the old ritualistic 
behaviors while Islam was more democratic at that time. In fact, it was more 
democratic while the historical pressure of the Church was unavoidable and people 
who were oppressed during that period of time rejected the old religious executive 
and accepted the new one. 
It was also about the soul, which chooses of what it believes. And those who choose 
Islam they were called “pomagach” (помагачъ), that is, helper, a person who helps 
the Ottoman army in the conquered lands. This term was the most well‒known and 
used etymological description for Pomaks among others. 
1.6.1.2b Protection from authority 
Once a person in the Ottoman Empire converted to Islam his status was changed 
from gayrimüslim (or gyavur) to Turk according to the administrative registers in the 
archives in Istanbul. All Muslims belonged to one nation; the others had different 
treatment inside the empire. Those who were not Muslim belonged to the millet 
system. The empire’s first priority was to protect the wealth and lands of its Muslim 
citizens from bandits and brigands. Those in Bulgaria are known as “hajduk”. 
                                                          
3
 Българо – Мохамеданитѣ. (Помаци) Историко – земеписенъ и народоученъ прегледъ съ 
образи (Les Bulgaro-Mohamétans), (Les Coup d’oeil historique géographique et ethnographique avec 
illustrations), Plovdiv. Търговска печатница 1936 
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In Balkans Pomak men from 20 to 35 years old go to military and in periods of war 
they help the army; today many of them still are in charge of Turkish military service 
while some of them may have higher rank in the army. 
1.6.1.2c Ottoman millet system 
According to Wikipedia, the millet system has a long history in the Middle East, and 
is closely linked to Islamic rules on the treatment of non‒Muslim minorities. The 
Ottoman term specifically refers to separate legal courts pertaining to personal law 
under which minorities were allowed to rule themselves (in a case not involving a 
Muslim) with fairly little influence from the Ottoman government. 
This distinction can be seen as a legacy of the Ottoman millet system, which was 
based on the organization of the population, solely on the basis of religious 
affiliation, into simultaneously administrative, religious, and community units called 
millets (Poulton and Taji‒Farouki, 1997, pp.82‒83). For instance, we can assume 
that when there was a problem between a Muslim and a Christian in the court of law, 
the Muslim was more advantageous in front of “sharia” rules than the Christian. 
Pomaks were those who did not belong to millet groups in the Ottoman Empire. Only 
Greek and Bulgarian Orthodox, Jewish, Armenian and Syrian Orthodox and a wide 
array of other groups such as Catholics, Karaites and Samaritans were counted inside 
the millet system. 
1.6.1.2d Devshirme 
In Bulgarian devshirme is called “krûven danûk” (кръвен данък) which means a 
blood tax. It was the practice by which the Ottoman Empire recruited boys, 
sometimes forcibly, from Christian families, who were selected by skilled scouts to 
be trained and enrolled in one of imperial institutions: in the Palace, the Scribes, the 
Religious and the Military. Pomaks also were enrolled in one of imperial institutions. 
1.6.1.2e The economic advantages of becoming Muslim 
One of the main reasons to become Muslim voluntarily was the economic advantages 
that the ruling system offered. There were two types of Islamisation, according to 
economic legislations: 1− the demographic Islamisation of the Pomak settlements 
that started with the colonization of Muslim Turks in the lands conquered by the 
Ottomans; 2− The Islamisation of people, in other words the religious conversion 
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that was affected by political, social and cultural space that lasted for more than 300 
years. 
The role of the nomadic stock‒breeders, yürüks had a crucial importance to the 
Islamisation of the land – the territory. According to Radushev (2008) he points out 
three main aspects that affect the pre‒industrial Mediterranean socio‒economic 
landscape (p.417). The first one is the seasonal migrations of the yürüks within 
limited territory because of the physical space. The second one is the parallel 
demographic process, triggered by the arrival of Muslims from Anatolia.  
Different approaches to the topic – conversion to Islam – invariably discuss the 
connection between apostasy from the Christian faith and the economic condition of 
the Christian population. A number of political, religious and ethno‒cultural factors 
also determine such a complex process. If we summarize the outline of the first 
chapter of the study by Radushev we should point out two main results: 
1 – In the natural and topography conditions of this mountainous region, agrarian 
activity results in a lower income of the population. Compared to the income in 
the villages at the foot of the mountain and these surrounding plains, in the 
Rhodope Mountains it is 2 to 3 times lower. 
2 – The standard of living of the Rhodopean Christian households is two times 
lower than that of the Muslim ones. 
From the extant sources, it is clear that the “Ottomanization” of this part of the 
Balkans did not occur overnight, but happened over a relatively long period, i.e., 
from the beginning of 1430’s to that of the 1450’s. In fact, according to Radushev’s 
observation that he makes in his study, he underlines the myth that after subjecting 
the region violently, the Ottomans garrisoned troops in it is not borne out by the 
sources – but the opposite; that in the course of several decades following the 
invasion of the Aegean region and Upper Thrace (1370’s), the Western Rhodopean 
region remained “isolated” from the surrounding “Ottomanized” territory. 
The Ottoman timar
4
 system in the Western Rhodopes not only lasted rather long – 
over 400 years – but also preserved a relatively stable organizational structure. 
                                                          
4
 In the Ottoman Empire, the Timar system was one in which the projected revenue of a conquered 
territory was distributed in form of temporary land grants among the Sipahis (cavalryman) and other 
members of the military class including Janissaries and other kuls (slaves) of the sultan. 
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The religious transformation favoring Islam begins and develops rapidly as early as 
the “classical” Ottoman order. In other words, from the second half of the 15th 
century on, the socio‒economic milieu affects powerfully the religious behavior of 
the people. 
We can safely assume that the demographic and religious changes in the Western 
Rhodopes are stimulated by the joint influence of the physical environment and 
socio‒economic system, presented by its respective institutions. From the study of 
Radushev we can infer also the influence of the physical environment milieu, which 
is unchangeable; it sets up the physical parameters that favor or don’t favor the 
incidence of certain processes. It is the institutionalized relations among the people, 
however, that are the factor causing and determining the course of these processes. 
Waqf, an inalienable religious endowment in Islamic law, and its related charity 
benefits mosques, schools (mekteb, medrese) and hospitals become part of the 
everyday life of the Balkan Muslim. It also demonstrated clearly the advantages 
gained by belonging to the Muslim community. So, the waqf, with its social 
institutions and monumental buildings in every Balkan town and village, showed the 
Christian reaya (a member of the tax-paying lower class of Ottoman society) what 
economic and cultural benefits it would enjoy once converted to Islam. 
This distinctive feature – a consequence of waqf status – is a solid proof of the 
Islamisation being closely related to the population’s standard of living. On the other 
hand, the physical geography settings of the region were the reason for the relatively 
late establishment of the Ottoman institutional order in it and that they distinguished 
the region from the typical course of the socio‒economic processes taking place in 
the other territories of the Empire (Radushev, 2008, p. 426). 
The powerful process of Islamisation in Central and Western Rhodopes, which is the 
ultimate result of the Ottoman system’s development, has already changed the 
cultural and social milieu so much that during the turbulent 19
th
 century, even after 
Russian‒Ottoman war of 1877‒78, this part of the Balkans remains “a pocket” of 
Ottomanism in its classical sense. Nowadays, we should assume that the Rhodope 
Mountains are a culturally‒distinct region, where the coexistence of two religious 
groups – Christians and Muslims – continues to depend on the successful attempts to 
rationalize their common historical destiny. 
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There are two axioms of the social conversion formulated by R. W. Bulliet that is 
stated in The Pomaks: Christianity and Islam in the Western Rhodope Mountains and 
the Valley of the Mesta River from 15
th
 c. to the 1730’s by Radushev. 
1 – “The convert’s expectations of his new religion will parallel his expectations 
of his old religion.” 
2 – “Living aside ecstatic converts, no one willingly converts from one religion to 
another, if by virtue of conversion he markedly lowers his social status.” 
Naming those two axioms Radushev continues to analyze stage by stage the religious 
conversion of the region of Newrokop. The arrival of the yürüks in 1540’s the first 
carriers of the Islam religion that cause imminent changes are the innovators. The 
second stage is the conversion as a long transitional period of replacing of the old 
beliefs and customs with the new ones, so that an Islamic religious identity 
eventually developed. The early adopters whose slow course of the process, 
however, does not have any impact on the social integration of the new believers – 
are treated as full members of the Muslim community and immediately benefit from 
the privileges meant for the members of the dominant religion. The historical process 
is shown with many statistics counted from the archival materials of 15
th
 and 16
th
 
centuries. 
The third stage is the occurrence of the early majority in the middle of the 16
th
 
century. Counting the income of cizye (tax per capita levied on a section of an 
Islamic state's non-Muslim citizens, who meet certain criteria) is a tax it is said that 
the first half of the 17
th
 century is a quieter period for Bulgarian‒speaking Christian 
population in the region. 
The fourth and final stage deals with the late majority and laggards. The final stage 
of a given region’s conversion to Islam consists of the inclusion of two last convert 
groups to the already significant Muslim community. 
In the course of the stages of religious conversion examined so far, human life 
eventually becomes dominated by what socio‒anthropologists call “dual 
organization.” It is believed that such an organization is responsible for division of 
the community – clan, tribe, and ethnic group – into two for a number of reasons. 
The surviving relatives were from acts of hospitality to acts of hostility. It is in this 
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context, that the spread of Islam among Rhodopean Bulgarians pre‒determines the 
life of the next generations. 
From Radushev’s 2008 study we can clearly assert the idea of historical materialism 
that he took as a model and whose work as he mentioned, did not make any 
significant impact on Bulgarian scholars in a meeting in Bilkent, Ankara 2011. The 
critical debate over the “Pomak issue” still remains as a skeptical notion. According 
to Macey (2001) the basic premise of historical materialism is that human life is not 
determined by consciousness (p.183). It is determined by its material and social 
conditions of an antagonistic struggle between social classes. Its dialectic character 
between the forces of production, or forms of ownership and control of industry and 
commerce, and the relations of production, or the social, legal and ideological forms 
is how classes with conflicting interests coexists within a given society. In this 
respect, the lengthy summary of Radushev’s work is one of the sanest hypotheses 
that give certain direction to the nation of Pomak‒ness, which is analyzed in terms of 
historical materialism. It is the relationship between the product and the owner that 
divides the society. But many other aspects such as the ongoing process of 
Islamisation before 1450’s in the territory remain unclear.  
1.6.1.2f The dichotomy of “us” vs. “them” 
The case of “us” vs. “them” can be determinative when a person or a group does not 
want to become a part of the ‘other’ person or group. In the territory where the 
Christianity meets Islam creates an environment of symbiotic relationship. Thus, the 
person or the group can create a boundary in order to distinguish itself from the 
‘Other’. This can be a cultural, religious or economic assertion that cooperates with 
the nation or the state; this differentiates “us” from “them”. It can create a feeling of 
xenophobia and racism as well as oppositions in the cultural, religious and economic 
sphere. The superior religion, Islam, can create a ground for new householders an 
interest and learning high culture (Hochkultur), and frequent magnificence of the 
Muslims can attract the locals while “Others” may find it traumatic. 
But, the ‘Other’ is never outside or beyond them, nor at the periphery of the society; 
it emerges forcefully within cultural discourse, when they think they speak most 
intimately and indigenously “between themselves.” 
In the words of Homi K. Bhabha (1994), we can clearly assert that: 
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The place of [the] Other must not be imagined as fixed phenomenological point opposed to 
the self that represents a culturally alien consciousness. The Other must be seen as necessary 
negation of primordial identity – cultural or psychic – that introduces the system of 
differentiation which enables the cultural to be signified as a linguistic, symbolic, historic 
reality. (p. 74) 
The dichotomy of “us” vs. “them” can be inferred as “me‒myself” and “other”. This 
otherness needs a mode of representation. This creates national/cultural differences. 
This stereotypical imagination elaborates in a moralistic or nationalistic discourse 
that affirms the origin and unity of national identity. Naming once again, in the 
words of Bhabha he asserts that it is a colonial discourse that we can avoid the 
increasingly facile adoption of the notion of homogenized “Other”, for a celebratory, 
oppositional politics of the margins or minorities (Bhabha, 1994, p.75). 
The Pomak issue is placed to the side of “Other” within the nation‒states’ borders. In 
many villages in Turkey they use language together with other symbolic elements 
when they create a boundary in order to distinguish themselves from the “Other”. In 
Bulgaria this element appears as religion. 
1.6.2 Pomaks as Cuman and Pecheneg Turkic tribes 
One of the hypotheses about the origin of the Pomaks is that they derived from the 
Cuman and Pecheneg Turkic tribes who settled in the Rhodopes many centuries ago 
before the Ottoman conquest. Memişoğlu claims that they are Turkish communities 
who settled in the Balkan Peninsula in the 11
th century (Memişoğlu, 2005). They 
inhabited a shifting area North of the Black Sea and along the Volga River, known as 
Cumania. Then they were Slavicized by their daily contact with the Bulgarian 
Christian population. Turkish scholars also believe that this Slavicisation process was 
predominantly an authoritarian pressure of the administration, thus they adopted the 
new Slavic language. It has also to be said that some – mostly elderly – Pomaks deny 
that the Pomaks were speaking Bulgarian before 1912 or even earlier, before 1878. 
The claim that Pomaks had been forced to attend Bulgarian schools and learn 
Bulgarian, and that they had been forbidden to speak Turkish could be a true 
hypothesis, when in 1984 the grandioso assimilation campaign started. There are 
many villages named Kumanovo (in Macedonia), Chokmanovo that provides the 
similarities of the meanings between those names of those villages and their origins. 
According to Olga Demetriou (2004): 
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The Turkish thesis against this claim of ‘Pomak Greek‒ness (or, ‘Pomak Bulgarian‒ness’) 
was that the word ‘Pomak’ in Slavic means ‘helper’ (the widest known word for them) and 
that it emerged due to this group’s profession as attendants to the Cuman Turks that 
descended along the Balkan peninsula in the 11
th 
century with the Pecheneg tribe. In time, 
they intermarried with their Turkic masters and settled with them in the Balkans, but kept 
their language. This is why Pomak is now a mixture of Slav, Turkish, Arabic and Roma. 
Thus, in an equally ‘nationalizing’ as originally different ethnicity, which was eventually 
assimilated into the Turkish one. (p.107) 
1.6.2.1 Emigration of the Turkic tribes to the Balkan Peninsula 
The Cumans were nomadic warriors of the central Asian steppes. They brought to 
bear a prevailing impact on the Balkans. Groups of the Cumans settled and mingled 
with the local population in various regions in the Balkans. They played an active 
role in regions in the Balkans, Byzantium, Hungary and Serbia, with Cuman 
immigrants being integrated into each country’s elite. 
The Cumans were coined as Folban or Vallani by Germans, Kun (Qoun) by the 
Hungarians and Polovtsy by Russians – all meaning “blond.” Turks called them 
Kuman, which means “pale yellow.” In Serbo‒Croatian, plav means blue. So the 
term describes the racial specifics of these tribes – “blond with blue eyes.” 
It is difficult for us to say when they adopted their new name of Kipchak. Probably 
there were two different nations that joined together and possibly exchanged 
weaponry, culture and fused languages. 
The Pechenegs emerged in the historical arena only in the 8
th 
and 9
th 
centuries 
inhabiting the region between the lower Volga, the Don and the Ural Mountains. By 
the 9
th 
and 10
th 
centuries, they controlled much of the steppes of southwestern 
Eurasia, and the Crimean Peninsula. 
Bulgarian Tsar Simeon I employed Pechenegs to help fend off the Magyars. The 
Pechenegs were so successful that they drove out the Magyars remaining in the 
Etelköz and Pontic steppes, forcing them westward up the lower Danube, 
Transdanubia and towards the Pannonian plain, where they later founded a 
Hungarian State (Url‒4). Later they moved down to Rhodopes where they remained 
and this location is now known as the motherland of those Pomaks whose ancestors 
were Pechenegs.  
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1.6.2.2 Assimilation and identity problem  
The unity of the State is gained by assimilation. It is the erosion of the boundary 
between groups. There are two types of groups, the one, which is in power – the 
group in dominance, and the other, which is the oppressed one. If the oppressed 
group loses its identity by merging into another group, which retains its identity this 
assimilation process is called incorporation. If the group in power and the oppressed 
one unites to form a new group, larger and different from any of the component parts 
– it is referred to as amalgamation. Differentiation is narrowing the boundaries by the 
creation of additional groups. If the group separates into part this type of assimilation 
it is called division. Proliferation is, when a new group comes into existence without 
its “parent group” (or groups) losing its (or their) identity (Horowitz, 1975, p.115). 
The entire process is shown in Table 1.2. 
Table 1.2 : Process of ethnic fusion and fission (Horowitz, 1975, p.116). 
                      Assimilation                                Differentiation 
Amalgamation         Incorporation        Division                   Proliferation 
A + B  C               A + B  A             A  B + C              A  A + B 
                                                                                               ( A + B  A + B + C) 
Two or more           One group              One group               One or more groups 
groups unite            assumes the            divides into            (often two) produce an 
to form a new,        identity of               two or more            additional group from 
larger group            another                   component parts      within their ranks 
Seen as completed process, assimilation is the blending into one of formerly 
distinguishable socio‒cultural groups (Francis, 1976). 
Historically provided data does not have enough evidence to identify process for the 
Pechenegs and Bulgarians as differentiation or proliferation and assimilation. We can 
only assume the possibilities that may have been arisen. But if we suppose, for 
example, that those Turkic tribes are the ancestors of the Pomaks then we should 
accept that many assimilation processes would have occurred during those 1.000 
years. The fundamental problem in assimilation is culture. It is highly interactive. 
Although there are powerful coercions toward assimilation in many societies, groups 
can become more dissimilar under some conditions. Cultural lines of distinction that 
seemed to be fading are sometimes renewed; language differences can increase; and 
identities can shift back toward ancestral groups as in the case of Ribnovo village 
(Pipes, 1975, pp. 453‒465).  
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The question that here arises is, what are the component parts which are preserved by 
an assimilated society that is ruled by a dominant group? 
There were, for sure, empty slots that left large spaces of cultural diversity in the 
religious and domestic sectors of activities behind in each Pomak settlement. Many 
of those components should remain alive. It is naturally, that we should also define 
those components in terms of assimilation process in which one group assumed the 
identity of another in which they did disappear. 
Human differences lie neither in race or skin color, nor unity in the capacity for 
reason; unity and difference arise from social conditions through which one fosters 
identity (Gramsci, 1971, p.133). The component parts of the group (the 
amalgamation, the incorporation, the division and the proliferation) explores their 
strategies in order to gain those socio‒cultural conditions that enables us to keep 
them alive where the identity shapes itself.  
Although identity is as imaginary as folk culture and national culture it is a tangible 
reason for search the stereotypical amalgamation (the unification of two or more 
groups) for interaction of the groups. The word is tightly attached to nation and 
culture, two determinative words that describe subsequent Euro‒Asiatic historical 
frames. The Pomaks themselves have often remained largely salient as to their own 
identity. There are, however, primordial assimilation processes that took over in the 
depths of history where they suffered (or relieved) from finding the elements that 
would construct their identity. For the entire time they remained as oppressed 
minority group trying to preserve their cultural and traditional values inside larger 
active forces. In fact, many different assimilation processes ended up with salient 
outcomes; that is why maybe the thesis that they are pomûchen (tortured, tormented, 
suffered) seems more reliable in this respect. 
1.6.2.3 Language and collective memory 
If we say that the Cumans were the Pomaks’ ancestors, today they had to speak a 
‘sort of Turkish’, which in fact they do. In many villages in Bulgaria they use 
Turkish noun in complete Bulgarian sentence; just as: “Eto che galinût idva! (Ето че 
гелинът идва!) – Look, here is the bride coming! The word gelinût is Turkish with 
Bulgarian suffix.  
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Another sentence that I heard in Ribnovo village was a lady telling me that her 
husband went abroad for earning money: Toi otide na gurbeta! (Той отиде на 
гурбета!) Here the word gurbet, which is the most important one in the sentence, is 
used in Turkish. Today, there is tendency to use more Turkish words in some 
villages in Western Rhodopes, because using those shows the nobility of the speaker, 
thus the expression is richer. In fact, we should also note that there is an abundance 
of Turkish words in the Bulgarian language, but somehow when the Pomak speaks, 
he/she usually stress on that particular word with an expressive meaning. 
On the other side, divisions can be found between most of the groups in conflict, or 
groups that live peacefully side-by-side; these divisions are concerned with the 
culture, the language and the political affiliations. From an emphasis on culture, 
language, religion, as such, it shifts to an emphasis on the interest broadly defined of 
members of the group that has territorial connection.  
The living entity inside language provokes nationalistic and cultural tendencies. In a 
particular society, as in the case of Pomaks, there is no written literature, just except 
the rural oral tradition. It remained like that for centuries. The prominent entity of the 
characterization of that group seems the religion element. This entity may have effect 
on language. In this sense, language strongly bounds itself to the tools of collective 
memory.  
The Durkheimian discussion of the “collective memory” that is attached with 
language phenomena in this thesis is concerned with society – that is, Pomak society. 
Their memories are localized and recognized in the society. It is the memory of how 
it works together in the society. According to Jeffrey K. Olick (2007):  
Group membership provides the materials for memory and prods the individual into recalling 
particular events and into forgetting others. Groups can even produce memories in 
individuals of events that they never experienced in any direct sense. (p.7) 
Those narrative productions are made in terms of literary codifications. Since the 
Pomaks do not have written documentary those codifications are mainly made by 
oral transmissions. Thus they are modifiable and they only elude the Trans 
Generational carriers. Halbawchs’s “history” and “collective memory” which are 
both publicly available social facts – the former “dead,” the latter “living” are 
explained in terms of the literal collective memory as the “dead” entity and it has no 
organic relation with the living “now” as historical memory. Collective memory is 
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the active past that forms our identities. If a community speaks in a language that is 
self‒uniformed then collective memory appears to have crucial importance on this 
process. It sustains the maternity of the language via society where the memories are 
born. 
If a group of society in a village borrows any word from Turkish, it can gradually be 
accepted among the group members flexibly in order to maintain the cultural 
boundaries. We have difficulties defining that Pomaks are Bulgarian‒speaking 
community, whereas they speak Turkish in Turkey. Those who are settled in Turkey 
do accept the existence of their “own language.” The old generation speaks of it, 
while the younger Pomaks have little information. In both parts collective memory 
seems reversible. In many circumstances the collective memory is concerned with 
the past and language for them is a living thing, a unique mixture of old‒Bulgarian 
and Turkish. When this equilibrium is distorted, collective memory appears and 
shapes the memoirs of the society. 
1.6.2.4 Language and representation 
To construct the meaning of representation we need to codify the Pomak language, 
which has quite a different character in different nation‒states. Moreover, language 
often plays a key role in ethnic (or “naturalizing”) versions of nationalism, since an 
ancient language, shared as the parental tongue among the members of the nation, 
seems a guarantee of its true existence prior to and separate from any particular set of 
political arrangements (including fragmentation or alien rule). But the language of 
nationalist movements is often not the parental tongue of the putative nation’s 
members, not the first language of each, but rather the second language that unites 
them. It may be an elite language, shared among aristocrats and/or a bourgeoisie; it 
may be the language of a colonial power. The shared language is not the “test” of 
nationhood, but the means of imagining – and thereby creating – the nation 
(Anderson, 1991).  
The idea that words have meanings of definitions and that we come to understand 
what is said by somehow “looking up” the meanings of what we hear has been called 
the “Coding Theory of Language” (Eco, 1976). In short, words are codes that we 
must read or hear and then translate in order to arrive at their meaning. Sometimes 
language works this way, according to Grice, it is often the case that our 
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understanding of what is said or written is inferential. Specifically, when we listen to 
what is said to us we begin with a number of assumptions about the intentions of the 
person to whom we are listening. Grice called these assumptions “conversational 
implicatures” (Blair, 2003). 
During my research in the fieldwork of summer 2011, there were very big problems 
with trying to communicate with the Pomaks in Çanakkale Province, Çan District in 
Turkey. It was the process of internalizing the codes (linguistic expression of the 
words in the sentence), which allowed me to express certain concepts and ideas 
through their system of representation – speech, gesture and visualization. The 
representation was the product of meaning through language, but still, I was the 
‘Other’ who knew little about the Pomak tongue and could not spell the words 
properly.  
On the other side, the situation in Bulgaria was totally different. Discussion took 
place easily with them and conversations were done in Bulgarian.  
To answer this question we need to observe the fact that both historical and 
geographical conditions had crucial importance. As musical examples, the 
representation of the language bear a fluid character dependable on geographic 
surface expressed with historical narratives. So the element that we may think of this 
fluid concept is bi‒political regional sphere. Those inferences may shape the theory 
of same‒nation but with different languages. Description and discrimination together 
articulate the goals of the information search process: they also delineate two 
principles in which language can fail us in this process. Van Rijsbergen (1979) was 
the first to make his distinction calling them “representation” and “discrimination” 
(Blair, 2003, p.4). 
If we consider examples of Turkish nouns used by Pomaks, words such as “gelin” 
(bride), “gurbet” (a seasonal labor in a foreign land), “araba” (car), “kurban” 
(sacrificed animal), and the codes of the language provide the literal objects easily. 
But if we look at examples such as Bulgarian words “pravoslaven” [православен] – 
rectitude, “zlopameten” [злопаметен] – grudging, it is harder to make the case that 
words name “objects.” There are no equivalent Turkish words for them because they 
do not define the object. 
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In this context we should not mix up the circumstances of English, which is spoken 
by Afro-Americans in Brooklyn with that of “Pomakian” (or Bulgarian, if not 
Turkish) that the Pomaks speak. The overall result of the language in Brooklyn is 
concerned with the dialect that is the mutation of the spelled words in speech act 
where the pronunciation of those words connected with American English represents 
the cultural evolution of the African–American community in U.S. This divergence 
from British English may first be an effect of their common historical heritage; of job 
and housing discrimination, of prejudice. What is important here is to say that the 
Pomaks do not resemble so much to that Black Afro‒American community in U.S.; 
they create a language from bi‒lingual field, which is a sort of hybridity rather than 
dialectical mutation. 
We can argue the existence of the dialect that I faced during my visit in Yenice 
village in Çan District, Çanakkale Province in Turkey. This ‘ancient’ dialect is 
preserved but only via oral practice. The existence of any particular dialect spoken 
out creates counter‒language formation of the language. This divergent dialect helps 
to define group boundaries. This is unique place from where many scholars can make 
research upon primordial language. The language in this case occurs as a frozen 
biological entity that bears the ethnographic and microscopic evidences derived from 
1878 inside.  
The representative speech act is an attempt to make the listener do something. The 
problem occurs when the transmission of the spoken words are mispronounced or 
misunderstood. Thus, they use punctuation on particular words, those with Turkish 
origin in Bulgaria. The same occurs in Turkey where those punctuated words appear 
as Bulgarian. Quite significant verbs in Bulgarian are used to designate the motion, 
heading towards the meaning with objective noun in Turkish. In the dualistic 
concept, the masculinity is in the Bulgarian verb whereas the femininity is the 
Turkish noun. “Eto che galinût idva! (Ето че гелинът идва!) – Look, here is the 
bride coming! Is the sentence where there are two verbs in Bulgarian: Eto–Look, and 
idva –coming; they project the acceleration of the verbal motion. The static object is 
the gelin, which demonstrates the stability of the Turkish noun.   
In the words of Edward W. Said (1979), he says: 
It hardly needs to be demonstrated again that language itself is a highly organized and 
encoded system, which employs many devices to express, indicate, exchange messages and 
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information, represent, and so forth. In any instance of at least written language, there is no 
such thing as delivered presence, but a re‒presence, or representation. (p.21)  
There are ties that do connect territories and it correlates the meaning itself. But what 
will happen to this rural peasant language when in both nation‒states there are 
official national languages in school systems with specific curricula? Can they 
survive from those political administrative regulations? Can they have the right to 
construct their own language? 
There I would like to give an example from the Pomaks inhabiting Eastern Thrace, 
Greece. In order to divide the North Bulgarian Pomaks from the Southern Greek 
Pomaks, Greek officials recognized them as Turks, and thus, the Pomaks in Greece 
tend to go to Turkish schools where they learn Turkish. Today in Bulgaria, there is 
no Turkish language course in schools where Pomak children go, but only Religion 
and Religious studies. There they learn Arabic. Here we can claim that the 
representation within Bulgarian–Turkish, Greek and Arabic, Pomaks use one – two 
(or even three) simultaneously according to their own interest.  
Once again, if we turn back to Edward W. Said (1979): 
[…] the fact that a representation is eo ipso implicated, intertwined, embedded, interwoven 
with a great many other things besides the “truth,” which is itself a representation. What this 
must lead us to methodologically is to view representations (or misrepresentation – the 
distinction is at best a matter of degree) as inhabiting a common field of play defined for 
them, not by some inherent common subject matter alone, but by common history, tradition, 
universe of discourse. (pp.272‒273) 
The language is referred to as a single entity, in the Turkish language, Pomak and 
Bulgarian are distinguished as two separate although related languages.  
Owing to the fact that Pomatski is a language without a written form, there is no 
consensus of its literary codifications, the symbols that would represent the meaning 
and its structure. 
1.6.2.5 The Turkish‒ness inside the Pomak community 
The way Pomaks themselves react to official rhetoric is a rather different issue. For 
the Pomaks who inhabited the Rhodope region, where living standards and 
identification with Turkish‒ness decrease with increasing altitude, it is 
understandable why Pomak‒speakers would strive to identify themselves as Turks 
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instead of as Pomak, especially in their encounters with wealthier urbanites. The 
shared traits of religion and increasingly language as well, can be referred to as 
indicators of the group’s Turkish‒ness. This makes the Greek thesis rather 
unsustainable. It is for this reason that governmental policies seeking to incorporate 
Pomaks into the Greek part of the local community, or more precisely, to pull them 
away from Turkish part, were implemented rather covertly (Demetriou, 2004, 
pp.107‒108). 
Here I would like to continue with an example of the journey during the fieldwork 
research in the Rhodopes.  
I met 81-year-old Redjep Shaban Grushar with the nickname “the Arab” in July 2011 
in Breznitsa village. He considered himself to be a Pomak‒Turk. What was strikingly 
interesting to me was this village had both a mosque and a newly constructed church 
side by side. Those villagers claiming to be Turks, in answer to my questions in 
Turkish, choose to be Pomaks in answer to questions posed in Bulgarian. The fact 
that Pomak villagers in Breznitsa would never claim that they are Bulgarians 
indicates that within this opportunistic relationship, Turkish‒ness is a hegemonic 
minority identity discourse in that village. 
Some Pomaks identify themselves as Turks, and in the presence of outsiders, would 
even change the language of communication among themselves from Pomak to 
Turkish (Seyppel, 1992). Most Pomaks have today a double and shifting identity: an 
ethnic Pomak and a national Turkish one (in some cases we can talk about the 
Bulgarian nationhood as well). This assimilation into the Turkish nation was 
certainly helped by the Greek state’s decision, in 1951, to introduce 
Turkish‒language education to the Pomaks in an effort to distance them from the 
Bulgarians. But, it is believed that the main reason for the Muslim minority’s 
homogenization has been the Pomaks’ feeling that through their identification with 
Turks they would no longer be a minority within a minority, or have no one to 
defend their rights (Url‒5).   
1.6.2.6 The 1893 emigration of Pomaks in Anatolia 
From 1873 onward, the Ottoman government was faced with a period of drought and 
famine in Anatolia, leading to wide–spread misery and discontent. Agricultural 
shortages became such as to preclude the collection of necessary taxes. This reached 
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the point at which the Imperial Treasury was left without adequate funds for the 
business of government. The result was a major financial collapse, which forced the 
Ottoman Government to declare bankruptcy in October 1875 (Url‒4). After a 
turbulent time of wars and revolts the mass emigration from the Balkans to Anatolia 
created new settlements for Pomaks, Turks and other Muslim minorities. Those who 
emigrated from Greece later were under the convention concerning the Exchange of 
Greek and Turkish‒Muslim Populations with a Treaty of Lausanne in 1923. 
Table 1.3 represents the estimated Pomak population that lives in the villages of 
Biga, Çan, Yenice and Gelibolu districts that I visited during my fieldwork and the 
location from which they immigrated. 
There are even more villages in Edirne, Bursa, İzmir, Manisa and Eskişehir 
Provinces but those on the table are demographically the most densely distributed 
Pomak areas – which is the primary concern for my investigation. Pomaks who live 
in major cities like İstanbul, Ankara, İzmir and Bursa are not shown in the Table 1.3, 
since many of them are integrated into society and there is different mode of 
behavior that distinguishes them from their local relatives who live in the rural 
places. 
Since the 19
th 
century, an exodus by a large portion of Turks and Muslim, among 
them Pomaks referred to as Muhajirs, from the Balkans took refuge in present‒day 
Turkey and molded the country’s fundamental features. The case of those 
emigrations lies both on politico‒economic issues and religious aspects. The territory 
gained by a non‒Muslim nation‒state that controls the status of the Muslim citizen is 
problematic. In this case, the conditions are reversed. It is logical to think of 
assumption of Christianization of any Pomak settlement. We may also think about 
the Christians who gained the power but had Pomak identity and Pomakified many 
Turkish villages in Bulgaria as well. 
The same happened for Pomaks who inhabited the Biga Peninsula where they begin 
to be Turkified or “Yürükified”.  
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Table 1.3 : The emigration of the Pomaks to Anatolia in years and their estimated  
 numbers (Url‒2). 
District 
(where 
they live 
now) 
Village 
(where they 
live now) 
Date of 
emigration 
Estimated 
population 
of the 
village 
Country 
where they 
came from 
Province 
(where they 
came from) 
Village 
(where they 
came from) 
Biga Abdiağa 1891 373 Bulgaria Plovdiv Rahova 
Biga Akkayrak 1904 124 Bulgaria Plovdiv 
Tomraç and 
Küçükköy 
Biga Arabaalan 1885 161 Bulgaria Plovdiv Lakavitsa 
Biga Camialan 1900 105 Bulgaria Plovdiv 
Daudvu, 
Kuruşu and 
Drievu 
Biga Çeşmealtı 1878 605 Bulgaria Blagoevgrad Orhaniye 
Biga Elmalı 1882 568 Bulgaria Plovdiv 
Bukova, 
Rakovitsa, 
Drenova 
Biga 
Gündoğdu 
(Karantı) 
1883 850 Bulgaria Plovdiv Evciler 
Biga 
Harmanlı 
(Fiilik) 
1887 400 Bulgaria Plovdiv Dervisova 
Biga Havdan 1881 280 Bulgaria Plovdiv 
Poyna, 
Dravna and 
Bukfu 
Biga Ilıcabaşı 1893 145 Bulgaria Plovdiv 
Lakaviça, 
Corgan, 
Tafrişna 
Biga Işıkeli 1896 305 Bulgaria Plovdiv Lakavitsa 
Biga İlyasalan 1911 126 Bulgaria Plovdiv 
Tomraç and 
Küçükköy 
Biga İskenderköy 1878 140 Bulgaria Plovdiv Drenova 
Biga Kapanbelen 1869 173 Bulgaria Plovdiv Dobrulu 
Biga Kaynarca 1869 259 Bulgaria Plovdiv 
Çatrak, 
Direnova, 
Steminak, 
Churkuvu 
Biga Sarıkaya 1879 292 Bulgaria Plovdiv Nareshchan 
Biga Yolindi 1878 1.930 Bulgaria Plovdiv 
Rava, 
Yeşilköy, 
Tırmış 
Biga Yeniçiftlik 1895 1.509 Bulgaria 
Lofça 
(Lovech) 
Bejanova, 
Palamasa, 
Köklüce 
Çan Yaykın 1901 837 Bulgaria unknown  Ülbe 
Çan İlyasağaçiftliği ca.1898 440 Bulgaria Plovdiv unknown  
Yenice Çal ca.1872 1.068 Bulgaria Plovdiv unknown 
Yenice Karadoru 1869 370 Bulgaria Plovdiv 
Kochmar, 
Dobruca ‒ 
Dobrulu 
Gelibolu Değirmendüzü 1924 624 Greece Thessaloniki 
Karacaabad, 
Nivar 
Gelibolu Yeniköy 1924 862 Greece Thessaloniki Polen 
Total   12.546    
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1.6.3 Pomaks as Greek Achrians 
The word Achrian is a local one, not an ethnic one, and it is widely used in the 
Rhodopean region. Outside this region it is less‒known and not so many people use 
it to denote Pomaks. 
In Asenovgrad, Chepin, Newrokop, Ser and Komotini Provinces the local Christians 
called the Muslims “achriani”, not “pomatsi.” For the local Muslims these terms 
seemed hostile and they did not want to be called that way; they did prefer to be 
called as “Turks” (Chichkoff, 1936, p.19). 
The first hypothesis of the origin of the word is that it is probably driven from the 
name of the region or historical castle Achridose (or, Ohridos) in Western Rhodopes. 
The second hypothesis is the biblical name Hagarians from Hagar, the concubine of 
Abram (Abraham). The third possibility is derived from ancient the traco‒illiran tribe 
the Agrons who settled in the valley of river Struma. The fourth versus is that this 
word comes from the Greek word Αχρεϊος (Ahreos), which means impious, profane, 
engaged, a person incapable of doing something, useless, unprofitable. The fifth 
hypothesis of the word comes from the traco‒arabic meaning of the word 
‘ahara‒yan’ which means the last who accepted Mohammedanism and this happened 
after persistence. 
According to Chichkoff (1936) the first proposal of the word achriani from Achridos 
and the third proposal from Agriani are tied in terms of geographical disposition and 
nationality of naming the words (p.20). The second one, but, the biblical Hagarians, 
is religious, concerned with belief and is widely known by 9
th 
century when the 
Christianity gained ground in Balkan Peninsula especially from Bulgarians and other 
Slavic nations then becomes even more profound after Ottoman conquer of the 
territory. Then, many Christians, i.e. Bulgarians, Serbs, Greeks and others no matter 
for what reason is, they left their ancestors belief, that is the Christian, and accepted 
the new one – Islamic in other words the “agaryanian.” 
Another author is Jireček. In his book “The Principality of Bulgaria” he says that, 
when the name Achridos is spelled, it is understood that person pointed out the lower 
and middle parts of the river Arda (1891, p.394). On the other side, it is necessary to 
point out that the possible origin of the name ‘Achriyane’ could have come from the 
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biblical ‘Agaryane’ (Αγαρηοτ). In the Middle Ages the Christians used to call the 
Turks but in generally Muslims with that word. 
In the official registers of the Turkish archives, there is a separate geographical name 
that is preserved. The word “ahriyan” is also found in the name of a village called 
Ahriyanköy in Arden vicinity in the middle of the river Arda. 
It is also interesting that the word “ahriyan” resembles so much to the Turkish word 
“ayran” which is a drink made of yogurt mixed with water. 
1.6.3.1 The race and “purity” 
Race is as much a symbol of social difference and politico‒economic inequality as it 
is a taxonomic concept for classifying human populations on the basis of biophysical 
and morphological differences (Harrison, 1997, p.392). 
If we assume that the Pomaks are white‒skinned, blonde with blue eyes we classify 
them by their common physical and biological traits. Not all of the Pomaks are 
white‒skinned, blonde with blue eyes. In my observation during the fieldwork in 
Rhodopes I faced the differential status of the bio‒physical appearance of the 
population. The demographic distribution of the population shows that the higher 
altitude villages have more homogeneous bio‒physical characters while the lower 
altitude settlements are more mixed and diverse. However, in fact, it is difficult to 
talk about pure race. If we talk about in terms of anthropological usage of the word 
then we should consider how the politics depend on ethnographic analysis of 
grouping the races. 
“Where do they belong?” is a given question, in which one’s clan, religion, or race 
depending on the historical context in which rival group membership is defined 
stipulated a primary attachment. 
A race is a cultural sense bound to language and that society is a unit, which 
discriminates against others. According to Olga Demetriou (2004), she says that, 
“Komotinian [that she] spoke during the fieldwork, defined Pomaks in racial and 
geographic terms as ‘people who are fair‒skinned, blond, tall, blue‒eyed and live in 
the mountains” (pp.100‒101). 
Perhaps the most extreme case of this tendency to present Pomaks as Greeks who are 
fair‒skinned, blonde, tall with blue eyes, was one study undertaken by a physical 
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anthropologist of the University of Thrace, which has compared the Pomaks with 
descendants of a certain group of Agriánes, a fighters corps in the army of Alexander 
the Great who was also fair‒skinned, blonde, tall with blue eyes. According to local 
journalist, the data for his experiment was largely based on experiments made on 
blood samples collected from the villages under the guise of vaccination. The theory 
caused great uproar among the minority population and multiplied the suspicions of 
villagers towards outsiders to the extent that subsequently villagers refused to attend 
any medical examinations when Greek doctors visited the villages for fear of similar 
repercussions. 
Race, in this sense, is something, which is made and unmade. The study of race has a 
crucial importance for the scholars concerned with the history of humanity. Because 
the body is the most primordial of all features of basic group identity, extraordinarily 
powerful taboos and sanctions have been attached in many groups to exogamous 
unions or marriages that threaten their physical sameness, their “racial purity” (Isaac, 
1975, p.40).   
Nearly a century ago W. E. B.Du Bois (1897) said: “[Race] is a vast family of human 
beings, generally of common blood, and language, always of common history, 
traditions and impulses, who are both voluntarily of certain more or less vividly 
conceived ideals of life” (p.7). Whatever the degree of homogeneity, the race factor 
helps to define an ethnic boundary only if it is correlated with ancestral culture with 
lingual or religious difference (Yinger, 1994, p.20). 
In this part, I will not examine here the myths and conflicts surrounding the term 
race, since my primary concern is more based on the race and its political 
implications. Most of the criteria by which the human species is genetically 
differentiated today can be detected and measured only by use of sophisticated 
instruments and analysis (Yinger, 1994, p.155). These have led Dobzhansky to list 
thirty‒four races, some of them the result of recent blends5. 
                                                          
5
 In the 18
th 
century, beginning with Linnaeus, the effort to define race was principally in physical 
anthropological terms, on the basis of color, skull, shape, hair and so on. Linnaeus divided the world 
into Americans, Europeans, Asians, and Africans on the basis, principally the continents. Others 
divided the human race into five groups and some went as far as to identify seventeen groups and 
twenty-nine races. In Europe, a conventional division
 
was between blue-eyed tall Nordic, the darker 
short-headed
 
Alpine, and short, long-headed Mediterranean. While classification efforts persist in 
physical anthropology, the idea of race as “common blood” became the predominant theme in the 19th 
century, and among the authors such as: Carlyle, Froude, Kingsley, J. F. Green, Matthew Arnold, 
Stendahl, Madame de Stael, Taine, Renan, Saint Beuve. Daniel Bell (1975:155) 
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There are three types of divisions concerned with the skin color; beside that, 
physiological and moral characteristics are distributed more or less equally among 
them; the American is “red, choleric, erect,” the Asiatic is “yellow, melancholy, 
rigid,” the African is “black, phlegmatic, lax”.6 
But such designations gather power when, later in the nineteenth century, they are 
allied with character, e.g. Alexander the Great, as derivation, as genetic type. In Vico 
and Rousseau, for example, the force of moral generalization is enhanced by the 
precision with which dramatic, almost archetypal figures – primitive man, giants, 
heroes, warriors – are shown to be the genesis of current moral, philosophic even 
linguistic issues (Said, 1979, pp. 119‒120). 
Consider, for example the proto‒Aryan or proto‒Semitic tribe: “there one found slaves 
speaking the same language as their masters, and yet the slave was often enough different 
race to that of his master. Let me repeat, these divisions of Indo‒European, Semitic, or other 
languages, created with such admirable sagacity by comparative philology, do not concede 
with divisions established by anthropology. Languages are historical formations, which tell 
us very little about the blood of those who speak them and which, in any case, could not 
shackle human liberty when it is a matter of deciding the family with which one unites 
oneself for life or for death. (Bhabha, 1990, pp.16‒17) 
Finally, those attempts that try to signify the generalization of the Pomaks racially 
are humorous and also awkward.  Even Pomaks’ linguistic formations do not specify 
the racial character or the religion. To claim that all Pomaks are descendants of 
Alexander the Great who was genetically described, as proto‒Arian does not 
encompass the entire Pomak society while the quality of race does not lie upon its 
“pureness” but on the socio‒political consideration, which is a made or unmade 
phenomena.  
If Greeks claim that Macedonia is a part of Greece and Alexander the Great is not 
Macedonian but Greek, thus all Greeks are descendants from Alexander the Great 
who is fair‒skinned, blond, tall with blue eyes, it would be surprisingly interesting 
for those who are dark‒skinned, short with dark brown eyes and who defines 
themselves as Greek. 
 
                                                          
6
 See John G. Burke, “The Wild Man’s Pedigree: Scientific Method and Racial Anthropology in The 
Wild Man Within: An Image in Western Thought from Renaissance to Romanticism, ed. Edward 
Dudley and Maximillian E. Novak (Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1972), pp.262-8 
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1.6.3.2 Pomaks as ancient Traco‒Macedonian civilization 
Greek authors consider Pomaks to be descendants of Ancient Traco‒Macedonian 
tribes. Those who remained in the mountains succeeded in remaining ‘pure’ 
descendants of those ancient tribes and they have many Greek, if not Homeric, words 
in their vocabulary. For Greeks, Pomak is derivative of the Ancient Greek word 
‘Pomax’ (drinker) which reflects the Thracians’ known habit of drinking (Url‒6). 
1.6.4 Pomaks as Slavo‒Arabic mixture 
One controversial theory holds that Pomaks descend from a group of the Prophet 
Mohammed’s most loyal followers, who were charged with spreading Islam beyond 
the Middle East (Ghodsee, 2010, p.38). 
Some of these missionaries supposedly settled in the Balkans in the 7
th 
century and 
were eventually Slavicized by intermarriage with local Slavic women. In other 
versions, the Pomaks are descendants of Arab traders or of exiled sectarian leaders. 
These theories all share the thesis that Islam existed there even before Turks arrived. 
The historian Maria Todorova has argued that: “this Arabic origin theory for the 
Pomaks was imported directly by Muslim missionaries sent from Saudi Arabia, 
Libya and Pakistan,” and the ethnologist Tsvetana Georgieva found that the “proof” 
of this theory in Rhodope came usually in the form of an inscription found on a local 
tombstone or mosque by a visiting Arab missionary, which then disappeared. Her 
informants told her “they wanted the terms Arabs and Pomaks to become identical so 
that they could rely on the Arab community for protection. In Madan and Rudozem, 
this theory was the topic of two books circulated through the local mosques, one in 
1999 and the other one in 2006. 
The idea that Islam came directly from Arabia was also to be found in The History of 
the Pomaks, a book written by a local businessman in Madan but allegedly published 
and distributed with support from a Saudi foundation. Inside the book, it is written 
that: 
I believe that Pomaks are an Arabic minority that settled in the Rhodopes because of 
Byzantine policies responding to the increased strength of the Slavs to the North. Byzantium 
had a long‒term policy of settling Arabs along its Northern borders and moving Slavs to the 
Near East, since the Arab Halifat was dominant in the Mediterranean for 500 years after the 
appearance of Islam. […] That is how the Muslim community that lived in the Rhodopes in 
the 7
th 
and 8
th 
centuries was formed. (Ghodsee, 2010, p.39) 
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1.7 Pomaks as Ethnic Minority in Bulgaria 
This chapter will explain a method of establishing a theory based on Pomaks as an 
ethnic group, divergent from its social organization, which is concerned with cultural 
differences. 
Ethnic groups,  
are creations of elites, who draw upon, distort, and sometimes fabricate materials from the 
cultures of the groups they wish to represent in order to protect their well‒being or existence 
or to gain political and economic advantage for their groups as well as for themselves. 
(Brass, 1991, p.8) 
The United Nations (UN) offers a useful definition of ‘an ethnic minority’ as: 
a group of citizens of a State, constituting a numerical minority and in a non‒dominant 
position in that State, endowed with ethnic, religious or linguistic characteristics which differ 
from those of the majority of the population, having a sense of solidarity with one another, 
motivated, if only implicitly, by a collective will to survive and whose aim it is to achieve 
equality with the majority in fact and in law. (Deschênes, 1985, p.31) 
Anthony Giddens defines an ethnic group as “one whose members share a distinct 
awareness of a common cultural identity, separating them from other groups around 
them” (Giddens, 1997, p.582). 
In the words of J. Milton Yinger, an ethnic group is defined as: 
a segment of a larger society whose members are thought, by themselves and /or others, to 
have a common origin and to shape important segments of a common culture and who, in 
addition, participate in shared activities in which the common origin and culture are 
significant ingredients. (Yinger, 1985, p.159)  
Some mixture of language, religion, race and ancestral homeland with its related 
culture are the defining element. No one of these by itself demarcates an ethnic group 
(Yinger, 1985, p.159). Furthermore, ethnic groups are ascribed and identified by the 
members themselves. 
In the words of Ali Eminov, he claims that ethnic identities are not fixed but fluid 
(Eminov, 2007, p.1). Indeed, any association or political group cannot form the 
ethnic identity. National or ethnic identity is dependent on ascription (i.e. self-
definition) and description (i.e. definition by others). Secondly, ethnic groups should 
be maintained and generated within different processes. 
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And last, to observe these processes we shift the focus of investigation from internal 
constitution and history of separate groups to ethnic boundaries and boundary 
maintenance (Barth, 1969, pp.10‒11). 
In fact, ethnic groups are cultural‒bearing units. Such an ethnic group as Pomaks for 
instance, spread over a particular territory with varying ecologic circumstances, 
exhibits regional diversities of overt institutionalized behavior, which do not reflect 
differences in cultural orientation. 
The identification of another person as a fellow member of an ethnic group implies a 
sharing of criteria for evaluation and judgment. Thus, ethnic minority is not just a 
numerical or cultural status but it also holds political power and uses the ethnic 
boundaries and boundary maintenance. 
18
th 
century Swiss theorist Jean‒Jacques Rousseau equated civilization with the 
degeneration of humankind. He saw human beings as ‘primitive’ but possessed of a 
natural disposition to compassion or pity. He believed that the ‘uncivilized’ were 
‘noble savages’. Both views that Ross declares, – of ‘savage’ and ‘noble savage’ – 
are grounded in an ideology that supports the inferiority of ethnic minority peoples 
and has served to justify policies and practices of assimilation, ethnocide and 
genocide (Alia and Bull, 2005, p.3). 
According to Werner Haug, “ethnicity is multidimensional, incorporating linguistic, 
religious, historical and territorial aspects” (Haug, 2001, p.307). Then he continues:  
[ethnicity is] a common name which identifies the group; a myth about a common ancestry; 
common historical memories; a culture of their own (based on language, religion, customs, 
etc.); links to a territory (this can also be purely symbolic); a sense of belonging together, at 
least among parts of the population stated by Smith; Hutchinson & Smith (Haug, 2001, 
p.307) 
The way that ethnicity is described is concerned with alternation of the influence of 
historical events, and historical myths, the media, education and succeeding 
generations, a tendency that is encouraged by migration, mixed marriages, 
assimilation processes, etc. In creating an ethnic minority the crucial importance lies 
on specifying what are the differentials are that separate them from the majority. 
“Minorities” are not rare today; nor were they yesterday; quite the opposite. Every 
country has one or several; and they have them more and more. Today the Pomaks 
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are something one those invisible and unnoticeable minority. Because the consensus 
does not recognize them as a distinct ethnic group, the Bulgarian nation‒state has no 
policy for addressing their problems. If we point out the ethnic specifics of this 
community, first we have to create that community in order to make it alive. 
Secondly, we have to verbalize it through linguistic values because it depicts the 
fluid boundaries of ethnicity. 
1.7.1 Religion in the Rhodopes 
“In what lays the transforming power of religion upon landscape and why in different 
cultures has the extent of its effect been so desperate” are the two fundamental 
questions that Gregory J. Levine asks. In his words, the study of religion as a force in 
people’s adaptation to and creation of landscape is certainly a proper and important 
endeavor of geography and especially of cultural geography (Levine, 1986). 
According to Deffontaines’s (1948) view he says that religion is a motive power in 
the transformation of landscape (p. 7). 
The religious phenomena appears in a real relationship with the earth’s surface and 
so can be studied geographically and socio‒politically. The surface also encompasses 
the settlement that can be investigated anthropologically. The behavior of this 
settlement, even if it is poly‒religious, can be analyzed within cultural studies. In this 
broad sense each geographical location has its own primary understanding of religion 
and its attitudes. Inside religion we may find three basic concepts: 1‒ sanctity;        
2‒ ceremonialism (and / or ritualism) and 3‒ toleration. It is also the matter of 
concern in which the Muslim Pomaks are in a minority in a land that was arbitrarily 
partitioned to provide Orthodox‒dominated country. 
‘Where do Pomaks belong?’ is a question in which primary attachment was specified 
by one’s group religion, or race depending on historical and geographical context in 
which rival group memberships were defined. It is only now, in our modern times, 
under rapid social and economic change, of mobility and modernization, that one can 
choose one’s identification or attachment or belief in a self‒conscious way. It is why 
the psychological identification or group action became important; and it is useful, at 
this point, to review the major social categories in order to see how “ethnic” 
membership fits in. 
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Perhaps the area in which Bulgarian, during the period of ethnic consolidation, made 
the greatest adjustment to the host society was in religion. But, let’s take an example 
from contemporary Bosnia and Herzegovina in former Yugoslavia; there is said to be 
an emerging “Muslim” ethnic group from those of Albanian Muslims in Kosovo and 
Pomaks in Bulgaria. The emergence of new “Muslim” ethnic group is concerned 
with the results of post‒war period, in which its essential occurrence disturbs the 
borders of the Nation‒State. According to Donald L. Horowitz (1975): heavy 
emphasis on these religious affiliations as attributes defining ethnic identity has 
begun to generate a new identity on the part of those who do not possess the same 
religious attributes (p. 116).  
If we take an example of two villages, one Muslim and the other Christian Orthodox 
and, say, that they live peacefully is a matter of religious action and intuitively trust 
among group members between themselves and the ‘outsiders’. 
If the Muslim group members go to mosque on Fridays while the ‘others’ have 
Sunday prayer in order to commemorate a crucial event (wedding, birth, death, etc.), 
here, the religion takes an action in same direction; that is, to stabilize the backbone 
of community in a particular shared landscape. 
Thus, religion strives to formalize the social and public environment according to the 
model, which is carried in it. But, because the environment is not a passive matter, 
rather a living thing and religion acts insurmountable in order to express in every 
region. The environment places its imprint especially on religion that unifies the 
religious practice with social and public values. These values’ aim is to reform for 
their own use by own image, form and likeness. 
In the case of Muslim Pomaks, they rely both on the Qur’an and the Bible while for 
Christians there is only one holy book, which is the Bible. Another crucial fact is that 
the religiosity in both groups is mainly concerned with the age of its confessors, i.e. 
the older generation. This unifies community and gives solid ground for establishing 
the syncretic religiosity in this region, since both groups believe in heaven and hell, 
good and bad and the Mercy of God. 
The situation in Western Rhodopes and Central‒Eastern Rhodopes is different in 
terms of practice and belief. Islam takes strong craftsmanship in the Western side 
while the Central and Eastern side Pomaks try to identify themselves as Orthodox 
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(i.e. crypto‒Christian) in order to prevent the disadvantages of being second‒rate 
citizen in the Bulgarian nation‒state. The linear concept concerned with the history 
of religion where the Christianity meets Islam and/or vice versa can be observed in 
both sides of the Rhodope Mountains. 
There are two basic groups of religious belief: the one concerned with syncretic 
aspects and the other concerned with concrete aspects that deal with geographical 
territories in a given land. The soteriological beliefs of the Muslim Pomaks in this 
terrain with Christians have many common characteristics between each other, which 
derives from judaistic tradition and the shared landscape where those religions come 
alive. They are both about life and death. 
The topography can enclose diverse religions into valleys where the religious houses 
(mosques and churches) stand side by side.  
Religion imposes that life is meaningful, that being is inherently teleological. It also 
reflects social morality and reaffirms society. It is a system of belief. 
Religion, in the words of J. Milton Yinger is a system of beliefs and practices by 
means of which a group of people struggles with the ultimate problems of human life 
– suffering, injustice, and meaninglessness (Yinger, 1994, p. 256). Its theoretical 
background lies on the way that the group’s practice is reformed. The child learns 
from the parents that Faith is a product of the trust; it is transmitted not by genotype 
by social construction between family members. According to Freud, he saw the 
source of religion in the transposition of childhood comfort and protection into a kind 
of parental surrogate (Yinger, 1994, p. 256). As in the case of most Pomak 
settlements in Rhodopes, religious leaders like imams, hodjas and muezzins of the 
village become “deputies” of the groups that transform the society. 
1.7.1.1 Islam and belief in Pomak settlements 
The relationship between religious participation and belief is not at all obvious: it is 
thus difficult to say whether Pomaks in village Breznitsa for instance are devoted 
Muslims or not. At the empirical level, however, the observations of Muslim Pomaks 
in Rhodopes have generally found that, between both Muslim and Christians, high 
levels of belief are associated with high levels of religious ritual participation. In the 
case of Breznitsa and Ribnovo I assume that the ‘belief’ in Ribnovo has a higher 
level compared with Breznitsa. The same situation is applicable to Elmalı village 
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where the religious participation was at a higher level when compared with the rest 
of the settlements nearby. This example leads us to a statement where we can say 
that the level of religious belief has a differential sum in different geographical 
zones. It is also highly dependable on the person who owns the wealth in the given 
settlement. He is a sort of ‘deputy’ of that place. This leader actively holds the power 
of controlling the syncretic practice. The lower status citizen is confronted by 
conformity of the religious wealth. The religious participation among Pomaks who 
are settled in Turkey is age‒concerned while many young Pomak men in Ribnovo go 
to the mosque to pray. The education among Pomaks and their economic status in 
Bulgaria is more homogeneous while the Turkish Pomaks have different economical 
positions in the society, which affects the Belief of the Orthodoxy as well. 
1.7.1.2 Islam and ritual in Pomak settlements 
Ritual is general human activity tied within religious participation. The main 
difference between the ordinary action and ritual is that ritual is concerned with 
specific rules that organize the performance. According to Pascal Boyer, he claims 
that “through ritual, people perhaps grasp or express important messages about 
themselves, their relationship to each other, and their connection with God(s) and 
Spirit(s)” (Boyer, 2001, p.232).  
Rituals are used for various purposes: to obtain a good harvest and keep disease 
away, to celebrate birth and marriage, to cure the sick and help the dead reach 
another world, to ordain priests and initiate young folk, to appease the gods’ anger or 
secure their protection. 
In Ribnovo, a wedding ceremony takes place at bride’s house. There she is decorated 
traditionally; a white ornamented mask. She also holds a mirror in her hands, which 
she looks at, and many elder women sing a “pesna” while she remains unresponsive. 
Many shrill pipes resonate the heterophonic sound of the Eastern world outside. This 
ritual for a wedding ceremony is done in every wedding in the village. No one knows 
who started this or what caused the beginning of this ritual. However, it is not 
religious, but traditional. Such traditional affiliations are always effected by religion 
and its practices. 
This is a special occasion for Ribnovo village, not for Breznitsa. There is no feud 
between those two villages but they intuitively trust their members more than 
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outsiders. In circumcision ceremonies when boys turn into men the ritualistic activity 
becomes a socially prescribed entity for both of the villages. Despite some obvious 
differences a general ritual activity appears as socially prescribed formal behavior for 
both Muslim Pomaks in different settlements and Bulgarian Christians. They meet 
each other on St. Georg’s Day to celebrate the arrival of the spring and many Festive 
ceremonies are held in this region. The common ritual activity in the entire Rhodope 
region blends Islam and Christianity while many other activities separate them. 
In conclusion, ritual has a large scope of individuality and its behavior. Many 
different rituals may be found in different villages even though they share common 
beliefs. Many different religions may also be found in a shared territory among the 
entire population. 
1.7.2 Pomak culture 
Richard Handler (1988) has written: 
that most nation‒states (and many “minority groups” as well) now seek to objectify unique 
cultures for themselves; that they import Western (including anthropological) definitions of 
what culture is; that they import Western technical routines to manage their objectified 
cultures; that they promote their “cultural self‒image” internationally in an effort to woo the 
economically crucial tourist trade; that, in short, everyone wants to put (their) own culture in 
(their) own museum – all this indicates that modernity has not only conquered the world, but 
ushered in a “postmodern” global society of objectified culture, pseudo‒events and 
spectacles (pp.137‒141). 
Common culture is probably the most important general core, but it is a culture, 
which has some features of temporal continuity often reaching into the indefinite 
past. According to Western observations made on the cultural issue, a particular 
population needs to embrace several other elements in order to define the common 
aspects of the core. 
The polarization between Muslims and Christians in Rhodopes create cultural 
differentia between each other. Culture depends upon ‘shared meanings or shared 
conceptual maps’ (Du Gay et al., 1997). Thus, the culture has shared meanings or 
shared conceptual maps in between Muslim Pomaks and Bulgarian Christians on 
shared lands. While constructing the meaning after culture, language appears as the 
second system of representation. If we talk about a language such as Bulgarian, that 
Muslims and Christians speak, then we should talk about a unison level of cultural 
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entity, because in both cases codes, which govern the relationships of translation 
between them (those codes can be a system of produced sounds as well) are identical. 
But, in fact, those two religious groups have different cultural understandings: 
1 – because culture is a source of identity that contains several other elements; 
such as nationality, race and the judgment of the taste; 
2 – because culture is a sort of ‘theater’ where various political and ideological 
causes engage one another on a stage where many actors play different roles; and 
3 – because culture involves nation‒state within national borders. 
In any case, cultural identity is not only bound to identical language formation but it 
coexists with several other circumstances where it is in advance of politics, military 
history, or economic process. 
To some anthropologists, culture consists basically of ideas or concept that 
individuals learn from society as part of the process of growing up. These socially 
learned concepts serve as the basis of human action, including the material (e.g. how 
to build a tambura), the social (e.g. how to hire musicians), and the expressive (e.g. 
knowing when and how to sing the right pesna). The concepts serve as a model for 
action, but not as rules to be blindly followed. Culture, then, involves all of the 
techniques, values, and symbols that individuals learn from their society and use in 
adapting to the natural environment, to the social environment, and to their own inner 
drives (Keammer, 1993, p.8). 
Labeling the chapter as ‘Pomak culture’ is an ethnocentric attitude. My aim is to 
integrate the pattern of human knowledge and Muslim belief that separates it and 
behavior which lies on capacity of symbolic thought and social learning. 
In poly‒ethnic social systems, a categorization of population sectors in exclusive and 
imperative status categories have crucial importance, since an acceptance of the 
principle that standards applied to one such category can be different from that 
applied to another. Though this alone does not explain why cultural differences 
emerge, it does allow us to see how they persist. 
Their (Pomaks') dances and food, music, art, and rituals are defined as ethnic culture 
and consumed by “global nomads” and natives all over neighborhood geographies 
(Niedermüller, 1999, p.248).  Behind this cultural practice of course hides the idea of 
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a pure, old, and authentic ethnic culture, which is exotic and unusual but at the same 
time excites commendation and is consumable. Pomaks do understand that they need 
an expressive ethnic culture in order to be able to present it; Pomaks do comprehend 
that the cultural performance of ethnicity offers not only social but cultural space as 
well without any discrimination; Pomaks also do know that the cultural performance 
of ethnicity can be used as a political tool in order to secure their social situation and 
position inside the nation‒state.  
The fact that the nation state is a post‒socialist organization makes the situation even 
harder to define the ethnic minority’s cultural specifics. As a living entity, this 
cultural formation is transforming in every kind of dimension; Pomaks create the 
cultural heritage while others are discovering it. It is not a homogeneous entity not 
only because of political systems, but because of social strata and other cultural 
worlds as well. The past is not close at hand all the time for everyone in the same 
way in the Pomak community. It has to be re‒created as Péter Niedermüller says, 
with the help of retrospective mythology. 
In a quotation made from the essay of Péter Niedermüller, Assmann claims that: 
In all cultures there is something “solid” and something more “fluid.” Something that is 
brought and then wasted by everyday life and something that is preserved as a common 
property through generations. The “fluid” part is considered the quotidian, the “solid,” the 
feast. The language of the quotidian is that of closeness, which connects us to our 
predecessors. To the extent that one possesses the language of the quotidian and of one’s 
contemporaries, one is part of a communicative society. To the extent one possesses the 
language of feasts and of one’s predecessors; one is part of a cultural community. (1999, 
p.251) 
On the other hand, culture as political ideology creates a second dimension that is 
coined as Culturalism. It is identity politics mobilized at the level of nation‒state. 
Culturalism, as Appadurai suggests, is the conscious mobilization of cultural 
differences in the service of a larger national or transnational politics. It is frequently 
associated with extraterritorial histories and memories, sometimes with refugee 
status and exile, and almost always with struggles for stronger recognition from 
existing nation‒states or from various transnational bodies (1996, p.15). The further 
explanation of the term can be traced as the idea that individuals are determined by 
their culture, that these cultures form closed, organic wholes, and that the individual 
is unable to leave his/her own culture but rather can only realize him/herself within 
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it. Culturalism also maintains that cultures have a claim to special rights and 
protection – even if at the same time they violate individual rights. 
1.7.2.1 Ecological perspectives on cultural differences 
The settlements in Rhodopes occupy clearly distinct niches. There is minimal 
competition for natural resources such as cultivated lands for agriculture in a 
non‒mountainous area, such as in the valley of river Maritsa. Thus, their 
interdependence is limited despite co‒residence in the area; the interaction is in the 
ceremonial‒ritual sector. 
Although there are mixed settlements, some Pomak villages have a distinct location 
while they monopolize particular mountainous territory, in which case they are in 
competition for resources and have high rate of migratory labor. 
In fact, both groups, i.e. Muslim Pomaks and Bulgarian Christians provide goods and 
services for other – i.e. occupy reciprocal and therefore different niches but in close 
interdependence. They do not communicate very closely in any particular sector in 
many parts of Western Rhodopes, while the Eastern side tends to entail a close 
political and economic dialogue with open possibilities for other forms of 
interdependence as well. 
1.7.2.2 Demographic perspectives on cultural difference 
If two populations are ecologically interdependent as two ethnic groups in a 
symbiotic relationship, this means that any variation in the size of one must have 
important effects on the other (Barth, 1969, p.20). 
In the case of settlements in Rhodopes, there is clear an effect on Pomak villages 
since the Bulgarian Christian community is populous in size. This perspective leads 
to an important clarification of the conditions for poly‒ethnic systems such as those 
that arise from Bulgaria. These poly‒ethnic systems are not solid but fluid entities. It 
becomes clear that a number of factors other than human fertility and mortality affect 
the balance of numbers. In the words of Barth, he points out that “migration and 
conquest play an intermittent role in redistributing populations and changing their 
relations” (Barth, 1969, p. 21). According to this statement of Barth’s, only one 
migratory action can be emphasized about Pomaks, where in the summer period the 
men between 20‒50 years old go abroad, especially to Germany, Holland and 
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Belgium in order to earn money – that is, the gurbet. After three months of legal 
residence there, they turn to their villages. The number of these 
three‒months‒migratory‒labor is inevitably high due to the poor economic 
conditions of the Bulgarian Republic. As a post–socialist consequence, the de–
territorialization of cultural distribution of the Pomak migrant labors I observed close 
interaction between them and Turkish ones. In the countries they meet they create a 
fluid mosaic of cultural integration. 
In the words of Homi K. Bhabha, this fluid mosaic cultural integration is explained 
as “the extraordinary demographic displacement of mass migrant workers and of 
global tourists… to a degree unparalleled attempts, in a suggestive move, to turn the 
schizophrenic social imaginary of the postmodern subject into a crisis in the 
collective ontology of the group faced with sheer ‘number’ of demographic 
pluralism” (Bhabha, 1994, p.316). 
Thus, culture is a constantly shifting result of boundless and flexible construction 
processes. Culture is not an object, nor an unchangeable tradition. Culture is not 
something we have to maintain and defend but rather something we make, use, and 
change in different social situations (Hannerz, 1992, p.218). In the poly‒ethnic 
societies the demographic distribution of the nations has important effects on each 
other – i.e. the groups that are in a symbiotic relation have interaction when a 
sizeable larger group is hegemonic upon a relatively small one. By entering the 
migratory labor question, the category that culture is not fluid in between the poly-
ethnic society but also a result of a constantly shifting element has an important 
outcome to explain the cultural differentia where the demographic perspectives lie. 
1.7.2.3 Kaemmer’s sociocultural system 
John E. Kaemmer’s model the sociocultural system as analyzed in his book Music in 
Human Life: anthropological Perspectives on Music has an integrative aspect based 
on a holistic approach. He refers to the sociocultural system as an emphasis given to 
the parts within the system. According to Keammer, a system is used to refer to 
society and culture because it indicates a collection of phenomena that are so closely 
related to each other that a change in one of them will bring about changes in others 
(Keammer, 1993, p.7). On the other hand, societies and cultures are fixed static 
entities while social and cultural institutions are constantly being re‒created and 
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re‒formed to suit people’s needs. Keammer says that these interrelated dynamics are 
the reason for referring to social and cultural realities as a type of system, although 
the degree of integration varies according to the time and place, as well as to aspects 
of culture that are involved (Keammer, 1993, p.7). 
In Figure 1.5 is shown Kaemmer’s analysis of several rather distinct components 
applied in a holistic approach. 
The first sub‒division as a component of the sociocultural system is a material one. It 
is related to human requirements for food and shelter. It is also related to the tools for 
providing these things. 
 
    The sociocultural 
system 
   
         
            
Material     Social    Expressive  
            
    
Social 
relations  
Social 
institutions  Religion Art Language 
Figure 1.5 : Components of the sociocultural system (Keammer, 1993, p.8). 
Another component of the sociocultural system is social; it is concerned with the 
need of human beings to relate somehow to people around them. It has two 
sub‒categories: social relations and social institutions. Social relations concerns the 
ways people naturally interact with each other, taking into account conflict, good 
relations, animosities and other types of personal and individual features that are 
found in any group. Social institutions are the standardized ways that people relate to 
each other, such as kinship groups, legal and educational institutions. 
The third component of the sociocultural system is the expressive, primarily oriented 
to the cognitive and emotional needs of humans. There are three sub‒divisions of this 
component: religion, arts, and language in which two of them (religion and language) 
were already explained before. 
The combination of material, social and expressive components of the so‒called 
sociocultural system means that the artifacts created by humans, the patterned social 
relationships, and the approved types of expressive behavior all work together to 
generate what we know as the way of life of an ethnic group or socio‒economic 
group (Keammer, 1993, pp.8‒9). Society is constructed by people that are related to 
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each other with some commonly held beliefs about communicating and behaving; 
culture on the other hand, exists only in the minds of individuals and in the practices 
by which shared understandings are passed from one generation to the next. In the 
words of Keammer, he claims that social structure and culture are models formulated 
by the researcher from the regularities observed in behavior. If we put the model to 
any particular Pomak Society in a village in Bulgaria, Greece or Turkey we may find 
that any small change affects the entire system in which the category of social 
relations for instance can create different outcomes. In conclusion, there is quite big 
difference between the components of the Sociocultural System in Ribnovo and 
Yaykın village. 
1.7.3 Traditions 
Traditions are highly relevant to that comparatively recent historical innovation, the 
“nation”, with its associated phenomena: nationalism, the nation‒state, national 
symbols and histories. 
All traditions are “created,” none are truly primordial. This was acknowledged, 
though rather weakly, even by some of the functionalists who emphasized the notion 
of (constructed) primordially and the “givenness” of cultural identities and traditions 
(Eisenstadt, 1966). All traditions are internally contested and subject to continual 
reshaping, whether explicit or hidden. Potential lineage of the ‘headman’ that is 
involved with the Pomaks, argues over their status in terms of different narratives of 
descent and ancestral authority (Fortes 1945, 1949; Calhoun 1980). He has explicitly 
fundamental role of re–shaping the traditions. This is how interfering forces of the 
‘headman’ control the living entities.  
To correct views of individuals we must regard them as forming a great whole – the 
Pomak nation – we must measure them by their relation to the mass of beings by 
whom they are surrounded; and, contemplating the incidents in their lives or 
condition which tradition has handed down to us, we must rather consider the general 
bearing of the whole narrative, rather than the respective probability of its details. 
David Hume and Adam Ferguson explain that traditions are adapted in the retelling 
to the needs of the present so that the historical fact contained in them erodes from 
generation to generation (Noyes, 2009, p.236) The literal transmission of the 
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object‒ness on the terrain of tradition is strictly concerned with the intellectual and 
mid‒class stratum of the society. 
On the other side, Johan Gottfried von Herder also speaks of language and tradition 
as stemming not from priesthood but from the ‘Volk’ (Folk) as a whole, though only 
the lower classes have kept faith in the modern period. Henceforth the referent of the 
word folk will veer uneasily between class and nation (Noyes, 2009, p.236) Herder 
and his followers treat tradition not as a process of corruption, but as a dynamic 
process of individual assimilation, and more broadly as the vital life course of an 
organism, the nation.  
In the case of Pomaks, something, which can be traced as a traditional aspect, is 
pesna (that is song) singing. The pesna sloughs off its narrative content as the 
historical incident that gave it birth loses its relevance, and retains a lyric “emotional 
nucleus.” What is surprisingly interesting is that the normative version of the text of 
the pesna stabilizes as each listener synthesizes the variants heard from different 
pesna singers (or pesna tellers). Because the pesna as a tradition is based in 
unwritten poetry, it is difficult to claim that they remain in their ‘purest’ form.  
The diffusion of the folktales, which are the main source of the lyrics of the pesna, is 
done by the “story‒tellers” when they are transmitted from generation to generation. 
Nationalists who followed Herder collected traditions in order to save them. They 
thought that they should not die because they were the spirit and the soul of the 
people where these traditions belong. They had to be restored from their fragmentary 
form among the peasantry to an integrated whole in modern form – that is, printed 
text – that can be recirculate across the nation (Noyes, 2009, p.240). In fact, the main 
purpose to do that was to ‘purify’ and made them more suitable for a more refined 
age. The oral tradition constructed epics as the basis for national unity, and once 
again set out to purify traditions of foreign influences, as if romantic nationalism had 
never been challenged. 
Today we face the mass‒produced traditions while the former sought to construct 
national identity. “Traditionalization” is a basic cultural process, in which all people 
selected valued aspects of the past for cultural attention and custodianship.  
The pesna tradition in Bulgaria and Turkey has different outcomes. This is because 
of the nation‒state policy of each country when in the mid‒20th century the meta-
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discursive practices declaring the transparent folk status of the recorded text were 
employed by Bulgarian Romantic folklorists based their work on nationalistic 
ground; either way, traditional process was not allowed visibly to throw into 
confusion access to traditional content. The pesna then lost its exotic flavor as 
“traditional society” emerged. On the Turkish side, pesna remained a salient practice 
among Pomaks. There were no certain ideologies to restrict‒to print those “purified” 
products. 
Socialist and popular‒front regimes (as in the case of 1945‒1989 status of Bulgaria), 
while in their initial stages often rejecting tradition wholesale as “feudal,” found it a 
necessary tool for communicating with and mobilizing the masses. In the words of 
Dorothy Noyes, she says that: “they (masses) too created curators of tradition to 
purge it of ideological contamination, identify its genuinely popular and progressive 
aspects, and compose new text on traditional models” (Noyes, 2009, p.241). The 
educational institutions re–constructed those traditional aspects in which localism 
free from any ideology and political basement created modes of certain authenticity–
newly emerged ideological and political tool that manifested the unity of the folk. 
On the other side, in the words of Eric Hobsbawm, he claims that ‘traditions’ which 
appear or claim to be old are often quite recent in origin and sometimes invented 
(Hobsbawm, 1983, p.1). ‘Invented tradition’ is taken to mean a set of practices, 
normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic 
nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition, 
which automatically implies continuity with the past (Hobsbawm, 1983, p.1). It is the 
written tradition that historically accompanied the rise of nations by objectifying the 
‘one, yet many’ of national life, and by mimicking the structure of the nation, a 
clearly bordered jumble of languages and styles. 
Traditional practices are designed to facilitate readily definable practical operations, 
and are readily modified or abandoned to meet changing practical needs, always 
allowing for the inertia which any practice acquires with time and the emotional 
resistance to any innovation by people who have become attached to it (Hobsbawm, 
1983, p.3). It is also assumed that ‘invented traditions’ belong to three main and 
overlapping categories: a) those establishing or symbolizing social unity or the 
membership of groups, real or artificial communities, b) those establishing or 
legitimizing institutions, status or relations of authority, and c) those whose main 
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purpose was socialization, the inculcation of beliefs, value systems and conventions 
or behavior (Hobsbawm, 1983, p.9).  
Traditions are then expressions of identity, distinct from the ‘derivative products’ 
which are for instance folkloric music or those belonging to the present world music 
movement in which the status of pesna appears as authentic folk music on eclectic 
ground for the listener while world music remains as syncretic. 
Finally, considering the pesna as a musical tradition, it can be formalized in five 
categories cited in Laurent Aubert’s book “The Music of the Other:” 
1 – Pesni are of ancient origin and faithful to their sources in their principles, if 
not necessarily in their forms and performance circumstances; 
2 – Pesni are based on oral transmission of rules, techniques and repertoires; 
3 – Pesni are bound to a cultural context, a setting in which they have place and, 
most of the time, a specified function; 
4 – Pesni are bearers of a set of values and virtues that confers upon them sense 
and efficacy within this context; 
5 – Pesni are bound to a network of practices and beliefs, and sometimes to rituals, 
from which they draw their essence and raison d’être (Aubert, 2007, p.19). 
1.7.4 Folklore 
In the Gramscian sense of the conceptualization of folklore, he defines folklore as a 
serious matter […] because he considers it the “the lowest level of popular culture” 
(Gramsci, 1985, p.141). According to Gramsci (1985), folklore is: 
a “concept of the world and life” implicit to a large extent in determinate (in the time and 
space) strata of society and opposition (also for the most part implicit, mechanical, and 
objective) to “official” conceptions of the world (or in a broader sense, the conception of the 
cultural parts of historically determinate societies) that have succeeded one another in the 
historical process. (p.189) 
In this quoted passage of Gramsci’s statement the meaning of stratification lies in 
particular body of knowledge that serves as repository for ideas once held by a 
dominant class and which is dismissed. He warns that there is “nothing vainer than to 
try to find the different stratifications in a single area of folklore” (1985, p.195). 
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It is, in fact the perennial problem of definition and delimitation of the scope of 
folklore in Bulgaria, and in particular Pomak perspectives. One such conception is 
the socio‒evolutionary framework popular for conceptualizing a way to define the 
relationship of a certain segment of population to another, based on a perception of 
active engagement with tradition. Then, it is meaningful to place both the terms 
tradition and folklore side by side, although they do not project the same point of 
view. 
Arguments that folklore is increasingly being replaced by popular – especially 
mediated – culture, and misunderstand that nascent philosophies, sciences (including 
media technologies), and ideologies will inevitably produce new folklore 
(Gencarella, 2010, p.239). 
Gadamer likewise conceptualizes philosophy and science activities as being distinct 
from folklore, although he refers to legend or myth rather than directly employing the 
term folklore (Gencarella, 2010, p.240). Neither does he address the temporality of 
folklore’s contemporaneity: folklore continues to be present without being fully of 
the present. This is in part because folklore, understood as oral tradition, tends to be 
defined over and against technology, first writing and print, then recording and 
broadcast technologies, and finally digital media. Folklore persists, and is created in 
spite of, not because of them (Scharfe, 1993). I consider defining folklore as the 
study of a particular mode of cultural production.  
1.7.4.1 Music and folklore 
In the early 20
th
 century, Bartók (1931) attempted to define the essence of the 
Magyar musical style and thereby to distinguish Hungarian peasant music from that 
of the Gypsies with which it had been previously associated. In his essays he says 
that (Bartók, 1976):  
folk music is the music of the class of population the least affected by city culture, music of a 
more or less great temporal as well as spatial extent, which is or sometime was alive as a 
spontaneous manifestation of musical impulse. (p.316) 
To find pure folk melodies, which are not influenced from the urban life or popular 
art, music is difficult or even impossible. The foreign elements and their 
assimilations emerges only when these elements are transmitted from generation to 
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generation by masses and not by single persons; during that voluntary transmission 
the elements go through certain changes, and they are thus blended. 
According to Bartók (Bartók 1976, p.317), pure folk music begins to exert an 
overwhelming influence on our higher art music only at the end of 19
th
 Century and 
the beginning of 20
th
 Century (at that period of time, folk music began to have a 
significant influence, especially on Chopin's and Liszt’s art, later on Slavonic 
composers). The works of Debussy and Ravel should be considered the first ones on 
which the folk music of Eastern Europe and Eastern Asia exerted permanent leading 
influence.   
According to Oxford Music Dictionary by Michael Kennedy (Kennedy and Bourne, 
1995), folk music or in other terms folk songs are songs of unknown authorship 
passed orally from generation to generation, sung usually without accompaniment, 
and often found in variants (of words and tune) in different parts of a country or in 
different countries. This concept has been defined and developed in multiple ways by 
collectors, scholars and practitioners, within different geographical locations and in 
different historical periods. It has been used both covertly and overtly in the 
construction and negation of identities in relation to class, nation or ethnicity and 
continues to be the source of controversy and heated debate (Stanley and Tyrrell, 
2004).  Redefined in a narrower sense, the term folk music is used as peasant music 
by Bartók. It connotes those melodies, which belong to one or more homogenous 
styles or, in other words, it is comprised of a great quantity of melodies with similar 
character and structure. Peasant music of this kind actually is nothing but the 
outcome of changes wrought by a natural force whose operation is unconscious in 
men who are not influenced by urban culture (Bartók, 1931, p.6). In his article 
written in 1936, Bartók seeks to find an answer of the question: "Why and how do 
we collect folk music?" (Bartók, 1976). The answer is that, there are certain 
viewpoints that accumulate those folk materials. The materials treat the literary texts 
and the less common, most beautiful melodies. So, this is how the collection process 
started. In fact, a folk tune is like living entity that changes all the time in which the 
collectors began to realize that this music is not an individual art but collective 
manifestation.  
From the 19
th
 Century onwards, the concept became increasingly crucial to the 
debates on nationalism.  Small nations, especially the politically oppressed ones such 
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as Pomaks, found a certain consolation in these treasures; their self‒consciousness 
grew stronger and consolidated (Bartók, 1976, p.25). Those seeking to identify or 
create their own national music, ranging from individual composers and collectors to 
totalitarian régimes, used "folk" as a synonym for "nation", interpreting the concept 
to fit their needs. But soon these nations encountered some disappointment: however 
little they were concerned with similar values of the neighboring peoples, it still was 
unavoidable to come inadvertently in contact now and then with some aspect of 
neighboring nation's cultural treasures of this kind.  Bartók's statement about the 
investigation of musical folklore depicts the idea of national heritage in folk song. He 
says: (Bartók, 1976, p.26) If we consider as a natural process the fact that 
neighboring languages mutually influence each other (this process neither harms the 
spirit of the language nor is any reason for feelings of humiliation), then this thesis is 
all the more valid for the mutual (even unilateral) exchange of folklore products. 
People locally define and construct their identity according to their own experiences 
and perceptions, in interaction with and in relation to members of neighboring groups 
and in relation to official state definitions (Bringa, 1995, p.70). 
Folk music as a cultural construct, used for a variety of political agendas including 
nationalism, communism, fascism and colonialism, is the subject of ongoing research 
and debate. From the late 18
th
 century, the concept was linked to a variety of 
nationalist endeavors as compilations of folksongs began to proliferate. For example 
let assume that a Turkish melody is taken over by Bulgarians and “bulgarized”; this 
“bulgarized” form may then be retaken by the Turks and so “turkicized”. But this 
“re‒turkicized” form will be different from the original Turkish one. This will create 
a duplication of the melody when it travelled back and forth. It may also loose many 
words in meaning adopting new ones. The life of folk music and the life of language 
have many traits in common. Contact with foreign material not only results in an 
exchange of melodies, but – and this is still more important – it gives an impulse to 
the development of new styles. It is thus difficult to find racial purity in those 
musical materials. 
Every nation possesses an individual musical style in a certain stage of culture and 
development. By reason of the peasants' innate conservatism the foreign melodies are 
ornamented with idiosyncrasies of the existing musical style of the country into 
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which they have been imported, or they may be completely transformed by the same 
means (Bartók, 1921, p.321).  
Indeed the problem of the origin of the primitive music of a people is as unsolvable 
as that of the origin of root language or of the human race itself. Peasant music is the 
form in which it manifests itself due to the instinctive transforming power of a 
community entirely devoid of erudition. 
It is important to see and to know the environment in which Pomak melodies belong 
to. One must have witnessed the peasants' changes of thought about future when they 
sing; one must have taken part in their dance entertainments, weddings, religious 
feasts, and funerals, of the peasant, for on all occasions quite special melodies, often 
characteristic in the highest degree, can occur. A genuine Pomak melody is a musical 
example of a perfect art, an art of briefness that is a living identity that occupies a 
musical thought in its most imaginably concise form. 
1.8 Pomak Identity under Communist Regime between 1945 and 1989 
The time frame between 1945 and 1989 was dark period of time for Pomaks who 
were subjected to forcible conversion starting even as early as 1912‒13. In the 
1940’s they were the victims of a government‒led name changing campaign. After 
the Second World War, Bulgaria joined the Communist regime imposed by the 
USSR and became one of the members of the East Bloc. In 1948, the communist 
authorities initiated new programs aimed at their assimilation. Many Pomaks were 
transferred to areas where there were ethnic Bulgarian settlements. Between 1970 
and 1973, vigorous attempts were made to oblige Pomaks to renounce their 
Muslim‒Arabic names and adopt Slavic ones as the government proclaimed.   
On the other side, the conflict of these local forms of Islam caused the communists to 
start their new assimilation campaigns in the 1970’s. Many Muslim rituals were 
banned and they put forward their versions of rational arguments against Islam and 
its practices and customs. The rituals of Islam were considered as unhealthy and 
“backwards.” Many clothes such as headscarves and shalvari (Turkish trousers) for 
women were considered as signs of their subservience to men and thus they had to be 
replaced with more modern dressing in order to demonstrate the equality between 
genders in society. 
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In fact, Muslim names in Bulgaria were a very significant marker of difference, of 
ethnic and religious heterogeneity, which Bulgarian communists wanted to erase first 
from the Pomaks and later from the Turks as well. 
According to Kristen Rogheh Ghodsee (2010), in her book Muslim lives in Eastern 
Europe, she writes: 
With the total efficiency that only centralized state can exercise, all traces of Turko‒Arabic 
nomenclature were removed from the physical and administrative space of the country. 
Every single document or legal record of an individual was changed to reflect his or her new 
name i.e., new identity: internal passport, driver’s licenses, and other essential documents 
were reissued. [Ironically] the dead were renamed posthumously: Arabic engravings on 
tombstones were erased and replaced with new Bulgarian text; some Muslim graveyards 
were just destroyed altogether. Newborn babies could not be registered with Muslim names; 
wages, pensions, maternity leave support, child allowances, and other forms of social 
assistance could not be collected without document that bore a “proper” Bulgarian name. 
(p.50) 
With an effective regulation, the Bulgarian Communist Party (БКП) deleted the past 
of individual Pomaks, rewriting their past from scratch in all official documents and 
registers. The BCP strongly believed that this process was the liberation from the 500 
years under the Turkish yoke, but at the same time underestimated the resistance that 
it would meet. It was at the same time an ideology driven by the thought of rescuing 
a nation from the deep past achieving a socialist modernism that all the Eastern Bloc 
and USSR considered highly attractive for nations trying to move through what were 
then accepted to be certain required and linear stages of economic “development.” 
Besides, Islam was an unwelcome reminder of Bulgaria’s perceived subjugation to 
Ottoman feudalism at time when the rest of Europe was “advancing” to the stage of 
capitalism (Ghodsee, 2010, p.52). 
The communists thus blamed the persistence of feudalism in Bulgaria on Muslim 
culture (still thriving among Turks and Pomaks). In the words of Kristen Rogheh 
Ghodsee (2010): 
Long after the rest of Europe had moved on, Bulgaria had remained economically and 
industrially underdeveloped, and the feudal mentality (of which Islam was undoubtedly a 
part) needed to be erased from the popular psyche if Bulgaria and Bulgarians were to 
progress. Thus, the BCP actively combined their propaganda campaigns with real 
commitments to improving the material conditions of Pomak life. They were convinced that 
in the regions where there had been economic development in Rhodope, there had also been 
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progress away from the traditional practice of Islam. The strove to spread the benefits of 
socialist modernization as widely as possible. (p.52) 
In that sense, Islam was seen as the infection society whereas socialist modernity and 
rising living standards were appealed as a cure. The communists also find 
strategically important and valuable resources on the areas where Pomaks lived, like 
Madan and Rudozem. There the industrialization process found a new grip where the 
population had even became relatively comfortable communist citizen. This 
operation was so significant especially in the Smolyan municipality where many 
Pomaks changed their identities voluntary and even today, saying “Pomak” is 
somehow a taboo. 
1.8.1 Nations and nationalism  
The term nationalism comes from the Latin word natio, meaning “something is 
born,” and it was first used to refer to a group of foreigners. In England at the 
beginning of the 16
th 
century, it started to apply not only to the elite but also to the 
population at large, thus becoming synonymous with word people. The term then 
entered its next stage where it referred to the masses at large thus elevating them to 
the position of the elite. As it began to refer to the populace and the country, the term 
nation came to be understood as “a sovereign people.” Finally, the term was 
associated first with other populations and countries, and then with a “unique 
sovereign people.” 
According to Smith (2010) there are five meanings of nationalism: 
1 – a process of formation, or growth, of nations; 
2 – a sentiment of consciousness of belonging to the nation; 
3 – a language and symbolism of the nation; 
4 – a social and political movement on behalf of the nation 
5 – a doctrine and/or ideology of the nation, both general and particular; (Smith, 
2010) 
To continue with Smith, he refers the etymological explanation of the word as: ‘an 
ideology or ideological movement for attaining and maintaining autonomy, unity and 
identity on behalf of the population deemed by some of its members to constitute an 
actual or potential “nation” (Smith, 1991, p.72ff). A nation, that he argues, is a 
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“named human population sharing an historic territory, common myths and historical 
memories, a mass public culture, a common economy and common legal rights and 
duties for all members” (Smith, 1991). According to this definition we may claim 
that Pomaks are part of Bulgarian, Macedonian, Greek and Turkish nations, a larger 
body that constitutes several other small entities (see Figure 1.4); but if we say that a 
nation is concerned with community whose members share feelings of fraternity, 
substantial distinctiveness, and exclusivity, as well as beliefs in a common ancestry 
and continuous genealogy then the Pomak‒issue element should be set apart from the 
larger nation unities which means that it is autonomous in its nature. 
Local or regional identities cannot compare with national identity because they are 
not stable. “Regions can easily fragment into localities, and localities may easily 
disintegrate into separate segments” (Smith, 1993, p.10). If we suppose Pomak 
identity as a regional one, which in fact it is, the national identity remains 
ambivalent, because national identity may also be unstable. Furthermore, Pomaks as 
a nation and nationalism are among those terms used to refer not to a clearly 
definable set, the members of which all share some common features which 
nonmembers lack, but rather to cluster of “family resemblances” in (Wittgenstein’s 
term).  
Smith (1986) also argues that, “myths, symbols, memories and values are ‘carried’ in 
and by forms and genres of artifacts and activities which change only very slowly, so 
ethnie, once formed, tend to be exceptionably durable under ‘normal’ vicissitudes, 
and to persist over many generations, even centuries, forming ‘molds’ within which 
all kinds of circumstances and pressures can exert an impact” (p.16). This is the 
foundation both for particular nations and the idea of nation. Tracing a “genealogy of 
nations” in which both cultural and social structural variables can be introduced to 
account for which ethnies become nations. It is the transformation of the members of 
an ethnie into citizens. This is a cultural transformation of the character of 
membership, stressing lateral ties that link members despite class divisions, and that 
form the basis for potential political mobilization (Smith, 1986, p.166). 
Nationalism becomes the rallying cry for ethnic movements seeking higher economic 
and social status and independence, autonomy, or devolution. Authors identify many 
different factors as the source of movements leading nationalistic (i.e., 
autonomy‒seeking) ethnic groups. Underlying many of them is the “myth of 
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common descent” (in Max Weber’s words), or a “vivid sense of sameness” 
reinforced by, but not wholly dependent upon distinctive language, race, or religion. 
There are two main forms of nationalism, which often intertwine. One branch, 
associated with Immanuel Kant (1724‒1804), deals with political nationalism; the 
other, most seminally articulated by Johann Gottfried Herder (1744‒1803), treats of 
cultural nationalism. The main goal of most political nationalists is the creation of an 
independent nation‒state. Political nationalists tend to construct centralized 
organizations, such as political parties, to attain their goals. Cultural nationalism, on 
the other hand, is based on the work of scholars and artists, who form academic and 
cultural societies in order to preserve, study, and develop cultural heritage they look 
upon as characteristic of their national community (Hutchinson, 1994, 40‒45). 
According to Kedourie, nationalism is a doctrine invented in Europe at the beginning 
of the 19
th 
century. In his words, nationalism pretends to supply a criterion for the 
determination of the unit of the population proper to enjoy a government exclusively 
its own for the legitimate exercise of power in the state, and for the right organization 
of a society of states. Briefly, he claims that the doctrine holds that humanity is 
naturally divided into nations, that nations are known by certain characteristics which 
can be ascertained, and that the only legitimate type of government is national 
self‒government (Kedourie, 1960, p.1). 
An implication made by Gellner was that Kant was the source of all-evil. Gellner 
contested both Kedourie’s history of ideas as well as his relationship, other than a 
verbal one, between ‘individual’ self‒determination and ‘national’ 
self‒determination, and that Kant was ‘a very model for that allegedly bloodless, 
cosmopolitan emaciated ethic of the Enlightenment’ which romantic nationalists 
detested. All that nationalists and Kant have in common is that neither are, in 
Kedourie’s sense, respecters of tradition (Gellner, 1983, p.133). 
The older modernization theories generally saw nationalism as a functional substitute 
for local communities, religions, and other sources of identity and security that were 
necessarily disrupted by the larger scale, greater individualism, and more rapid social 
change of socialist modernity (Geertz, 1963; Gellner, 1964). Identification of 
individuals with the nation (rather than tribe, group, or other section) was a 
functional need to be achieved in the course of modernization (Apter, 1965). Such 
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treatments owe a great deal to binary models of social change like Durkheim’s 
(1893) account of the transmission from mechanical to organic solidarity. Haas 
(1964) puts forward a similar argument drawing on Weber and Toennies: 
The nation is a syncretic Gemeischaft. In the mass setting of modern times, it furnishes the 
vicarious satisfaction of needs that have previously been met by the warmth of small, 
traditional, face‒to‒face social relations. As social life has been transformed by 
industrialization and social mobilization into something resembling a Gesellschaft based on 
interest calculations, the nation and nationalism continue to provide the integrative cement 
that gives the appearance of community. (p.465) 
According to Functionalists (historico‒materialists), nationalism has five definitions 
of the version: 
1– Nationalism is an effect of modernization; 
2– Nationalism is beneficial for modernizing states – because a highly specialized 
division of labor requires a unified high culture, which is underpinned by a highly 
developed and specialized educational system; 
3– Nationalism (in Gellner’s sense) is unintended by the actors producing 
modernization 
4– The causal relationship between nationalism and modernization is not 
recognized by the agents operating in modernizing societies; 
5 – Nationalism functionally maintenance modernization by a feedback loop 
operating through the actions of modernizing states; 
What Benedict Anderson was proposing in his book Imagined Communities was that 
nationalism had to be understood, by aligning it not with self-consciously held 
political ideologies, but with large cultural systems that preceded it, out of which – as 
well as against which – it came into being. In fact these statements make the 
nationalism, by nature ambivalent. It is not the awakening of nation to self – 
consciousness; it invents nations where they do not exist. In the ‘Pomak‒issue’ one 
of the advantages the broadly cultural approach to the dilemma of nationalist politics 
has been its illumination of nationalism’s dependence on religious modes of thought. 
In the words of Bruce King (1980), “nationalism is an urban movement which 
identifies with the rural areas as a source of authenticity, finding in the ‘folk’ the 
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attitudes, beliefs, customs, and language to create a sense of national unity among 
people who have other loyalties”(p.42).  
The main point which should be stressed, as in Benedict Anderson’s Imagined 
Communities, is that a nation could be an imagined community and that can make the 
division of a larger nation into smaller parts. Each of these communities are 
imagined and created. Their members of even the smallest nations will never know 
most of their fellow‒members. They will never meet them, or even hear of them. Yet 
in the minds of each lives an image of their community. 
European nationalism, particularly in 19
th 
century, appeared to rely more and more 
for its detention upon cultural basis. Dedication to the idea of culture provided a kind 
of generalized coverage, insuring a group’s identity against external or internal 
threats of usurpation, assimilation or denaturement. One could classify various 
national cultures both in terms of the persistence with which the coverage was 
maintained and the extent to which one culture projected an image of radical 
difference – defined as ‘national’ and ‘natural’ superiority – from another culture 
(Snead, 1991, p.235). 
Nationalism joins culture and politics in a common purpose. It brings together the 
high‒born and the low and gives those, even of the meanest circumstance, a pride in 
being able to feel at one with the highest classes in the country, and in a common 
culture and history. Nationalism has the appeal of unifying a country behind the 
common allegiance, and focusing emotional aggression against an outside neighbor. 
For this obvious reason, where there has been a strong, aggressive nationalism, class 
and ethnic competitiveness have been muted or defeated.  
One critical fact is that, nationalism was an ideology fashioned by elite intellectuals 
or bourgeoisie who created the consciousness of a common culture out of the ancient 
historical myths, folklore, songs, and literature of a people. Nationalism, to that 
extent, was a product of romanticism, with its emphasis on history and nature against 
the rationalism of modern life. But that kind of romanticism is no longer attached to 
the mystical notion of an “organic” nation, and the intellectuals have decamped from 
patriotism even to chauvinism. That romanticism, of course, is now channeled into 
the idea of “liberation” and the renewed mystique of “revolution.” 
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Nationalism involves a distinctive new form of group identity or membership. It is a 
new rhetoric of belonging to large-scale collectivities. This depends on new forms of 
collective imagination, and also on communications capacities and social 
organizational conditions that encourage a sense of identity with large populations of 
distant and largely anonymous others. It also depends crucially on modern ideals of 
individual equivalence. Membership in a nation, unlike membership in a gender, 
class, or region, thus enables an individual to find a place not only in the world in 
which he/she lives, but also in an uninterrupted chain of being. Nationhood promotes 
fraternity both among fellow members and across generations. It endows human 
action with a meaning that endures over time, thus carrying a promise of 
‘immortality’. The rhetoric of nationalism came characteristically to involve the 
metaphor of awakening. This involved political, not just ethnic, claims. Positioning 
their nation within history allowed nationalists who claimed ancient roots still to 
evoke the heroism of creation and prestige. For the nationalism, ethnicity or cultural 
traditions constitute historical memory quite effectively. 
In the period between 1945 and 1989 nationalism became one of the key principles 
of legitimacy imposed by the BCP. The communists suggested that law, reason, 
utility of the material prosperity and social justice were secondary principles in 
establishing a stable and legitimate political order. Marxists thought of nationalism 
as a necessary but temporary stage in the path to global socialism. In the policy of the 
communist stage the people must speak the same language in some sense or other, 
and the cultural boundary must maintain in order to classify the nationality. A shared 
culture is thus much more important in creating and sustaining social cohesion. The 
positive social foundations are explained by economics of scale in the production of 
literate citizens by communist‒ideology‒national‒state‒sponsored educational 
systems. The aim of the BCP constructing its socialist modernization was to create a 
citizen who is a nationalist by his/her own virtue through genuine, objective and 
practical necessity. By its own nature, nationalism, on the other hand is a 
phenomenon connected not so much with industrialization or modernization 
(concerning the BCP’s 60’s and 70’s periods and the socialist modernization), but 
with its uneven diffusion. 
The Bulgarian communist system failed to invent durable Bulgarian nationalism or 
Bulgarian ‘high culture’, but she industrialized through adopting – and in some cases 
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creating – national cultures, and, incidentally, national political units, which then, in 
several cases, became the bases of secessionist movements when the communists lost 
their grip on power. Their loss of power was in turn connected to their failures in 
managing industrial performance. Not all of the conflicts, which generated secession 
from these communist polities, are explicable within the Gellnerian theory. Currently 
formulated they cannot treat sensitively the importance of the state‒system and 
political regime – types in explaining what encourages nationalist secession. 
The nationalism is created by nations which are long‒term processes, continually 
reenacted and reconstructed; they require ethnic cores, homelands, heroes and golden 
ages if they are to survive (although one imagines the 19
th 
century German 
Romantics would simply reply that there are strong, historic nations, and the weak 
ones destined to fade from the historic stage). 
1.8.1.1 Gellner’s typology of nationalism‒inducing and nationalism thwarting 
situations 
Adapted from Gellner’s Nations and Nationalism (1983, p.94) there are three 
dimensions to the typology shown in Table 1.4. Gellner differentiated: (i) 
power‒holders and non‒power holders (P and –P), (ii) those who have had access to 
modern education or a viable modern high culture from those who have not (E and –
E); (iii) a polity in which the power‒holders and non‒power‒holders, and the 
educated or uneducated share a homogeneous culture, that is (A and A), from one in 
which they do not (A and B). 
There are eight types of nationalism according to the three dimensional possibilities 
shown in Table 1.4.  
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Table 1.4 : Gellner’s typology of nationalism‒inducing and nationalism thwarting  
situations. 
  P ‒P 
 
  
‒E ‒E 
 Type 1 A B Typical pre‒nationalist situation 
Type 2 A A Untypical pre‒nationalist situation 
  
E ‒E 
 Type 3 A A Early industrialism without ethnic catalyst 
Type 4 
A B 
Ethnic nationalism (nationalism‒generating 
situations) 
  
E E 
 
Type 5 
A A 
Mature homogeneous industrialism (established 
nationalism) 
Type 6 A B Classical Liberal Western Nationalism 
  
‒E E 
 Type 7 A B Diaspora or 'middle‒men' nationalism 
Type 8 
A A 
Decembrist revolutionary, but not nationalist 
situation 
In type 1 and type 2, nationalism does not exist, because no one has access to modern 
education for both power‒holders and non‒power‒holders. In type 3, early 
industrialism within a culturally homogenous society, the power‒ holders are 
differentiated from the non‒power holders by the former’s monopoly of modern high 
culture. This situation gives rise to class conflict, but without the catalyst of ethnic 
differentiation is unlikely to be especially politically destabilizing – contrary to the 
assumptions of classical Marxism. Type 4 is ethnic nationalism. Its characteristic of 
territories in which the power‒holders have privileged access to the central high 
culture, which is their own, while the non‒power‒holders are also educationally 
deprived, sunk in low cultures. The small intelligentsias of the non‒power‒holders 
spearhead efforts to make their low culture into a high‒culture – a situation, which 
historically corresponds to the nationalisms of Eastern Slavic and Balkan Europe. 
Type 5 is satisfied nationalism. Its characteristic of mature homogenous industrialism 
in which the power‒holders and non‒power‒holders share access to the same style of 
modern education, and are co‒cultural co‒nationals – in which case we can expect 
no [internal] nationalistic conflicts and problems. Type 6 is referred to as Classical 
liberal nationalism in which some have power while others do not, and this 
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difference correlates with cultural differences, even though the relevant persons are 
both educationally equipped for modern society – a situation which historically 
corresponds to the ‘unification nationalisms’ of the 19th century Italy and Germany. 
Type 7 is called Diaspora nationalism, better described as ‘middle man’ nationalism. 
It arises in societies in transit from agraria to industria, and is characteristic of 
groups, which previously had access to commercial and educational high culture, 
often through their caste‒roles as pariah ‘middle‒man’ in the agrarian economy. 
Gellner has in mind the Jews (and maybe himself) Greeks, Armenians, overseas 
Indians in Africa, overseas Chinese in South‒east Asia, and Ibos of Nigeria. In type 
8, the old ruling class of the agro‒literate polity retains power, and is challenged by a 
politically weak, but educationally and economically privileged intelligentsia – a 
‘Decembrist’ revolutionary situation. No nationalist problems and conflicts arise 
here. This typology rests on a theory of social conflict, explicitly directed against 
Marxist propositions. Conflict is predicted to occur where “ethnic” (cultural or other 
diacritical marks) are visible and accentuate the differences in educational access and 
power, and ‘above all, when they impede the free flow of personnel across the loose 
lines of social stratification’. 
In short, blockages in social mobility when tied to ethnic or other diacritical markers 
are at the heart of nationalist conflicts; exclusionary control of cultural capital, or 
usurpation attempts to capture it, rather than exclusionary control of propertied 
capital or usurpation attempts to expropriate, give rise to vigorous social wars, 
nationalist conflicts. Concerning the Gellnerian typology of nationalism‒inducing 
and nationalism thwarting situations we may assert that when the Power‒holders 
(whether it be the Proletariat or the BCP) and non‒power holders (Pomaks, Turks, 
Gypsies etc.) have the unequal access to modern education that share 
non‒homogeneous culture form the Ethnic nationalism that is created by 
nationalism‒generating situations. 
1.8.1.2  Critics to Gellnerian theory   
Anthony Smith argues, in his book review of Gellner’s Nations and Nationalism, that 
ethnic culture and social organization were persistent, intensive, widespread and 
salient in much of antiquity and the medieval era. Moreover, particular kingdoms 
were often based on ethnic communities, and he argues that nationalism represents 
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‘the transformation and universalization of a pre‒existing political and social norm’ 
(Smith, 1983, pp.280‒282). Most of those who discuss ‘nations’ before ‘nationalism’ 
instead of the other way, are in fact establishing the existence of cultural precedents. 
The ethnic and other materials are subsequently shaped and re‒shaped by 
nation‒builders and consciousness of a shared cultural, religious or territorial identity 
is not of the essence of nationalism. 
The writings of authors such as Smith, Greenfeld, and Armstrong may be used to 
qualify Gellner’s in one respect: it furnishes evidence that the first nations were 
innovations rather than inventions, and that predicting or ‘retrodicting’ which nations 
would emerge within the age of nationalism may be less difficult than Gellner 
declares.  
Gellner neglected the role of power‒politics in explaining which cultures become 
nations, and the possibility that nation‒builders explicitly see the functional 
relationship between nationalism and modernity, which he posited. This statement 
leads us to Gellner’s explanation of nationalism as  
a theory of political legitimacy, which requires that ethnic boundaries should not cut across 
political ones, and, in particular, that ethnic boundaries within a given state – a contingency 
already excluded by the principle in its general formulation – should not separate the 
power‒holders from the rest. (Gellner, 1983, p.1) 
1.8.2 The nation‒state 
The nation‒state is a complex modern political form. It is a politically organized 
society, which has historically enjoyed a legitimate claim to independent existence. 
Nation and state are contradictory terms. Nation is fluid while state is fixed. The term 
“nation–state” can be applied for independent territory where particular nation 
belongs. It is also designated to form the meaning, which is apart from the United 
States. 
A nation on the other hand, is an effective unit of identification where the 
compatibility reduces any ambivalence as to who belongs or does not. In 
constructing the image of nation, we refer to yet another set of attributes, which 
includes culture, language, history, religion and national consciousness, and which 
all its members share in common. But this argument amounts to saying no more than 
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those communities are distinguished by their distinguishing characteristics, which is 
essentially a repetition. A nation, Benedict Anderson argues (1991), 
[…] is an imagined political community – and imagined as both inherently limited and 
sovereign. It is imagined because the members of even the smallest nations will never know 
most of their fellow‒members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each 
lives an image of their community. (p.6) 
In other words, what Anderson says is that nation is an imagined community because 
it is impossible for all fellow members to engage in face‒to‒face contact with all 
fellow members at all times. Hence, members can only perceive the nation as a 
whole by referring to the image of it that they have constructed in their own minds. 
The ethnic groups in larger states construct those images in their minds. They who 
have had states of their own or substantial autonomy can blend the two movements 
into a nation‒state: the image and the community. This disjunctive relationship 
between nation and state has two levels: at the level of any given nation‒state, it 
means that there is a battle of the imagination, with state and nation seeking to 
cannibalize one another. Here is the seedbed of brutal separatism – majoritarianisms 
that seem to have appeared from nowhere and micro identities that have become 
political objects within the nation‒state. At another level, this disjunctive relationship 
is deeply entangled with the global disjuncture: ideas of nationhood appear to be 
steadily increasing in scale and regularly crossing existing state boundaries, because 
previous identities stretched across vast national spaces. 
We imagine that advanced countries in Europe, under the pressure of Enlightenment 
ideals and the commercial needs of the rising industrial classes, invented the 
nation‒state, and then exported it into Europe’s dominions, where it would play a 
ridiculously unsuitable role, postdating the arbitrary division of the world into 
administrative and economic zones of influence, already with their own state 
apparatuses, and therefore having to project independence on the terms set down by 
the former rules (Bhabha, 1991, p.58). All nations‒states are not the same in respect 
to the national imagination, the apparatuses of the state, or the sturdiness of the 
hyphen between them. This makes the outcome that the nation‒state is the most 
influential political institution in our modern time.  
On the other side, nationalism is, quite specifically, the battery of discursive and 
representational practices, which define, legitimate, or valorize a specific 
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nation‒state or individuals as members of a nation‒state. Modernity reproduces itself 
in nation‒state (Bhabha, 1991, p.139).  
1.9 The Problem: The Pomak “Issue” Today and Future Prospects 
The significant Christian‒Orthodox belief in Bulgaria and its opposition side with 
Islam led to a problem since the establishment of the Bulgarian nation‒state. 
However, today, the legal regulations that may concern Pomaks have been changed 
since the democratic change after 1990 and the entrance of Bulgaria to EU in 2007. 
Joining the EU engaged many obligations that Bulgaria should accomplish. The 
European Council another organization that is looking at the issue not economically 
but under the rules and regulations that concerns the rights of ethnic minorities 
within EU borders. The Council has the authority to protect human rights. It stands 
as a model for other international organizations. With a foundation in democracy and 
the rule of law, The European Council has made significant progress, towards 
translating the human rights standards into reality through the objective and impartial 
application of written law to individual complaints (Alfredsson, 2000, p.291).  
In another EU country such as Greece, the approach to Pomaks in terms of minority 
status in the region and its non‒recognition of minority status on the basis of ethnic 
or linguistic criteria can be found in the Greek Constitution, dating back from 1975, 
which does not provide any possibility of the existence of any minority (Turkish or 
Pomak) status or the execution assertion of collective minority rights. The 
Constitution of Turkey, which was adopted in 1982 after military coup, and later 
amended in 1995, also does not deal with the term “minority”. Its article 66 states 
that every person having citizenship relations with the Turkish Republic is a Turk. 
Official data on the number of different ethnic groups are nonexistent (Ivanov, 4). 
The Turkish representative to the EU refused to sign the FCPNM, on the grounds 
that not all cultural, linguistic, or religious distinctions lead to the emergence of 
national minorities. Turkey has not signed the convention and there is still ongoing 
debate on the New Constitution and the Minority issue in the Parliament governed by 
AKP (Justice and Development Party). 
In the annex to the signed FCPNM, the Macedonian side points out that the term 
“national minorities” is treated exactly as it is treated in the country’s constitution. 
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These are listed as including Albanian, Turkish, Wallachian, and Roma and Serbian 
minorities. Pomaks are not listed. According to the Macedonian constitution, these 
minorities can use their national languages as official languages in the communities 
and regions where they constitute the majority of the population as declared in 
Article 7 of the Constitution. They are also allowed to declare their national identity, 
to teach their native language and to establish their own cultural and educational 
institutions (Art., 48). Ironically, the Bulgarian nationality does not exist as a 
minority, according to the Macedonian interpretation. 
As a final stage we shall look to the legislative condition of the Pomak in Bulgaria 
within EU borders. Bulgaria’s President Petar Stoyanov signed the FCPNM in 
October 1997, but the Bulgarian Parliament has not yet ratified it. Its ratification will 
lie on the intense public debate on the issue of what exactly constitutes a minority, 
and in what areas the convention is applicable. At the same time Bulgaria has signed 
and ratified all internationally‒adopted conventions on human rights protection that 
made them part of the constitutional legislation. 
With the movements of the democratization a de facto minority party occurred in the 
political arena. Although the constitution rules out the existence of political parties 
based on ethnic or confessional lines, the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (a 
Turkish minority‒dominated party) was registered in 1990. A large part of Pomaks in 
Bulgaria is represented by MRF under the leadership of Ahmed Dogan. The local 
elections results are the proof for that statement. There is no significant impact of 
those results on Pomaks who inhabited the Kaz Mountain Region in Turkey. 
In Bulgarian constitutional law there are many “invisible limits” on legitimacy of 
ethnicity –and religion‒ based political parties. Thus, the registration of such parties 
was forbidden. This is one of the main reasons why MRF is registered as a 
“Movement” and not as a “Party”. However MRF exists for more than 22 years and 
for more than a year was practically a ruling party. The religious uniform of the 
minorities in Bulgaria led the MRF to gather the votes of Turkish, Pomak and some 
Roma citizens. There is paradoxical situation. It demonstrates the existing de facto 
consensus that national and religious minorities (in this case Turkish and Pomak) 
exist within their interests of how they should be represented. Their rights are 
defended at the political level, but within the framework of the existing multinational 
community, defined as the “Bulgarian people”. 
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According to the FCPNM that came into effect in 1995 it is guaranteed, “Persons 
belonging to national minorities may exercise the rights and enjoy the freedoms 
flowing from the principles enshrined in the present framework Convention 
individually as well as in community with others” (Url-7). The article also explains 
“the individual’s subjective choice is inseparably linked to objective criteria relevant 
to the person’s identity” (Url-7). 
Among the countries not bound by the FCPNM, Turkey considers non‒Muslim 
communities as religious minorities, even though they aspire to be recognized as 
ethnic or national: for example, Turkey’s Greeks cannot call themselves Greeks 
(“Yunanlı”) but only Greek orthodox (“Rum”) (Dimitras, 6). In Greece, Turks are 
likewise denied the right to call themselves Turks and their associations Turkish: 
they can only use the name “Muslim”. Yet, other members of the “Muslim” minority 
can, and are often encouraged to, call themselves and their groups Pomak or Roma. 
In Bulgaria, Pomaks are strictly subjected to refuse to call themselves as Pomaks. 
The preferred name is Bulgarian Muslims. 
The future prospects of the issue are to work on securing the rights of minorities and 
indigenous peoples such as Pomaks, in Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey. In fact, all 
these nation‒states do not adhere to the internationally accepted norm of the 
self‒identification of minorities. Consequently, scores of minorities and migrant 
groups, such as Pomaks settled in the Kaz Mountain Region and across Western 
Anatolia, are not able to enjoy the most fundamental right of equality in dignity. 
Pomaks should be recognized by these three main nation‒states in which the 
existence of Pomak minority status one day will appear as enjoyment of this right. 
The Bulgarian, Greek and Turkish inter‒governmental organizations should 
co‒operate in together in order to implement swiftly and thoroughly the 
recommendations by FCPNM on recognition by expert authorities. International or 
sub‒regional instruments and domestic legislation should protect Pomaks who are 
divided in those three main countries, without prejudice to the rights and should 
enjoy under different instrumental laws. The division should be disadvantageous 
circumstance, thus they have to be engaging in, enhance dialogue with, NGOs 
working on minority rights and/or represent them, and seek ways to empower or 
strengthen them.  Needless is to introduce special monitoring mechanisms for those 
states mention above that are reported by expert bodies in order to encourage and 
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provide adequate resources and financial funds to governments with attention inter 
alia to the fundamental aspect of the recognition of Pomak minority inside their 
borders.  
1.9.1 The EC and minority status 
According to the 2009 reports by Thomas Hammarberg of EOE (European Options 
Exchange) Bulgarian society is characterized by ethnic, religious and linguistic 
diversity (Hammarberg, 2010). The main languages are Bulgarian and Turkish. The 
main religious sects are Eastern Orthodox and Islam. According to the 2001 national 
census, the total population was 7.928.901 of which 6.655.210 (83.6 %) were 
Bulgarians, 746.664 (9.4 %) Turks, 370.908 Roma (4.6 %), 160.000‒240.000 
Pomaks (2‒3 %), 15595 Russians, 10.832 Armenias, 10566 Vlachs, 5.071 
Macedonians, 3.408 Greeks, 2.489 Ukrainians, 1.363 Jews, 1.088 Romanians and 
18.792 “others”, a category that included Tatars and Gagauz. The census also 
recorded 62.108 whose ethnicity was not stated and 24.807 as unknown (Url‒8). The 
estimated numbers by percentage are indicated in the Figure 1.6 below.   
 
Figure 1.6 : The ethnic distribution of 2001’s national census held in Bulgaria. 
The Bulgarian approach towards minority issues is not a prototype, which is invented 
or introduced; rather, it turns out to serve as an existing and functioning model of a 
nonviolent act to the issue of minority rights. On the other hand poverty still remains 
as one of the biggest problem among minorities such as Turks, Pomaks and Roma 
according to the reports of EC. 
According to the present report that follows a visit to Bulgaria by the COE (Council 
of Europe) in 2009, it was announced that the unemployment rate of Turks in 
Bulgaria is 36% (Hammarberg, 2010). Economically Pomaks are worse off than the 
majority of the population, which is also due to their generally lower level of 
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education. Consequently, they (Pomaks) work in poorly paid sectors (building 
industry, harvesting) and thus poverty is widespread. 
Greek authorities recognize the existence of only one minority in the territory, the 
“Muslim” one in western Thrace (North‒eastern Greece), by virtue of the Lausanne 
Peace Treaty of 24 July 1923. This minority group (and the “Greek inhabitants of 
İstanbul”) had been expressly excluded from the compulsory exchange of 
populations between Greece and Turkey under the Lausanne Convention of 30 
January 1923. It now numbers around 100.000 persons and consists of three distinct 
groups, whose members are of Turkish, Pomak and Roma origin, each representing 
respectively 50%, 35% and 15% of this minority population (Url-8) 
The COE and its reports on the minority status of Turkey do not include a Pomak 
minority, since reports are mainly concentrated on the Kurdish “issue” in Turkey. 
There is also no clear consensus on the amount of Pomak population in Turkey. The 
estimated number of the population of the Pomaks is shown on Table 1.1 and 1.3. 
Economically, Pomaks in Turkey are working in agricultural activities. They have a 
generally low level of education and the poverty is significant in some places they 
inhabit.  
1.9.2 The impact of globalization and Internet on Pomak community  
According to Martin Wolf (2001, p.178) Globalization is a journey toward an 
unreachable destination – “the globalized world”. 
The pursuit of classical liberal (or “free market”) policies in the world economy, the 
growing dominance of western (American) forms of political, economic, and cultural 
life and the proliferation of new information technologies, that is the Internet 
Revolution, are the main three aspects that stands at the threshold of realizing one 
single unified community in which major sources of social and racial conflict have 
vanished.  
In terms of Modelski (1972) the term globalization became commonplace in the last 
two decades, and academic commentators who employed the term as late as the 
1970s accurately recognized the novelty of doing so. 19
th
 and 20
th
 century 
philosophy, literature, and social commentary include numerous references to an 
inchoate yet widely shared awareness that experiences of distance and space are 
inevitably transformed by the emergence of high‒speed forms of transportation (for 
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example, rail and travel) and communication (the telegraph or telephone) that 
heighten possibilities for human interaction across existing geographical and political 
divides (Harvey, 1989; Kern, 1983). 
The unabated proliferation of high‒speed technologies is probably the main source of 
numerous references in intellectual life since 1950 to the annihilation of distance. 
McLuhan hoped that modern technology would bring an end to fragmentation and 
isolation (McLuhan, 1995). This central thesis was that the electronic media are to 
lead us out of the visually cramped world of alphabet letters back into a village 
community in which, everybody knows everybody –the multimedia world, the 
“global village” (Enders, 2002, p.225).  
On the other hand Martin Heidegger was one of the most prominent German 
philosophers who clearly anticipated contemporary debates about globalization. He 
described the “abolition of distance” as a constitutive feature of our contemporary 
condition: “All distances in time and space are shrinking. Man now reaches 
overnight, by places, places which formerly took weeks and months of travel” 
(Heidegger, 1950, p.165). 
The term globalization is associated with the term deterritorialization by 
contemporary analysts such as Jan Aart Scholte who observes that notion as: “global 
events can – via telecommunication, digital computers, audiovisual media, rocketry 
and the like – occur almost simultaneously anywhere and everywhere in the world” 
(Scholte, 1996, p.45).  
One of the crucially important revolutions is the Internet, the World Wide Web, 
which allows people to communicate instantaneously with each other 
notwithstanding the vast geographical distances separating them. In this initial sense 
of the deterritorialization via World Wide Web, globalization refers to the spread of 
new forms of non‒territorial social activity (Ruggie, 1993; Scholte, 2000). 
The impact of the Globalization and Internet on Pomak Community has many 
different results on the overall approach. For example, an official web site of the 
Pomaks, www.pomak.eu might be seen as an example of deterritorialization of a 
social space since it allows for the exchange of ideas in cyberspace. The only 
prerequisite for its use is access to the Internet. Although the domain name of the 
website ends with “.eu”, many other Pomak websites ends with.com.tr, .bg, .gr. On 
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the other hand substantial inequalities in Internet access still exists use of Pomak –
websites that are related with Bulgaria, Greece, Macedonia and Turkey. However, 
the reader, be it Pomak or someone else, may very well be making use of the 
web‒site as a source of reading news related with the Pomak community, listening to 
some music performed by Pomak musicians and looking at the photos of some 
indigenous Pomak villages. It is also important to note that the cyber platform may 
be used for meeting new people as in the case of Facebook, Twitter. 
It is quite obvious that those today Pomaks have more access through internet where 
the discussions on their problems are held on, not only in the country to which they 
belong but also outside, in a different countries where Pomaks are located. The next 
generation is somehow in the position to resist or to engage its identity in terms of 
political, cultural, demographic and ethnic base. Albeit the different forms of acting 
through the web, it is for sure that it will affect the thoughts of each member of this 
group. 
Global networking, on the one hand, will lead to the effect that cultures increasingly 
resemble each other; however on the other hand, narrower cultural groups with new 
divergence criteria are emerging. There is also a grave danger to manipulate the 
newly emerged cultural formations. These could lead to a radical change of behavior 
within the society; for example the revolutionary process called the “Arab spring”, 
which started in Tunisia and later spread out to other North African Countries and 
Syria relied on the organized mass movement, which started on Internet. 
In fact, globalization through the Internet refers “to processes of change which 
underpin a transformation in the organization of human affairs by linking together 
and expanding human activity across regions and continents” (Held et al., 1999, 
p.15). Globalization in this sense is a matter of degree since any given social activity 
might influence events in distant continents; certain human activities remain 
primarily local or regional in scope (Url‒9). 
In this term we may assume that it is no longer self‒evident that nation‒ states can be 
described as “self‒sufficient schemes of cooperation for all the essential purposes of 
human life”. The delineation of the “domestic” from the “foreign” at earlier stages of 
the history has no longer accords with the core developmental trends in many arenas 
of social activity. As a normative matter, the disintegration of the domestic‒foreign 
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divide is to a greater extent than ever before. Take for example how the Pomaks' 
fundamental normative commitments about political life can be effectively achieved 
on a global terrain. 
It is therefore very important to define the domestic and foreign decompositions on a 
level of locality of the Pomak community within ongoing transformation of their 
social activities. 
The theory of the ‘global village’ where everybody knows everybody is boundless 
and has no normative implications. It can rest only on the ongoing debate about the 
prospects of democratic institutions at the level of universality. In fact, the nation–
based liberal democracy is poorly equipped to deal with the deleterious side effects 
of present–day globalization such as the right to get an education in one’s 
mother‒tongue and even the oppressive force of the sovereignty elected by the 
majority rule. This makes democracy vulnerable in nation‒states.  
The Internet platform opens great scope to its users to share interest, ideas and 
discussions under restrictive control by the authorities. “The global information 
ethics” in terms of Gorniak–Kocikowska (1996) is based on mutually agreed 
standards of conduct, and efforts to advance and defend human values within a 
global context. In fact this context is not limited to a particular geographic region, or 
constrained by a specific religion or culture. 
As a result, we may say that the context is applicable for the entire world; but the 
local forces, whether it is in the Balkans or in the Iberia Peninsulas, which control the 
needs of any particular minority. Only particular information is allowed for transition 
throughout the borders of any particular nation‒state. 
This is a crawling time for cybernetics and the deterritorialization process. 
Computers are machines that take on not only physical but also mental human task 
loads, and thus possess the ability to communicate to a certain extent. Analysis based 
on terms of a digital processing mechanism is a further research in advises on the 
Pomak “issue” topic. 
Finally, according to Bernd Enders (2001) he states:  
It can hardly be foreseen just how our current understanding of knowledge, experiences, 
social and cultural relations and historical processes will change in the wake of the planned 
digitalization of all purportedly relevant information. The only thing that is certain is that our 
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scientific, cultural and philosophical models of the world and of human beings will have to 
address this question. (p.231) 
1.9.3 The effect of the powerful nation–sates and Pomak politics 
Today, in the political arena the MRF occurs as a main party that wins the votes of 
Turkish and Pomak voters. In the website of the party (Url‒10), it is clearly declared 
that the party is a centrist, liberal political one formed initially to protect the rights of 
minorities in Bulgaria in the period of communism and other parts of the Eastern 
Europe. It was founded in 1990 to present the interests of the Turkish ethnic minority 
and especially to bring back the democratic rights that were seized by violence 
during the period of 1984–1989, which was known for the repression practiced by 
the communist regime over the ethnic Turkish population and other ethnic groups in 
Bulgaria. However this statement does not address accurately who these ethnic 
minorities are and why they are excluded from the list. 
In Macedonia the Democratic Reform Party of the Muslims (DRSM) occurred as one 
basic formation that protected the rights of the Torbeshs (Macedonian–speaking 
Muslims; Pomaks in Macedonia) separately from MRF, which did not support the 
“Kosovo Republic”. In order fully to understand the nature of political organization 
among the Balkan Muslims, i.e. Pomaks, the distinctive cases of Greece and Turkey 
must also be analyzed carefully. Greece was not a communist country. The election 
of the independent candidate Ahmed Sadik in the general elections of 1990’s showed 
that the Muslim (mainly Turkish and Pomak) population of Western Thrace was 
about to emerge as an autonomous political actor who later lost his ground just a few 
months later in front of the Greek parties. On the Turkish side, however, a specific 
political party does not represent Pomaks. Many Pomaks in Turkey have no interest 
in the political developments in the Balkans. Many of them are de‒politicized in 
terms of acting a political role on the scene. Nevertheless, the Pomak Cultural 
Association (PKD) founded in 2009 by Nezire Nazan Öztürk and Mehmet Demir in 
Eskişehir is one of the signs of progresses that should be noted here. According to 
their accounts, they believe that more than 1.5 million of Turkish citizens have 
Pomak origin. There are 25 deputies in the parliament who are Pomak and the aim of 
the “dernek” (association) is to preserve the Pomak language, culture and tradition 
within Turkish borders. There are two more offices of the PKD; one in İstanbul and 
one in İzmir. Trying to reach the remote places where Pomaks live, the main thought 
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and ideal of Nazire Nazan Öztürk is to spread the notion of creating a leftist Pomak 
spirit among settlement they inhabit. But in the case in Yaykın village of Biga 
province there was quite an unexpected react on from the local villagers when they 
rudely refused to join the PKD. Hostility was in fact an indicator that not all of the 
Pomaks may agree in a certain point. So, the PKD continues its duties on the way to 
evolve into a federation but not all of the Pomaks in Turkey show great concern to 
this organization. 
I believe that the time will let the decision to make us follow the political flow that 
surrounds the Pomak community. It is for sure that just a decade ago they were 
vulnerable in front of the powerful nation–states’ political agendas. From now on 
they are on the road to get united, to find the way of becoming a real community in 
which the shared ideas will allow the emergence a new understanding and new 
accurate formation. 
1.9.4 The theory of consciousness applied to Pomak nation at individual level 
Among many other works that were done for the last two decades about Pomaks, this 
dissertation creates a wide range of multi-disciplinary results. In order to be able to 
define the statement I used two formulas to describe the approach while concluding 
the work: 
1) y=  
 
 
    (I propose the formula as a lifetime process in which the x is 
variable); 
2) y =  - 6x
2
 – 31x – 66 (I propose the formula as a lifetime process for the 
individual in which the accurate |-6|, |-31|, |-66| are represented in terms of ratios 
of individual’s cognitive consciousness; here x is also a variable element); 
Considering the graph below which is presented as Figure 1.7, it is important to note 
that building a nation which is bound to a particular territory needs to start from a 
scratch, erasing the entire mess of the past. In the case of Pomaks in which the 
interpretation of the past bears serious problems it is useful to embrace the six-year 
old consciousness of the present. Simplicity then will be connoted more complex 
outcomes. This consciousness may arise with an impulse that later can foster the 
dynamic change which can be quite traumatic for individual’s psychological state of 
mind. Reaching its peak at level 0 for both x and y the entire nation-building process 
may freeze where another trauma may occur but now for the group. The nation-
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building process then reaches its highest altitude while the group members 
continuously reshape the definitions. The first scratch reaches its ultimate goal to 
create the so-called natio. From individual to group membership, the agents of the 
group promise the imaginary landscape for the nation. That is how things start to 
bear living entities inside the brains of the group members that stimulate the 
spirituality of the individual. 
 
Figure 1.7 : y=  
 
 
    and y=-6   2 – 31   – 66 formulas applied on coordinate  
scheme. 
The pilgrimage that occurs in 1893 (as they refer; although the date is not accurate as 
I suppose) is another breakpoint that projects the beginning of their kind of existence. 
It is then; appropriate to ask how and when the turn will occur since it is natural and 
foreseen phenomenon for all pilgrimages. In this liquidity of cross-borders areas 
many other organic elements are flowing too. However it is clear that these elements 
affect the decision – making process of the individual that governs the group. 
Many who define themselves as Pomaks have different belief of why he/she chooses 
to be Pomak. One may have feeling of being the “Other”, or simply being Pomak can 
bear more advantage both materially and morally, or trying to get inside the 
community in order to prevent the feeling of isolation. It can be genetically defined 
status or resistance against the authoritarian oppression. Many others may deny the 
coinage of Pomak-ness in order to avoid any discrimination of the nation-state, or 
some may find it embarrassing just because people around talk inappropriate things 
about them. This crisis occurs at accurate level of 31. 
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The graph in this sense juxtaposes two-frame comparison of the elements each time 
at each level. Considering the Figure 1.7 once again, the return curve appears on the 
opposite side and marks the accurate level of 66, which indicates stability of the 
plane at level of 6. They are thus identical in their inner formation. Considering the 
life process, the turn movement is harmoniously in parallel motion with the curve of 
individual in reverse. 
Considering the life process sinuous (y=  
 
 
   ) and the individual’s development 
of consciousness (y=-6x
2
 – 31x – 66) and their intersection at level -6 on y axis 
create two dimensional understanding that is quite easy to visualize via block codes.  
The parameters are designating the ethos, which describes the guiding beliefs, or 
ideals that characterize a community, nation and ideology. They also refer to the 
power of music to influence its hearer’s emotions. It is then proved a useful tool; 
with it I had been able to get sharper understanding of Pomak culture more precisely. 
In the book of Gregory Bateson entitled as Steps to an Ecology of Mind (2000, 
p.110) he quotes the passage of Naven (p.173) in which it explains the observation 
symmetrical sequences in actions [that] tend sharply to reduce the strain of 
excessively complementary relationships between persons and groups. The person 
that bears messages, which stimulate mood-sign of any kind, can foster the internal 
relation with the group. In this sense any kind of gesture, look, and speech can 
become tools for the transmission of message about the relationship. For that reason 
the codified message (that eventually will perpetuate the nation-building process) 
needs digital processing together with kinesics, paralinguistic and analogic.  
In this dissertation I tried clearly to avoid any kind of interpretation of their postures 
and gestures by translating them into written words about relationship that may cause 
unconformity while I preferred to take message where the subject would have been 
remain analogic, unconscious and involuntary. 
In my opinion, Pomaks in general are depending on human society inside the larger 
ecosystem where I concentrate primarily on single individual human organism. This 
is web of complex cybernetic networks. The entire learning process (of how the 
narrative products are socially established) relies on two fundamental stimuli: “the 
punishment” and “the reward” just as the night and the day, the death and the life, the 
black and the white. They are regenerative circuits that are dependable on logical 
difference. In any case 6-year-old consciousness does “understand” the word 
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“Pomak” because it has systematic information about the “system” that confronts it; 
similarly, the system understands the 6-year-old consciousness. Their symbiotic 
relationship is at cross-purposes level. According to Bateson (2000) he and his 
colleagues presume that consciousness is not entirely without effect – that it is not a 
mere collateral resonance without feedback into the system (p.450). The 6-year-old 
consciousness puts aside its memorial existence in which the feedback upon the 
remainder of mind creates difference between the conscious views of self and the 
world. It is like the 6 year old child that throws a stone to the lake and observes the 
radiant circles on the water. While each radiant gets larger it disappears smoothly. 
The pattern is repeated many times. The child understands the radiant waves, so do 
they. This example can be applied for interaction of two human species as well. The 
literal and narrative expression creates emotional stimuli of the person who receives 
the message. Something between two happens; and that is how the “Pomak” thing 
flames up. The control is in any case of the system. A particular cloth that 
symbolizes their national existence can create the same type of stimuli where this 
tiny, little unseen with an ordinary eyes virus activates itself. 
According to John Blacking, in his book entitled as “How Musical is Man?”, he 
describes the consciousness in three orders. Through the operations of the brain those 
three orders of consciousness are working at the same time in one person’s body: the 
universal, automatic complexity of the natural world; group consciousness, which 
has been learned through the shared experience of cultural life; and individual 
consciousness, which may transcend the boundaries of group consciousness when 
individual uses or develops areas of basic automatic complexity which have not been 
explored by his society (1973, p.113). The statement in metalingual formant may be 
characterized as C for the operating function; U for the universal, automatic 
complexity of the natural world dependable on G for the group consciousness that 
has been learned through the shared experience of cultural life and I for the 
individual consciousness that could be explained with the formula: 
 C(ϵ): U → G → I. 
In many aspects, the nation-building process will be held upon new codifying 
systems in cooperating with particular cybernetic nature of consciousness. The 
content of consciousness of this kind (6x
2
, 31x, 66) is no random sample of reports 
on events occurring in the remainder of the mind. 
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2. THE TRADITION OF PESNA 
2.1 Aspects of Pomak Musical Thought 
In the musical categorization of Pomaks settled in the Rhodope Mountains there are 
distinct and separate meanings of music and song (i.e. pesna). The Pomak songs are 
one of the most prominent aspects of village musical culture there. For Pomak 
villagers musical performance is not a profession, but an integral aspect of 
everyone’s daily experience inseparable from the community’s social life. On the 
other side of the borders, in the Pomak villages in Turkey, music does not mean 
anything but a rational and unfamiliar intellectual word. It is used in terms of pesna, 
a song, which is a singing tune and mainly sung by the villagers. If someone wants to 
hear a music that is sung, he/she must ask for a pesna. If it is about instrumental 
music then the person should ask for a svirnya which means an instrumental music. 
To play a local flute, Pomaks use the word svirka, while in Bulgaria they prefer to 
coin the term as kaval. The functional category between the distinct Pomak 
settlements, which is concerned with the functionality of the music‒making, is 
different. The archetypal material of the music is concerned within the borders of 
particular nation‒state. Different nation‒states create different archetypal materials, 
which in fact has different realization of the musical event and its final outcome. In 
Bulgaria for example, the pesna (originally pesen) is more like a genre whereas in 
Turkey only men are allowed to sing the pesna outside. The process becomes as 
ritualization of the pesna. Thus, it has to be analyzed in terms of ritual and 
ritual‒making process. This is mainly the boundary division that creates the borders 
between the so‒called Pomak nation. The gender differentials are bound to the 
religious practices and the way they correspond to those activities. In Rhodopes 
women sing their pesni while men are accompanying them with their instruments. In 
Pomak settlements of Anatolia the situation is quite different. The music – making 
process is done only by men outside. In many parts of Western Rhodopes we may 
find drunks (piantsi) and we may hear their songs as well, although they are
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Muslims, the belief and its mechanism operate quite differently than those of the 
Turkish side. In the Pomak villages of Turkey the alcohol is strictly prohibited; as a 
result, no drunk’s songs can be found in those settlements.  
After 1990’s, many recording companies have penetrated even the most remote 
Pomak villages, exposing the audience to all kinds of pesna, accompanied or a 
capella. Many music festivals, competitions gave an opportunity to bind these 
divided people. Some areas in Rhodope region became as primary cultural touristic 
destinations. Many professional bands performed the so‒called Rhodopean music 
while some other indigenous styles remained salient on the platform. They were 
monophonic and/or diaphonic pesni sung by local amateurs. Introducing the 
professional Rhodopean music outside the borders created new understanding of the 
Pomak music blend with Bulgarian high art musical style. The proliferation of these 
music materials occurred with the Internet access that allowed many Pomaks in 
Turkey listen to the Rhodopean music. 
It is extremely important to look for the similar semantic meaning in pesna for both 
regions, which is a subject of their musico – theoretical constructions. As Kaufmann 
and Todorov states, there is an existence of full pentatonic and non‒full pentatonic 
scales in the pesna in Rhodopean region (Kaufmann, 1962; Todorov, 1962). It is 
observed the same pentatonism that is found in Biga Peninsula, Turkey as well. The 
lyrics, i.e. the poetry inside the pesna is heroic, tragic, devoted for beloved. In many 
ancient musical examples the pentatonic scales provide basis for the literal 
expression for both parts of the Rhodopes and Kaz Mountains regions. The strong tie 
between the melody and poetry gives significance to the “story‒teller” the so‒called 
pesna performer. 
In many parts of Rhodope region pesen or svirnya represents high moral values for 
performers and for the events when they are performed. That could be a wedding 
ceremony, St. Georg’s Day (Hıdrelez), social events like meeting of the families. If 
we assume Pomaks as typical agricultural society, their preforming occurs as events 
in the early morning, sunrise, when going to the field. Other types of preforming may 
occur in particular time of the day; in the noon or in the evening. Each time the 
context of the pesna within its verbal value changes according to the day‒time 
working activities. I observed the same approach of the music – making process in 
Kaz Mountains region as well. 
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The solo singing is highly epic in its character; if there are two performers then the 
heterophony occurs naturally. The second performer simply imitates the same tune 
and ornamentation with his own style and fashion. It is appropriate then to coin it as 
diaphonic style, which is performed by men. Singing by pairs is a tradition. The lead 
vocalist chooses the modus of the pesna, starts with a tune while the second vocalist 
follows him. The second vocalist imitates the lead vocalist’s ornamentations. But 
there are slightly different rhythmic units that do not overlap each other since the 
procedure is done simultaneously. It is not about the monophony nor polyphony, but 
heterophony, which is primary connection between those singers. This sort of music 
is quite typical for Middle Eastern and Persian musical styles. It is the same voice; it 
is the same spirit between those two performers; a friendship, a brotherhood and 
simply being together in one body with two different souls. 
Once we start to analyze a particular musical piece we have to categorize it 
according to its place of birth and the time frame of its realization. In Bulgaria, 
Pomak musical thought has two major divisions to be mentioned; that is, 1945 when 
Bulgaria becomes a part of East Bloc and after 1989 with the collapse of Communist 
regime and the new economic system. It is surprisingly interesting to trace the 
gathered data made during 1945‒1989 in the Pomak settlements located in the 
Rhodopes. When we start to compare them with the musical products gathered from 
Anatolia we might make a conclusion whether there are any particular similarities 
between them that constitute so‒called “Pomak music”.  
There is question that has to be asked: “In what way can the gathered data in 
Bulgarian Communist Era help us to provide scientific research upon Pomak Music 
since they are ethnically considered as Bulgarians?” It is thus difficult to say whether 
the music they produce is simply Bulgarian music because of the identical musical 
production of their Christian neighbors. In mean time, the so‒called Pomak music 
can be considered as pure Bulgarian music but how we can explain the huge 
differences that exist between the songs of the Shop Region music or Dobrudja 
region music from that of the Rhodopean one since all of them are labeled as 
Bulgarian etiquette? Is there any integral influence between the music of Christians 
and Muslims who live side by side? 
The answer of these questions lies upon the primary element that objectifies the 
songs, which is the language bound to ethnicity. In this respect Pomak music does 
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not exist; because the language that they use in their songs is Bulgarian. As 
mentioned before, the pureness of their language is another dimension to the debate, 
so the music is. And we may assume that the unity arises because of the only primary 
element, which is the language. The way that the language is treated presents the way 
how they react to their music. The melismatic appearance in the melody is identical, 
like a fingerprint. The fashion of the melismatic playing and/or singing is identical 
too. No one can sing the same song as does his/her neighbor. And who is the 
neighbor – the Muslim one or the Christian and does that make any sense? If they 
share common values of musical making process we may claim that the music is of 
both of them. Scientifically we can only say that this is Rhodopean music performed 
by Muslims and Christians, and they do not concern it with particular nation or 
nation‒state but with a mountain that is surrounds them. This disposition gives 
certain character to the music. In any case, the altitude shapes the music‒making and 
other general activities as well. The same judgment can be applied for the locals of 
Kaz Mountains where the tune sounds even more ancient than ever. Language in this 
respect is a floating element, imposed, learned and behaved. In fact, it is artificial 
mechanism of a social construction. It helps the transmission of the pesna from 
village to village, creates a common understanding of the general musical 
productivity. It is an example of rich and variable repertoire that existed in 
Rhodopean region and Kaz region; once we assume that those pesni that travelled 
from one place to another. 
Thus, the Pomak musical thought is concerned primarily with the humanly organized 
sound and its collaboration with literal, in other words drama‒operated system. 
Today it exists in North‒western part of Turkey and is hardly found in Rhodopes. 
Talking about general “Pomak musical thought” is difficult and almost impossible. 
Once again, it is a thought, which is a descriptive element of musical creativity 
particular for this nation. It has to be divided according to geographical disposition. 
The division is made according to nation‒state borders. The outcome of musical 
creativity within locations in different nation‒states will have different 
understandings and thus, we cannot assume for a general Pomak musical thought. 
Once the division is made into parts such as “the Pomak musical thought in 
Bulgaria” and “the Pomak musical thought in Turkey” the approach becomes more 
significant in defining of what exactly may have Pomak musical thought been. 
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So, I consider that, the time frame, the demographic disposition, the event and the 
personae are the main four aspects that define the role of the Pomak musical thought.  
2.1.1 Music and song (pesna) of Pomaks settled in Kaz Mountains – Western 
Anatolia  
Many Pomaks who immigrated at the end of 19
th
 Century to Anatolia Peninsula 
brought their traditions, language besides their pesni sung centuries along together 
with them. During the investigations upon those musical materials where the 
fieldwork was done I found that the pesna, which I consider as a living organism, 
while passing through water-channels, preserved its habits and no mutation occurred. 
These musical materials were not subjected to any scientific investigation. They were 
not attractive to the scholars at that period of time.  I concentrate on smaller 
sub‒groups in order to define the overall general musical productivity rather than the 
overall communitarian formations. In this respect, the monophonic pesna collected in 
Kaz Mountain region does not only encompass the region; it has connotations with 
the ancient pesna tradition of Rhodope region as well and other areas across Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia. It is important to note that the research upon those musical 
materials, a researcher should concentrate on its smaller sub‒groups in order to 
define the overall general musical productivity. Thus, many pesna from Rhodope 
region are tied with the pesna of Kaz Mountain Region, while many other song types 
differentiate from Pomak pesna productivity. The performers of different areas create 
different understandings of the approach, although they seem from one family with a 
common ethnic identity. The performers are amateurs as well as professionals. The 
musical creativity among Pomaks in Kaz Mountain region are generally amateurs 
while the performers in Rhodope region are professionals who participate in CD 
recording industry. Only the writings of Kaufmann and Todorov give an idea of 
1950’s collections of folk songs in Rhodopean area and amateur musical productivity 
of the rural areas, which is presented as Figure 2.1. Even though there is a sort of 
tendency to erase the Muslim identity in the reports I believe that there is important 
evidences of common ancestry between the Pomaks who once lived in Rhodope 
region and that of Kaz Mountain Region embodied in those musical examples.  
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Figure 2.1 : A pesna from Smolyan and Madan transcribed by Nikolai Kaufmann,  
(1962, p.83). 
2.1.1.1 Monophonic pesna, pentatonism and modality 
Pomak monophonic pesna is a type of musical piece, which is performed by a solo 
male singer. It is highly rhetorical in style, sometimes carries tragic meanings with 
expression of feelings that describe misfortune. In the following Figure 2.2 the singer 
tells us about Mohammad who declares his mother his fatal fate to his beloved 
Ayshinka. The pesna is highly ornamented ballad style song sung in stanza form that 
constitutes twelve stanzas: ab, a1b1, a2b2, …a12b12. Each strophe has two musical 
sentences. The first that opens in E and B and ends back to the tonic E is named as 
[a]; the second shorter version that punctuates A and confirms the statement of [a] 
and ends back on tonic E. The pesna is praised in variation form with an epic 
character of a declamatory style singing. It is asymmetrical bipartite strophe (Middle 
Asia), with repetition (Western Asia), with variations of the ornamentation (Africa), 
centrally composed song‒form (America, Europe). 
The pesna example is recorded in 15.06.2011, performed by Hasan Erten (80) and 
then transcribed to score. The clear punctuation between E  and B creates the 
pentatonic collection of (E ‒G‒A‒B‒C ). It is important to put the microtonal 
accidentals in order to give exact definition of the pitch materials of the singer who 
performs the pesna. The slowing down process using computer technology helps us 
to enable these microtonal accidentals. In many occasions there is clear abundance of 
pentatonic scale. The song given as example in Figure 2.2 below is in minor 
pentatonic mode, lack of 2
nd
 and 7
th
 degree of the natural minor scale that represents 
the minor pentatonic mode. 
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Figure 2.2 : A pesna performed by Hasan Erten (80) in 15th of June 2011 (CD B.1 : Track 1). 
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Figure 2.2 (continued) : A pesna performed by Hasan Erten (80) in 15th of June 2011 (CD B.1 : Track 1).  
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Figure 2.2 is a monophonic Pesna recorded in Yaykın village, Kaz Mountain Region 
and is performed solo without any accompaniment. In the example given above all 
the twelve stanzas are repeated within the same modal pattern with variations of the 
ornamentations. 
Once described variously as the ‘Chinese scale’ or the ‘Scotch scale’ (or even as the 
‘Pomak scale’), the pentatonic scale has impressed commentators since at least 
mid‒19th century for its astonishing ubiquity (Stanley and Tyrrell, 2004). 
Pentatonism may well be a musical universal (Chailley, 1955; Nettl, 1983), and 
many have taken for granted its historical primitivism (Helmholtz, 1863; Bartók, 
1976; Trån, 1977). The ethnocentric problems involved in generalizing about scales 
remind us that defending such grand claims would require the most careful 
methodology as pentatonic usage varies widely for instance, in the case of minor 
pentatonic scale in which the pitches are E‒G‒A‒B‒D‒E can be extended to 
E‒G‒A‒B‒C‒ (D) ‒E, that is called as full pentatonic scale. In the pesna, however, 
the highly sharpened C remains only as a “skip” note while the D occurs as a “peak” 
point of the singing scale. The main appreciation is the relation between E and B and 
the ornamentation between those two pitches. If the performer is not demonstrating 
the pitches over the tonic’s fifth then it is right to be said that the singing scale is 
non‒full pentatonic scale. In the Figure 2.2 however, the ornamentation that occurs 
out of the borders leads us to an idea that the singing scale is full pentatonic one. 
But pentatonic scale is not something unique for Rhodopean region. Mentioned 
before the pentatonic scales of Scotch, Magyar, Romania, Anatolian, Chinese music 
are in a way universal. What is crucially important in this respect is that there are 
dozens of pentatonic scales, like Gamelan, Japanese but the total outcome is 
effectively different. One main thing is that they all present the Oriental exoticism 
and they are all primitive in nature. 
The five‒tone system is a juvenile heritage of mankind early divided among different 
communities and civilizations. It has excited for many decades the increased 
attention of folklorists and music scholars. Among them Nikolai Kaufmann and 
Todor Todorov occupied themselves with it more or less thoroughly while made 
their research upon the pentatonic style. German scholars like Riemann, Lach, 
Hornbastel, and Lachman looked upon this five‒tone mechanism as a general 
primitive symptom of musical evolution. On the other side, Russian, Polish and 
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Finnish ethnomusicologists examined the question between certain national limits 
while Turkish searchers such as Raghib Kösemihal, Ferruh Arsunar and Adnan 
Saygun took the system for the characteristic of a certain ancient Middle‒Asiatic 
civilization and English – Dutch musicologists such as Ellis and Kunst took the 
problem as a mere acoustic phenomena in five‒tone scale.  
Kaufmann claims that these pentatonic occurrences in the Pomak pesni are the 
evidences of medieval Christianity archaism concerned with the local tune of 
Rhodopean region (Kaufmann, 1962). This can show that once they were Christian 
and then Islamized, since the tune and the language they sing is Orthodox‒Bulgarian, 
they preserved it in every kind of occasion. But this of course could not be a proof 
that can determine one clan’s ethnic identity since pentatoniæ has even pre‒medieval 
archaic roots in this particular part of the area.  
What is this general primitive symptom? It is the universal primary thought of 
mankind. In the words of Bonce Szabolcsi, the five‒tone system would accordingly 
be a primitive uniform symptom, a consensus Pentium, without any connection, any 
regard as to the form of its appearance, its maturity, its spreading and its local 
situation. It would be the same in Scotland and in Peru as well as in China, Congo or 
Hungary, in Rhodopes and Kaz Mountain region, a universal basis of the entire 
musical evolution. 
If we consider the pentatonic system in connection with the principles of melodic 
structure, i.e. with the form in which it manifests itself, we must before all come to 
the result that there can be no question of a general pentatonic style but rather of 
several entirely different pentatonic styles (Szabolcsi, 1943, p.25). In this respect the 
pesna given as a Figure 2.2 is unique in its style because it bears its own special 
characteristics of pentatonic construction. For instance, the pentatonic scale in Figure 
2.1 is an anhemitonic (i.e., without semi‒tones) five‒tone system. This type of 
pentatonic mode is constructed with respect to permanent fourths [A – D – G – C – F 
– Bb] design. 
We may find in Figure 2.3 below what Hornbostel calls the attention to the common 
permanent fourths [B‒E ‒A‒D‒G‒C ], which plays also an important role of 
defining the part in recent theory of Marins Schneider. The fourths are reversible to a 
larger proportion of intervallic distance such as fifths. 
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Figure 2.3 : The pentatonic seria of the pesna given as a Figure 2.2. 
In the Figure 2.4 given below the right side of the circle indicates the pitches that 
were used in the pesna colored in grey. [0, 2, 4, 7, 9, 11] intervals in normal form 
create a set of [01358T], that is, 6‒32 according to Allen Forte’s The Structure of 
Atonal Music (1977), which we can find in many other pentatonic songs. 
 
Figure 2.4 : Circle of fifths and the pitches that are used in pesna indicated in grey  
 colored boxes. 
In the Figure 2.5 shown below represents the clear connection between fifths and the 
minor second that occurs in the pesna as embellishment of the melodic material. 
Although the D is a rare pitch of the melodic unit, it is used as columniation of the 
move in the melodic contour. 
 
Figure 2.5 : The disposition of the pentatonic scale of the pesna on chromatic circle  
and the relation between B and C. 
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In Figure 2.6 shown below represents the tonal sphere of the pesna that occupies four 
tonal areas. The tendency of the melody is reciprocal rather than overtonal. The 
omitted 2
nd
 degree of the pentatonic scale remains mysterious since it could be F or 
F© in any instance. The diatonic existence of melodic material tends to correlate with 
the down‒sphere tonal areas only when the singer sings his song with ornamentation. 
They have tendency to jump up the higher over‒tonal area, whereas the flattened E 
(E ) corresponds to the A¨ below the C. This melodic style is typical for the late, 
mixed stages of certain civilizations and for the late Hellenistic age. This type of 
pentatonism presents the old “high‒cultures” and that is why they refer back to the 
centers of earliest human civilizations’ religions or languages. Thus we may say that 
this type of pentatonism is not a symbol of any particular ethnic identity, but with 
demographic disposition where the seeds of this exact element lay. 
 
Figure 2.6 : The disposition of the pitches of the pesna given as an example on  
Riemann map and the tonal areas that are occupied. 
In the melody that is given as an example in the Figure 2.2 has trichordus in its 
origin. 
Concerning the Figure 2.7, a question is needless to be asked; do every pentatoniæ 
include such trichordus? It is difficult to answer this question since we are only 
considered as Pomak pentatonic music; but one suggestion could lie upon the tuning 
system of the particular string instrument (i.e. tambura) when they perform the 
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pesna. Many tamburas have three strings that could give us an evidence for the bias 
for the mode that they will construct their melodies. 
 
Figure 2.7  : The trichordus of the pentatonic seria that constitutes the pesna. 
The ancient instrumental music is patterned originally after vocal models, the need 
for consistent tuning procedures led to more concrete theoretical foundations. 
Investigations concerning the overblowing of early wind instruments are somewhat 
disappointing, and the C  may be the result of overemphasizing the modal pattern 
and enlarging the sounding scope. With tambura, however, the ground is safer. The 
feasibility of sounding two strings simultaneously allowed precise tuning by 
eliminating beats between harmonic components of the octave, fourth and fifth. It is 
therefore that the pesna is sung in the manner of ancient plucked instrument that is 
incorporated with a fourth and fifth above the lowest sounding tonic pitch as basic 
pivotal tones. Portioning the octave into two disjunctive tetrachords presents  
( E, A, B, e) in which the  denotes whether the pitch collection is rising, or  
falling from initial pitch class.   
According to the Figure 2.8, the E, A and B pitches could be derived either through 
cyclic tuning that uses a series of alternating ascending / descending fifths / or 
fourths; or by divisive principle of dividing a string into arithmetic lengths such as 
1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 and so forth. It is mathematical proportion that confirms this 
arrangement, with pitch classes A and B functioning as the harmonic and arithmetic 
means of the octave respectively. 
Cyclic Tuning       Divisive Tuning  
      
Figure 2.8 : The cyclic tuning and the divisive tuning of tambura. 
On the other hand, according to Szabolcsi, Western Asian type had really its basis in 
this three‒tonic motive [that] is proved among others by the extraordinary 
divulgation of this very three‒chordal material throughout the whole territory and 
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periphery of Western Asiatic civilizations, from Armenian and Turkish melodies to 
Transylvanian Szekler, Rumanian and even South‒Italian songs (Szabolcsi, 1943, 
p.29).  
In that respect, to understand the pesna depends in part upon a clear perception of 
modal functions. Most of the concentration upon the modes within the past century 
has approached them from the historical point of view, and has concerned itself 
mainly with their development and modification during thousands years. Those 
modes are descending and diatonic in their nature. Singing the pesna in particular 
way that the third degree occurs major or minor or natural is the first aspect of 
defining the modus of the folk song. Series of notes that occurs within the Dorian 
frame for instance, depends on its groove when it recurs in the Æolian or Mixolydian 
schemes. In the example given above, a pesna has no second degree. Thus it can be 
regarded as Phrygian or Æolian. In this respect it is important to add Dorian in order 
to demonstrate the 6
th
 degree of the modus since the singer sings the pitch slightly 
sharpened. The diagrams are quoted from Bertrand H. Bronson’s (1946) Folksong 
and the modes, The Musical Quarterly, Vol. 32, No 1, pp.40‒41. 
In Figure 2.9 (Bronson, 1946, p.42) the right‒hand halves of the diagrams are 
concerned with the full heptatonic scales, the two inner sides of each triangle 
presenting together the plegal forms, and the third side (toward the right‒hand 
margin of the page) the corresponding authentic scale. The left‒hand halves of the 
diagrams present the hexatonic correspondences; the triangles depict in similar 
fashion the plegal pentatonic forms and the corresponding authentic scales. I stands 
for Ionian, M for Mixolydian, D for Dorian, P for Phrygian, Æ for Æolian and etc.; π 
for pentatonic to which superior figures are added to distinguish the types. Superior
x
 
and 
y
 with the figure “π”, designate the pentatonic types that are theoretical, because 
lacking the tonic or keynote. For instance (“I ‒ 4”) is Ionian minus 4th degree. “DI to 
V” is that part of the Dorian scale extending upward from tonic to fifth (the 
Dominant); “DI to υ” is that part extending downward from tonic to lower fifth (the 
sub‒Dominant). 
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π5pl. ‒2,5 = [π
x ‒1,5]    Ppl.=L
o 
P‒5 = Æ ‒2     P(I) to (V)= Æ(I) to (V) 
P ‒5 = Lo ‒5 
 
 
π4pl. ‒2,6 = [π
5 ‒2,5]    Æpl.=P 
Æ‒2 = P ‒2     Æ(I) to (V)=D(I) to (V) 
Æ ‒6 = D ‒6     Æ(I) to (V)=P(I) to (V) 
 
 
π3pl. ‒3,6=[π
4 ‒2,6]    Dpl. = Æ 
D‒3 = M‒3     D(I) to (V)=Æ(I) to (V) 
D‒6 = Æ‒6     D(I) to (V)=M(I) to (V) 
Figure 2.9 : Bronson’s Modal charts. 
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It is important to note that whole pentatonic, hexatonic and heptatonic scales are diatonic 
formations. In the pesna, given as a Figure 2.2 the pitch collection may refer both to 
pentatonic and hexatonic scales. Once the core of this material is established by main three 
pitches E – A and B the second class pitches remains as G and D. The lack of 2nd and 6th 
shows us that the tune is sung in Æolian pentatonic mode. Adding however the C creates a 
hexachordal pattern in which only the 2
nd
 remains absent. Then the tune is sung in Phrygian 
and Æolian hexachordal mode. Thus, the tune is sung in π4 scale and it is summarized as π4 pl. 
– 2, 6 = P v/˄ α4 – 2 = Æ / P. The C  remains as a spasmodic passing note. 
Concerning the Table 2.1 stated below, the bracketed scales are theoretical, being based upon 
nonexistent tonic degrees. It is observed however that each pentatonic scale, besides its 
connection with the pentatonic scales adjacent, bears relation to two hexatonic and three 
heptatonic collections. Finally if the core collection is π4 it has three heptatonic modes, 
Dorian, Æolian and Phrygian. 
Table 2.1 : The intersected regions of heptatonic, hexatonic and pentatonic modes. 
Mode 
(Heptatonic) 
Pentatonic 
Absent 
degrees 
Hexatonic 
Absent 
degree 
Interlocking 
modes 
Ionian π1 → ‒4,7 α1 → ‒7 I/M 
Mixolydian π2 → ‒3,7 α2 → ‒3 M/D 
Dorian π3 → ‒3,6 α3 → ‒6 D/Æ 
Æolian π4 → ‒2,6 α4 → ‒2 Æ/P 
Phrygian π5 → ‒2,5 α5 → ‒5 P/Lo 
Locrian πx → [‒1,5] αx → ‒1 [Lo/Ly] 
Lydian πy → [‒1,4] αy → ‒4 Ly/I 
In order to be able to compare the pesna from Kaz Mountain region with that of Rhodopes, it 
is important to place a pesna that was transcribed by Kaufmann in 1962. In his words the 
melodic line that he analyzes is divided into three main parts; with the culmination at the 
beginning, with the culmination in the middle and with the culmination at the end section. In 
the pesna given as a Figure 2.1, the columniation is at the beginning because of the highest 
pitch introduced at first place. The pesna has heptatonic construction with the G tonic. It is 
transcribed as Dorian mode while the beginning punctuates on D Dorian, then shortly rests on 
C Mixolydian and ends on G Dorian. In many occasions it is hardly definable as a pentatonic 
pesna, since the existence of the entire Dorian heptatonic collection is in stepwise motion and 
each pitch has its own equal importance, while the pesna in the Figure 2.2 has different values 
of particular pitch collection and the 2
nd
 was strictly forbidden. 
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Figure 2.10 is a Hungarian song, which is transcribed by Belà Bartók in 1914 in Kisgörgény 
(Kodaly, 1970). It demonstrates how the 6
th
 degree although prohibited can occur in the 
melodic line. 
 
Figure 2.10 : A Hungarian song transcribed by Béla Bartók of Zoltán Kodály (1970):  
 Pentatonism in Hungarian Music (p.235). 
It is the π4 as the pesna of the Figure 2.1 but it can also demonstrate Dorian and Phrygian as 
well. G‒B¨‒C‒D‒F are the pitches that are used in the song. The E¨ occurs as spasmodic 
ornamental note and the 2
nd
 degree, the A is strictly avoided. 
In the Figure 2.11 shown below represents the tonal sphere of the Hungarian song transcribed 
by Bartók, which occupies four tonal areas (g‒moll / B‒Dur & Es‒Dur / c‒moll). The 
tendency of the melody is reciprocal rather than overtonal. The quasi‒omitted 2nd degree of 
the pentatonic (except the A in bar 6) scale is indicated in squares in which the C and F occur 
as borderline pitches and create the modal balance of the melodic line. This type of organizing 
the tonal material resembles with the Pomak pesna gathered from Kaz Mountain. Although 
the melodic skips in Hungarian song are much wider than those of Pomak pesna, it is 
assumable that the tonality results in the melodic patterns that lead us to familiar shape of 
construction. 
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Figure 2.11 : The disposition of the pitches in the Hungarian song transcribed by Béla Bartók  
given as an example on Riemann map and the tonal areas that are occupied. 
In the Figure 2.12 shown below represents the clear connection between fifths that constitutes 
the π (pentatonic) scale. It also resembles with the diagram of the Pomak pesna from Kaz 
Mountain. 
 
Figure 2.12 : The pentagram of the Hungarian song transcribed by Béla Bartók. 
As a conclusion of this part we may infer that the pesna of Kaz Mountain has closer 
relationship with the Hungarian song rather than the Rhodopean pesna transcribed by 
Kaufmann. 
Concerning the pitch class set which is [0 2 4 7 9]; that is 5 – 35, we may assume that both 
songs have omitted 2
nd 
and with the minor 3
rd
 degree a significant minor Pentatonism that 
occurs as a characteristic specification. The purest form of the songs given as examples to this 
study have rich variety of ornamentation, which enlarges the tonal sphere that later will be 
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discussed in a more detailed way. Melismatic style of singing produces tones that are 
punctuated in the singing process that constructs the pentatonic skeleton of the song material. 
This system that belongs usually to a stage of development in which the interval of a third in 
the beginning of the scale is not yet appreciated as a consonance cannot be employed in the 
acoustic construction of the scales. It is recognized as a tuning process of according to the 
series of perfect fifths, that is, C  – G‒D‒A‒E‒B. 
The pesna in the first strophe is based upon set 1 material, and the second strophe upon set 6 
materials that is presented on the Table 2.2. The C  is auxiliary pitch, introduced only as 
embellishment of the modal pattern and thus is presented in square brackets. 
Table 2.2 : The pitch sets constructions of the pesna given as Figure 2.2. 
S e t  1 :  E  G  A  B  C  d            
S e t  2 :    G  A  B  C  d  e          
S e t  3 :      A  B  C  d  e  g        
S e t  4 :        B  C  d  e  g  a      
S e t  5 :          C  d  e  g  a  b    
S e t  6 :            d  e  g  a  b  c  
In the article entitled The Cycle – 7 = Relations of Diatonic Set Theory to the Evolution of 
Ancient Tonal Systems by Robert Gauldin there is diagram which is already shown as Figure 
2.13 below presents the elaboration of the pentatonic scale and its relation to the pitch – class 
theory. According to Gauldin (1983) one method of generating pentatonic pitch sets consisted 
of the filling‒in of two empty tetrachords with an additive note or infix, which portioned the 
fourths asymmetrically (p.42). Apparently two possibilities were exploited: M2 (major 
second) and m3 (minor third); (interval cycle sets; i.e. ics 2 and 3) or M3 and m2 (ics 4 and 
1). The ics 1 is hemitonic in its nature while the rest ics are anhemitonic. 
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Figure 2.13 : The relation between pitch class set (pcs) and interval class (ic) axis system  
 driven by Robert Gauldin’s fifths. 
In the pesna of Kaz Mountains region the scale constructed above E as a finalis has four main 
ic’s; ic 3, 4, 5 and 7. We may add C  as ic 6 but since the pitch operates only as auxiliary skip 
note it is included into the pentatonic system. The only pitch that remains absent is the F/F in 
which it separates itself from the heptatonic scale. The relation of the intervals is shown as 
Figure 2.14 below. 
 
Figure 2.14 : The relation of interval classes (ic) in the pesna given as a Figure 2.2. 
Considering the pitch material of the pesna all possible pentatonic, hexatonic and heptatonic 
modes are shown in Figure 2.15 below. 
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Figure 2.15 : All possible heptatonic, hexatonic and pentatonic modes constructed from the  
pitches of the pesna given as a Figure 2.2. 
2.1.1.2 Diaphonic pesna, heterophony and bourdon-like progression 
There are two types of diaphonia in Pomak pesna. The first type is the diaphonia interpreted 
by pair of men in heterophonic style. The second type is the diaphonia interpreted by women 
in two-voice progression. The first type we may find in Kaz Mountain region. The first singer 
introduces the maqam (that is, the interval of fifth) when the second joins him effectively. The 
first singer ornaments the melodic line in improvisation like fashion while the second follows 
him. There are many spots where both singers sustain the particular pitch. The overall effect is 
simultaneous succession of pitch material, which can be easily observed in Figure 2.2. 
Another prominent aspect of diaphonic technique is its psychological state of performers’ 
mind. 
We may divide the process into three stages, which is indicated as Figure 2.16 below 
respectively. 
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Figure 2.16 : The stages that occur when singing the pesna in diaphonic style in Kaz  
Mountain Region (CD B.2 : Track 2).  
The first stage is the impulse of the sound material of the first singer. The second performer 
perceives it immediately. This process should not be considered as “call – response” effect, 
rather it should be understood in terms of “call – call” effect. The stage is indicated with letter 
A. The second stage, that is B, is the simultaneous succession of pitch material presented by 
two singers. There is quite complex web of generative symptoms at that level. Each 
succession is carefully followed by the second performer and imitated immediately in his own 
way of interpretation. He always remains on the backside of the lead singer – not only 
visually but musically too. Final stage is C where the musical phrase ends due to the capacity 
of the breath taken by the first singer. Unlike the stage A here we may observe the pattern of 
concentration above ending of the sound event. It is unstable in nature and can occur in a 
randomized order. Considering all stages we may infer the following statement: the diaphonic 
Pomak pesna is born out from the monophonic one in order to demonstrate the enlarged scope 
not only of the sound material but the differences that project special state of mind of two 
singers. 
The second type of diaphonic pesna is based on singing style observed in Rhodope region’s 
female singers. The basic process is the melody that moves up and down punctuating the 
interval of second where the sustained note occurs as a sort of bourdon like sound. The Figure 
2.17 represents graphically how two sounds interact between each other. 
 
Figure 2.17 : The interaction of the two sounds of the diaphonic pesna from Rhodopean  
 female singers (CD B.3 : Track 3). 
The style is known as “dvuglasiye”; literally means two-voice singing. Many pesni of this 
style concentrates on projection of the major second interval that further is analyzed in a more 
detailed way. The two-voice singing principles rely on the loudness of the sound. There are 
two different qualities that describe those principles: 
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1– Tejka (meaning heavy), that correspond to a very loud and resonated sound mainly 
observed in slow tempo pesni. 
2– Leka (meaning light) that corresponds to a gentler, smoother and softer sound observed 
in other types of pesni. 
In some cases, where the lower, bourdon-like voice follows the melody of the upper one, it 
emphasizes the meaning of some pitches of the mode and sketches along with the upper voice 
some for the region second consonances, defined as powerfully – sounding sharp. The singers 
from that region say that, the upper voice “void” (that is leading), and the lower one “vlache” 
or “vlachi” (dragging). 
In fine, it is quite obvious that the singing process in Rhodopes and Kaz Mountain region 
shelters significant disparities of understanding when perform the diaphonia. 
1– Gender differences create different types of diaphonia. 
2– In both genres, they have ordinate and sub-ordinate hierarchies; the overall result 
appears on quite separate qualities. 
3– The melodic design tends to be a diverse but in both cases it draws the main 
characteristics of the pesna.  
4– Males are concerned with the decoration of the melody while females are more 
concerned into the sound and its overtones. 
5– Religious aspects may effect the diaphonic pesna in terms of prohibiting particular 
gender to sing, thus the opposite one may took the advantage of taking the style and 
interpreting on his own style. 
2.1.1.3 Tetraphonic pesna in Kaz Mountain region 
The genre is concerned mainly with the Pomaks of Kaz Mountain region. Many examples 
gathered by Kaufmann includes the tetraphony as well – but, we may still provide the notion 
that this particular type of musical entities are performed in terms of ritual-making process in 
which the Pomaks of Kaz Mountain region are more inclined to. 
In the second field-work research held on September 2012 to Yaykın village there we found 
opportunity to witness the tetraphonic duet sung by Şaban Atik, Mehmet Yürük, Lütfü Mert, 
Salih Abacı and Hasan Yürük who joined the performance later. Starting to sing was a 
difficult process, which at the end happened. Surprisingly, when asked to perform the same 
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pesna not in tetraphonic way but in triophonic way, they boldly rejected to do that, because 
only diaphonic and tetraphonic styles were appropriate. 
The tetraphonic pesna is a song of two pairs that sing the melody one after another. Each part 
is based on diaphonic principles that were previously explained. The only difference that lay 
on is the enlarged web of stimuli that arise from the performers in a vocal quartet fashion. 
Each succession ends on a rest creating a silence, a gap where the second pair joins. 
Considering the hierarchy status of the singers in this event, it is worthwhile to say that there 
is no clear negotiation of who will take particular place. The Pomak pesna evolves itself from 
a single monophonic to diaphonic, to tetraphonic one. Each genre has its own type of 
understanding, thus when a singer sings alone he has to create the melody that suits the style. 
When performing with a companion then the same melody has to transform into something 
appropriate to the genre; and last, when sing in double pairs then the awareness has to be 
completely different _ and this is how a single tune vary; not in terms of variation of the 
melody but in the variation of the approach to the single one where the ritualistic habits of the 
Pomaks come to life. 
In the Figure 2.18 below there is an interlocking process of two pairs singing the pesna. Both 
arise from single pattern where the ending of the first pair punctuates the beginning of the 
sound. The interlocking process occurs in simultaneous continuum of the sound. The process 
continues in hocket fashion and the transformation process that is stimulated by a constant 
pitch.   
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Tetraphonic pesni are difficult to be found in the Rhodopes. They are preserved by Pomaks 
settled mainly in Kaz Mountains. This sort of singing is a tradition carried for hundreds of 
years that demonstrates the rich heritage of varying different types of technics. Another 
statement, needless to mention, is the tetraphonic singing style that carries an evidence of a 
collective memory, which bounds them together.  
2.2 The Characteristics of Pomak Pesna 
The characteristics of Pomak pesna are defined in terms of pitch, harmony, melody, form, 
rhythm and timbre. Characterizing the Pomak pesna with western definitions may lead us to 
an uncertain ground. But I categorize pesna as a non-Western form of music. Analyzing it 
with within the limitations of Western tradition may create totally different results. There 
needs an understanding and participation in order to be able to define the specific 
characteristic of this genre. It has revealed that Pomaks sing with unusual timbre aspects, such 
as pitch combinations bound to incomprehensible rhythms. It is because the community that 
they belong to has come to consider those forms “correct” or “appropriate” and even 
desirable.  
Figure 2.18 : The stages that occur when singing the pesna in tetraphonic style in Kaz  
Mountain Region (CD B.4 : Track 4).  
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The aim however is to find proper agreements that can illustrate theoretically the genre placed 
out of the western norms. Another crucial fact is to demonstrate the sound material that will 
expand the range of musical understanding.  
On the other hand, the characterization of non‒Western music may cause a misunderstanding 
that can occur when a particular genre is analyzed with Western tools. As Keammer states: 
“Comparative studies of human behavior are possible because all human beings share many 
needs and many common experiences as they participate in life and relate to the world around 
them” (Keammer, 1993, p.82). This statement is the main point of departure when starting to 
characterize Pomak pesna with Western tools. 
2.2.1 Pitch 
Pitch is a musical sound. To produce a musical sound there is need to be a vibration in the air. 
There is no sound in the space because there is no air to vibrate. To make air vibrate there is 
need of vibrating object (a musical instrument) that can stimulate vibrations. This can be a 
drumhead, the string of a guitar, or the human vocal cords. If the vibration per second is very 
fast the sound that appears has a high frequency. If the vibration per second is very slow the 
sound that appears has a low frequency. They are measured with Hertz (Hz) i.e. vibrations per 
second calculations. After this brief information about pitch element it is also important to 
indicate the importance of two or more pitches and the relationship that gives the character to 
the each one. It is called pitch inventory; i.e. all of the pitches within the mode, which are 
used in a specific music tradition or in a particular piece of music that has, pitch collections 
specific for its construction. 
The distance between α pitch and β is the interval, which is the most prominent specie in the 
mode or scale. There can be several others between α and β and they can even expand 
themselves out of the α – β boundary. 
Pomaks in Kaz Mountain Region use a limited number of tones in their pesni; these tones 
constitute their pitch inventory even if they do not perceive them as such or do not have a 
term for it. At the end of the stanza, the performer usually pushes the air creating “a last 
breath”. It is an effect that is difficult to indicate on a five‒line graphic and special notation is 
required. It is a part of the scale that does not constitute an exact pitch but only noise, which 
embraces many pitches at the same time. 
The most characteristic interval is the fifth. In the Figure 2.2, the pesna sung by Hasan Erten 
(2011), we may observe the starting two pitches that create a perfect fifth interval. The 
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pentatonic framework (the scale) constitutes of five pitches have borderlines that is the tonic 
and its fifth (the Dominant) above. This is how the pesna shapes itself when using limited 
amount of pitches. Although it has a simple construction, the relation between the pitches in 
the scale creates much complex results.  
In the Figure 2.19 the entire pentatonic mode is given with its microtonal accidentals as 
performer sung the pesna. There are no chromatic steps. D is a leading tone while C  and D  
above are embellishing tones performed in order to demonstrate the proficiency of the singer. 
 
Figure 2.19 : (a) Measurement of the pitches of the pesna in Figure 2.2 and (b) interval  
differences. 
Measurement of the intervals in the pesna given as a Figure 2.19, a: means the vibrations per 
second for each note on the staff; b: means the intervals of a stepwise motion in pentatonic 
mode which are unequal when given as differences in vibrations per second. 
In the pesna given as a Figure 2.1, a G Dorian mode that has seven pitches has irregular 
disposition of ratios calculated with Transcribe! Software. It is shown as Figure 2.20 below. 
This inequality rises from the fundamental laws of acoustics. It is, however, indicated in exact 
pitch notation; many microtonal appreciations were avoided. In general, the transcriptions 
made by Kaufmann did not satisfy the expectation and many examples in the dissertation 
were used with just in tone pitches and their intonations. Quite rare examples of microtones 
are included. 
 
Figure 2.20 : (a) Measurement of the pitches of the pesna in Figure 2.1 and (b) interval  
differences. 
In the pesna given as a Figure 2.2 there is quite significant technique that is used by the 
performer (Stanza 2 and 4). This technique is indicated as follow: (Figure 2.21) 
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Figure 2.21 : Short portamento on given direction. 
The example shown above indicates the technique using “hook” sign which explains the 
sliding up and down of the note to the given direction. The pitch is not stable and has different 
character that shapes the melody. 
The Figure 2.22 given below indicates the F© note that it is a sort of spoken note rather than 
sung. In any case the note has different character concerning the rest of the pitches. These 
types of combinations make the melodic material very complex and this complexity arises 
from the single melodic combination, which includes many pitches that arises from different 
spectral plots. It is produced by quite complex mechanism, which is a construction of a 
mouth, throat and tongue supplied with an air. 
 
Figure 2.22 : Sprechstimme-like vocal technique observed in the pesna in Figure 2.2. 
In the Figure 2.23 given below it is clearly shown the word “Mu‒ham‒med” which 
constitutes of .   Rhythmical pattern stuck on a single pitch. The second syllabus that has  
sign on it is the shaken pitch and this type of singing it called as тресене (tresene =shaken, 
trembled) of the pitch material. Unfortunately there is no clear consensus on indicating the 
technique, so I put a * sign on the pitch in order to signify the tresene. 
 
Figure 2.23 : “Tresene” technique observed in the pesna in Figure 2.2. 
When a particular pitch is stressed due to the lyrics it should be usually understood as a 
change of the phase, that is, the position of the wave at a certain time. So, with other words, 
the wave of the first not is stressed to create a third wave – a resultant –, which is a composite 
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of the first two. This procedure gives quite complex understanding of pitch material. 
Although we have 3 E ’s none of them is same in nature. In fact, the E  is more stable pitch 
than the rest that occurs as a tonic. When it occurs each time, the sound material changes due 
to the inner relation of the E  and the pitch before or after it. It is highly predictable and 
embodies the tonal hierarchy of the pesna and carries different meanings. 
According to Bartók, in his Harvard Lectures (1976) he says that:  
[…] we found the five (pitch material) most commonly used modes of the art music of the Middle Ages 
and besides these, some others absolutely unknown from modal music, and furthermore, scales with 
seemingly oriental features (that is having augmented second steps). (p.381) 
The relationship between pitches constructs larger proportions of modal patterns. Each skip 
like E  to B is a demonstration of a frequency component although the names remain as 
abstract entities and as Bartók states, it is the basic formation of the more complicated modes. 
A succession of sounds that vary in one single pitch is more likely to be experienced as 
emanating from a single source and hence grouped in perception than is a series of sounds 
that vary rapidly and by large pitch intervals (Stanley and Tyrrell, 2004). In the Pomak pesna 
given as an example of Figure 2.2, the opening two intervals demonstrate quite rapid change 
of sound material; and with ending the change occur at minimum level on a single pitch. 
In the Figure 2.24 given below we may observe the melodic pattern related to the intervals of 
the pitches in the stanza of the pesna given as a Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.24 : The melodic contour of the pesna in Figure 2.2 represented in two-dimensional  
graph that indicates the height considering its relation of the unison to fifth and  
fourth labeled as α, β and γ.  
α > β > γ; that is the sounds at the beginning have largest proportion of rapidness concerning 
the last part of the pesna in which the amount of speed between intervals is at the lowest level. 
The next step is defining the characteristics of the pitches in terms of consonance and 
dissonance, which play an important role in the Pomak pesna. 
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2.2.1.1 Consonance 
One of the most problematic questions is what are the consonance and dissonance. Many 
investigations since Pythagoras
 
(who defined hierarchy of consonance based on how small the 
numbers are that expressed the ratio) analyzed this matter in several ways. In recent times 
education at music schools scholars tend to use terms as “pleasing”, “empty”, “irritating” 
while explaining the intervals in terms of consonance and dissonance to the students. But this 
subjective explanation may also be addressed the need of exploring the spectral contents of 
the two pitches sounded simultaneously. A Pomak pesna sung in monophonic style presents 
us interval relationships in melodic fashion. A pesna sung in two‒voice style presents us 
interval relationships in harmonic fashion. In both styles the listener concentrates on the beats 
between simultaneous pitches sounding together or consecutive. According to Seashore 
(1967) among the problems which confront us in the study of consonance and dissonance are 
categorized in six sections (p.127): 
1‒ The determination of the exact size and number of the intervals in the building scales; 
2‒ The determination of desirability and reasons for admission of tendency tones under 
specific musical conditions; 
3‒ The criteria of consonance‒dissonance; 
4‒ The establishment of rank order of intervals in the chromatic scale on different criteria 
5‒ A compromise best judgment about the order of rank, taking all criteria into account; 
6‒ The setting up of a measure of consonance as a member in the battery of measures of 
musical talent. 
Due to these six statements of Seashore above, I concentrate on the natural behavior of the 
overtones, which I consider that as a good starting point of defining the pitches in terms of 
intervals that demonstrates the consonance and/or dissonance quality.  
The unison and octave are the two fundamental intervals that are perfect consonances. 
In the Figure 2.25 shown below the two tones presents the same pitch thus all harmonics are 
same. We may call that it is a perfect consonance. 
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Figure 2.25 : Harmonics of unison pitches. 
In the Figure 2.26 shown below the two tones are separated by an octave where all harmonics 
coincide. This is the second interval that we may label it as consonance.  
 
Figure 2.26 : Harmonics of two tones an octave apart. 
This picture of Figure 2.27 presents us the intervals and how their harmonics fits in particular 
order. The difference between the pitches arouse from the sequential pattern that creates 
harmonious sound. 
 
Figure 2.27 : Harmonics of two tones a perfect fifth apart. 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Frequency 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Frequency 
Frequency 
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In the Figure 2.28 shown below the interval ratio is 4:3 which represents the perfect fourth. In 
fact, we may categorize the interval as consonant because it has small integer ratio. 
 
Figure 2.28 : Harmonics of two tones a perfect fourth apart. 
Another prominent consonant interval is major third, which has a ratio of 5:4. 
The Figure 2.29 shown below indicates the Major 3
rd
 interval and the relation of the 
harmonics, which are two semitones apart. According to Hermann von Helmholtz the 
common harmonics indicates the quality of the consonance of particular two pitches where 
the 7
th
 (harmonic) is excluded. This statement is the basic approach of defining the interval 
quality of the Pomak pesna, which will be analyzed in the following examples. 
 
Figure 2.29 : Harmonics of two tones a major third apart. 
The last consonant interval is minor 3
rd
, which has a ratio of 6:5. 
In the Figure 2.30 shown below the frequency of 300 indicates the common harmonics of 
both pitches. The harmonic sequence has larger integer ratios concerning the major 3
rd
 or 
perfect 5
th
. 
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Figure 2.30 : Harmonics of two tones a minor third apart. 
There is an interval analysis of the pesna, which is recorded by Nikolai Kaufmann in 1962 
from a Pomak village near by Rudozem district in which the perfect consonance (the unison) 
is represented in grey colored box in the Figure 2.31 below. The next significant interval is 
major second, which is typical for the Rhodopean bi‒part singing. The dialogue between 
unison and his counterpart beside the other intervals create the following diagram: 
 
Figure 2.31 : The analysis of consonance and dissonance material of the pesna entitled as  
Mari Morele Ednichka. 
Considering the diagram of Figure 2.32, we can inference two main structures: the inner rim 
that constitutes the Unison and major second intervals and the outer rim concerning the 
primary intervals that are the major third and minor second. Due to their significant relation of 
the intervals, the proportions indicate that Unison and the major second has the rate of 0,88 8 
while the major third and minor second has the rate of 1,18652343. Considering the time 
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frame of the sustained intervals the diagram shows that there is clear abundance of major 
seconds and unisons and major thirds together with minor seconds remains as triggering 
sound of rest. In fine, the intervallic material in the pesna of the Figure 2.31 shows us that the 
relation between unison and major second are more prominent and stable considering the 
major third – minor second relation.  
 
Figure 2.32 : The diagram of the interval relation and the melodic construction of the pesna  
in Figure 2.31 – the primary relation between 1:1 and 9:8 together with the  
secondary relation between 5:4 and 256:243.  
2.2.1.2  Dissonance 
The physical and psychological determinants of consonance and dissonance are a central 
problem of the psychological state of the Rhodopean and Kaz Mountain pesna that faces on 
an incentive attack. According to Seashore (1967) psychology must fractionate the problem 
and deal with one factor at a time (p.129). Music, in the words of Seashore (1967), employs 
not only consonances but also semi consonances and gross dissonances in creating power and 
beauty of a single tone (p.129). 
The discordant sounding together of two pitches as having “roughness” or “tonal tension” is 
described as dissonance interval. In Pythagorean terms this meant that dissonances were 
intervals produced by string length in ratios formed from numbers greater than 4. Critical 
band is the range of frequency proximity characterized by oscillations and the “roughness” 
mentioned above. 
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The intervals which may be described as dissonance are major second (9:8); minor second 
(16:15); major seventh (15:8) and minor seventh (9:5); Due to the pesna that is given as an 
example the two intervals major second and minor seconds’ frequencies are analyzed below 
as Figure 2.33 and Figure 2.34. 
 
Figure 2.33 : Harmonics of two pitches a major second apart. 
 
Figure 2.34 : Harmonics of two pitches a minor second apart. 
The Figure 2.33 and 2.34 present the basic dissonance formations of the intervals, which 
occur in the pesna given as a Figure 2.32 that represents the major second and the minor 
second intervallic formations. 
The pattern of consonance and dissonance material embraced in the pesna given as Figure 
2.31 which is sung in two voice (двугласие‒dvuglasiye) fashion has very complicated results 
on the relation between the consonance material and its counterpart – the dissonance. If we 
consider the Figure 2.32 shown above we may summarize the melodic pattern in two 
prominent intervals: the unison (1:1) and major second (9:8).  
There are three main spots that occur in the pesna that projects the structural phase of the 
melody. They construct the formal design of the pesna in which the perfect fourth (4:3) and 
the perfect fifth (3:2) makes a sort of “call” like beginning. Larger peaks may be observed 
when the minor second occurs. It is indicated as a circular shape on the diagram. The first 
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peak is a momentum ‒ with a short duration, while the second sustains itself . in 200 b.p.m. 
Concerning the diagram the unison (1:1) has the large sustainability and major 2
nd
 (9:8) 
remains as a second interval that sustains itself in the melodic pattern. We may assume a 
certain point that the unison and the major second have the most important role in the pesna. 
The intervallic tension however does not rest on a unison, which is predicted as the backbone 
of the interval construction in the pesna. The phrases end on the major seconds and only at the 
end the unison begins to function as a finalis. 
According to these analyses and in view of the likelihood that cognitive representation of 
pitch hierarchies influence harmony perception in the vertical dimension, Tramo and his 
colleagues urge that there should be reconsideration of the sensory consonance and sensory 
dissonance terms. These sensory apparatuses create much complicated vision of how actually 
consonances and dissonances work on human body. 
According to Carl E. Seashore, in his book Psychology of Music (1967) he explains “The 
Interval” in terms of scientific procedure, where we always reduce the situation to its simplest 
elements; it is (therefore) customary to speak of the problem in terms of kinds and degrees of 
consonance (p.125). The difference between harmony and consonance is that the consonance 
deals with intervals in terms of two notes only; whereas harmony usually deals with more 
complex situations, which will be presented in following part. 
2.2.2 Harmony  
One of the most prominent aspects that the listener may observe in the Pomak pesna is the 
harmony. The monophonic style may present different pitches, some of them sounding 
“harmonious” and the others not. The pitches, which constitute the construction of the 
modality, may give us a clue of what sound actually together that fits each other and what 
does not. It is therefore a subject of debate in which the linear material turns into vertical 
sounding. According to Bartók, in his Harvard Lectures (1976) he claims that: 
Melodies in such an archaic style (like Pomak pesni are) can very well be provided also with the most 
daring harmonies. It is amazing phenomenon that just the archaic features will admit of a much wider 
range of possibilities in harmonizing and treating melodies or themes of the pentatonic kind, than would 
be the case with the common major or minor scale melodies. (p.374) 
As Bartók claims, these types of melodies may provide fruitful soil for the composers such as 
Atanas Kapitanov to harmonize folk tunes borrowed from Rhodopes creating subjective 
meaning. 
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The pesna below that is presented as Figure 2.35 is a lullaby from Rhodope Region also very 
well know piece among Pomaks there. The first 11 bars represent the original melody. The 
music after those 11 bars represent the harmonization of that melody adapted for 3 voice 
female choir by Atanas Kapitanov shown as Figure 2.36 below. 
 
Figure 2.35 : Sleepy darling drowsy pesna. 
 
Figure 2.36 : The harmonization of the pesna for three‒part female choir. 
The example shown below as Figure 2.37 represents the anhemitonic minor pentatonic mode 
starting with E. Only at bar 9 the F© occurs as an auxiliary pitch that gives an Æolian design 
to the melody. It is therefore assumed as a natural minor framework. The melody may be 
harmonized in many other different ways. Here we find the attention of the composer that he 
concentrates on particular functions such as Mediant‒Submediant and Natural Seventh that is 
the leading tone, together with Sub‒dominant. The Dominant is a minor chord, which affects 
the resolution and makes the chord progression rather unstable. 
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Figure 2.37 : The mode of the pesna of Figure 2.35. 
The first two bars are summarized in the Figure 2.38 shown below. Due to prolongation 
principles the D is the prolonged pitch. Theoretically speaking we find two pitches that 
control the harmony: the first opening E and the prolonged D. 
 
Figure 2.38 : Prolongation of the harmonic material in the first two bars of the pesna in  
Figure 2.36. 
The following 4 bars that are summarized in the Figure 2.39 below present the prolonged E 
(tonic) pitch where it moves to F♯ inside the Dominant chord with omitted 3rd degree and 
turns back to E together with its leading tone. The outer sphere of the pitch is constructed 
from 6ths, 5ths, 4ths and 7th. 
 
Figure 2.39 : Prolongation of the harmonic material in the third, fourth, fifth and the sixth  
bars of the pesna in Figure 2.36 where CAMBIATA form occurs. 
The last 5 bars of the pesna present the prolonged D at the beginning that resolves itself on E 
at the rest. It can be appreciated as Dominant to Tonic resolution. The surrounding intervals 
are mostly concentrated on perfect fifths and 6ths. The harmonic progression is showed in 
Figure 2.40 respectively. 
 
Figure 2.40: Prolongation of the harmonic material in the last five bars of the pesna in  
Figure 2.36. 
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Singing in two pairs (in tetraphonic style) creates another dimension of how harmony occurs 
shown as a Figure 2.41 below. The prolongation of particular pitches are much clear aspects 
to be observed the sustained sound that functions actually as a pedal in the harmony. 
 
Figure 2.41 : The wind is blowing the green forest – pesna in tetraphonic style. 
In the pesna that is shown above as Figure 2.41 the first two pitches (C and D) creates the 
basic characteristic of the entire piece. This major second step has response of major 9th skip 
that we find at the opening material of the second pair. It is clearly that the perfect fifth 
functions as Tonic especially when the third F© occurs subtly for a short time. With C  and D 
that occurs on the 5th beat, the sustained sound for three beats present a sort of ground on 
which the first pair is creating their melodic movement. 
Contrary to previous Figure 2.36, in the Figure 2.42 we find that the borderline pitches 
functioning as prolongation of the interval while the middle part is changing. It creates several 
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chords within single framework. The triadic harmony is avoided. It is also important to note 
that the C, which is slightly sharpened, gives completely different perspective of the harmonic 
progression. The middle part where the melody develops itself respectively has descending 
character that follows minor second, major second, minor second and augmented second. The 
G and B¨ notes are functioning as appoggiaturas that rest on A, while the second G resolves 
to F© prominently. The main chord that can be inference is [D‒F©‒A‒C ] which gives clear 
outfit of Dominant seventh chord with the E¨, which can be categorized as descending 
harmonic minor scale of D occupied by its central role in the pesna. Naturally, the C  starts to 
express itself as the fundamental’s 7th harmonic taking the D as an account. 
 
Figure 2.42 : The border pitches that controls the range where the middle part moves in  
Figure 2.41. 
In the Figure 2.43 given below the sustained D in unison gives the ground on which the 
melody moves up and down. Punctuating the D unavoidably creates its 5th that creates the 
second parameter where melody earns different meaning. We should also be aware of F© and 
G  diesis that resembles each other but are not the same pitches. The second fundamental 
aspect of the melody is the C (the leading note of the phrase) and the upper C  that have 
entirely different roles: first the C has role that wants to resolve itself to D which is a finalis; 
second the C  octave above has role to make the D as a peak point that ultimately slides itself 
to C  which is a larger step than minor 2
nd
 but at the same time smaller than Major 2
nd
. 
 
Figure 2.43 : The border pitches and the melodic overflow. 
In the Figure 2.44 given below I observed two motivic elements, which are represented side 
by side. The first harmonic design abruptly transforms itself to the second [F‒G ‒E‒D‒C] in 
which the D as a central tone moves from one tonal area to the next. 
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Figure 2.44 : The transformation of the D from one tonal area to the next where the areas are  
separated with dotted vertical arrow.  
In the Figure 2.45 shown below there is Riemann map that illustrates the tonal areas occupied 
by the pitches presented in Figure 2.43 and Figure 2.44 respectively. The left side of the 
diagram indicates the first set used in the pesna; the right side indicates the second pitch set 
used in the pesna. Meanwhile the central pitch is D (the second line first not and the third line 
fifth note) and it tends to function as a tonic for both directions. But, once again, it has 
different quality when is used with different pitch sets, that is, the D’s are not the same 
pitches, just as shown in the Figure 2.45 and although they function as finalis hey carry 
different meanings. The scheme’s diesis that occurs on the left and right side proof this 
statement respectively. 
 
Figure 2.45 : The disposition of the pitches of the pesna given as an example in Figure 2.41  
 on Riemann map and the tonal areas that are occupied. 
In the Figure 2.46 shown above that constitutes the final 8 beats presents the same disposition 
of the tonal material. The first as ascending harmonic minor that contains augmented second 
interval besides the chromatic succession of E‒F and G .  Although the A is not presented, it 
exists as a natural phenomenon of harmonic fundamentals. It is clearly that the construction of 
harmonic material is based primary on a single function in which the rest of the tones remains 
as overtonal framework of the fundamental pitch. 
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Figure 2.46 : Final eight beats of the pesna in Figure 2.41 where the sustained D creates a  
pedal harmony together with F© and G  diesis. 
2.2.3 Ornamentation 
Describing the Pomak pesna in terms of melody needless is to mention the importance of the 
ornamentation. The ornaments are musical flourishes, which do not carry the overall line of 
the melody. It decorates the melodic line and it may embellish a single pitch that moves 
around it. It is one of the basic tools to demonstrate the ability of the performer in a rural 
place. It is usually improvised and as seen in Figure 2.2 each time may vary due to the choice 
of the performer. The most obvious ornamentations occur at examples sung in slow beat that 
has free rhythmical character. There are also quite big differences of ornamenting the melody 
concerning the different genders. Male singers have much improved ornamentation skills 
compared with the female singers. On the other side, the ornamentation that occurs after 
finalis, which is a “hi” shouted at the end are performed by female singers. We do not see it in 
performances by males. Much ornamentation is decorative in nature; alone, they have no 
meaning. The melismatic style of singing is observed in male pesni. Females tend to sing 
much more in a single tune ‒ pure and uninterrupted. 
The ornamentation always differs from instrumental music with that of the vocal style. Each 
instrument may present its own style of ornamentation due to its construction and the 
function. Blown instruments may ornament totally different the melody compared with 
bowing ones. Thus the vocal genre has its own type of ornamentation.  
2.2.3.1 Types of ornamentation 
In order to be more precise, some of the ornamentations will be explained in terms of Western 
terminology that presents some characteristics of the Rhodopean music. 
In many pesna examples we find the wide range of usage of acciaccaturas, which is the 
shortest “crush”, indicated as a grace note. 
In the Figure 2.47 given below the first two notes have acciaccaturas in stepwise motion that 
are whole step below of the pitch. This is the most frequently observed type of ornamentation. 
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Figure 2.47 : Ascending acciaccaturas indicated in grey box of the pesna entitled as Ago  
Sulmane. 
We may also observe some acciaccaturas in stepwise motion that are above the pitch. The 
duration of the acciaccaturas are concerned with the tempo of the music. It is also important to 
mention that the voice apparatus of the singer may indicate the length of these grace notes. In 
the Figure 2.48 the D indicated in grey colored box is the short, accented and fast single note 
that embellishes the C.  
 
Figure 2.48 : Descending acciaccatura indicated in grey box of the pesna entitled as Karay  
Maycho. 
In the Figure 2.49 given below we see the double‒grace notes that indicate broderié style. 
They can be indicated as follows: 
 
Figure 2.49 : Mordent technique indicated in grey box of the pesna entitled as Mayka  
 Mariyka. 
The Figure 2.50 given below illustrates the mordent technique, which we may find in many 
Pomak pesni. In many occasions it stabilizes the pitch that carries an important role of the 
melodic construction. 
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Figure 2.50 : Mordent technique and its more exact notation. 
In the Figure 2.51 given below which is transcribed by A. Ilieva we find complicated 
framework of trill like figures, acciaccaturas and turns as alternating the melody. The 
melismatic figure occurs within perfect 4th interval and is in stepwise motion. 
 
Figure 2.51 : The trill, acciaccatura, turn and appoggiatura framework in the pesna entitled as  
Polegnala begova beliya. 
In the Figure 2.52 shown below there is quoted passage of the pesna where  , and  
figures are presented respectively. The same framework may be found in the Figure 2.2 where 
the turn occurs with a short rest ornamenting the A. The Figure 2.53 below indicates the 
quoted passage of Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.52 : Exact notation and its simplified form. 
 
Figure 2.53 : Proposed notation style for highly ornamented passages. 
The portamento technique is another very important aspect of the vocal genre in Rhodopes 
also observed in Kaz Mountain Region. It usually occurs at the beginning of the pesna or at 
the end of any particular phrase or musical sentence. In many occasions the beginning may 
include a portamento starting from undefined pitch and ending on the exact note. In many 
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examples the range of the interval is approximately a major 2nd. But larger intervals such as 
minor 3rd or major 3rd and even perfect 4th can draw the boundaries of the portamento. 
In the Figure 2.54 given below the beginning starts with a portamento of two voices that ends 
on D together. But, assuming that the starting pitches may vary and the speed of the 
portamento may vary too the overall result has quite complicated sound, which the arrow sign 
remains quite simple to indicate the complicated sound. 
The portamento may occur at the end of the pesna contrary to ascending one at the beginning. 
The melodic line may reach its peak point and then the descending portamento may conclude 
the piece. 
 
Figure 2.54 : Portamento technique at the beginning of the pesna entitled as Oyde moma  
vlivada. 
The two-voice singing clashes into major 2nd range with many acciaccaturas assumed perfect 
5th apart, which is clearly shown in the Figure 2.55 below. However, the skip to G ‒ an 
octave higher gives enough space to create the portamento that functions as a downfall of the 
highest point at the end of the piece. 
 
Figure 2.55 : Portamento technique at the end of the pesna entitled as Izvikna moma ot loze. 
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Many pesni ends with “ei” or “i” outcry by the female singers. It is a skip to an octave higher 
where a short portamento occurs downfall that is presented as Figure 2.56. Sometimes it may 
jump to its perfect fifth as shown in the Figure 2.57. 
 
Figure 2.56 : Portamento with accented outcry at the end of the pesna entitled as Gotvi  
mome, mnogo dar. 
 
Figure 2.57 : Only outcry technique within perfect fifth interval at the end of the pesna  
entitled as Nanke le Nanke, stambolsko tsveke. 
Sometimes, the outcry may occupy a minor 7th range that is shown in Figure 2.58. In fact, 
many of outcries are indicated as  because they have a character of a “call” which occurs at 
the end. Needless is more precise way of indicating such kind of different manners in singing 
style. 
 
Figure 2.58 : Only outcry technique within minor seventh interval at the end of the pesna  
entitled as Bae, pladne doyde. 
Among the ornamentations in the pesna one of the most prominent techniques is “tresene” or 
shaking the pitch. It is typical for Rhodopean singing style and many male Pomak singers in 
Kaz Mountain region also use it. 
There are many types of “tresene” that are indicated differently by the scholars such as 
Kaufmann, Bukoreshtliev, Todorov. According to Kaufmann (1968) he observed very special 
type of “tresene” in the Rhodopean Region (p.41). It is the fragmentation of the throat due to 
the values of the notes sung by the singer. Fixing this manner to notation is quite difficult and 
in the Figure 2.59 this is indicated as . 
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Figure 2.59 : “Tresene” technique indicated as in the pesna entitled Oy devoykya rusi kosi  
plela.  
There two types of “tresene” observed in the pesna given as a Figure 2.59 above. The first 
type is the “tresene” of the acciaccatura that is on the same pitch with the main note. The 
second type is “tresene” that exists in single pitch having trill ‒ like ornamentation character, 
which constructs the overall melodic material and has quite important role in the process of 
form ‒ creating. These two types of “tresene” are quoted from the pesna given as Figure 2.59 
above and are represented once again in the Figure 2.60 shown below. 
 
Figure 2.60 : Different types of “tresene” technique. 
In the pesna given as Figure 2.2 the “tresene” material occurs slightly complicated and this 
gives attention to make more precise way of indicating this style. 
In the Figure 2.61 shown below the squares indicates the “tresene” material. There are three 
squares which demonstrates three different “tresene”, that is why they have different notation. 
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The first “tresene” occurs almost at the beginning of the phrase that triggers the A. The 
second is shorter on B and the last one on E  having different indication above the note. In 
fact, the entire melodic pattern is one big melisma and inside that melisma significant pitches 
like A ‒ B and E are decorated in a more precise way although the tune is somehow “muddy”. 
 
Figure 2.61 : Recommendation for different type of notation of the “tresene” technique. 
Another type of ornamentation is called “ацане” ‒ (atsane ‒ to enforce the pitch), which is 
found on Western Rhodopean Region. It usually occurs at the end of the phrase and 
proceeded for comparatively long shivery of the melody. It usually happens at the high 
registers of the pitch and almost always there is a portamento sliding down at the end. At the 
end of musical period the singeresses cries out to an octave, or seventh above which rests with 
a portamento in descending motion. This crying out and descending is called “atsane” thus 
songs sung in that style are called pesni of “atsane”. 
The Figure 2.62 shown below represents many types of ornamentations that exist in 
two‒voice singing style. The notes indicate as  are functioning as “atsane” ornamentation of 
the approximate pitch. The second voice ‒ a bourdon ‒ has the role of giving the ground 
material, which are the A and the G. On the other hand, the crying out passage is performed 
by both of the singeresses respectfully. Shouting like type of “tresene” at the second line gives 
sudden movements to the continuum, while the solo singer performs quite significant waves 
like melodic pattern. The “atsane” ornamentation punctuates the pitch in which the continuum 
line gives a solid ground to the entire musical piece. 
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Figure 2.62 : The “atsane” technique indicated as  in the pesna entitled as Ruso i mladay  
moma. 
Among many other types of ornamentation the last one which is going to be analyzed is the 
“хълцането” (hăltsaneto ‒ the hiccupping), which can be found in many pesna examples 
from Rhodopean region. It can be used as an ornament although it may resemble as a special 
vocal technique. 
In the Figure 2.63 given below the note that has no clear defined pitch is indicated as a hiccup 
effect of the melodic line. It is quite difficult to calculate the exact pitch and thus it is left 
without notehead. It is quite short and fast place where there is a sort of undefined crying out 
by the singeress. Performing this ornamentation is possible only using the throat when it 
actively joins with peculiar portamento‒like ascending motion. The places and the numbers of 
hiccups are concerned with the ability of the skills of the singeress while in many instances 
they underline the development of the poetical material. 
 
Figure 2.63 : Hăltsane technique indicated as note without head at the first bar of the pesna  
 entitled as Tri dni luydo, tri dni mlado voda ne videi.  
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2.2.3.2 The roles of ornamentations 
Ornamenting the pesna is one of the basic compositional approaches where the 
singer/singeress shows his/her ability of decorating the melody. They are not exact; and no 
one should expect them to be precise. They are living entities inside the melody; and each 
time they occur on a scene they start to carry different meanings. 
Ornaments give significant impulse to the note before or after. The fabric of these movements 
decorates the melody intelligently and this creates different outlook of the pesna. In both 
sides, in Rhodopes and Kaz Mountain Region, these ornaments start to portray specific 
geographic scenes. That is why we may say that the ornaments are also significant evidences 
that include the characteristics of particular geographic position from where they are born. 
When the ornament is placed in particular place of the pesna then it starts to function as 
fingerprint of the performer. Then, it gives personality to the pesna; that is the personality of 
the performer. In many examples I observed that performers singing pesna have high skills of 
vocal techniques because of the melody, which was bound to a several types of different 
ornamentation styles. 
The challenge is the unresolved problem of notating all these techniques on a paper. The 
examples of this chapter are quoted from Nikolai Kaufmann, Lidia‒Litova‒Nikolova and 
Todor Todorov. The huge collection of Rhodopean Pesna in BAN, Sofia State Library, 
(SSL), Sofia Capital Library, (SCL) are the other resources that researcher may find 
thousands of transcribed pesni which are notated in Western style. In fact, the Western 
notation is once again used in order to indicate more ornamentation that may project a 
universal understanding; but still, it is difficult to describe the skills of the performers when 
the varieties of the ornamentations increase. In Figure 2.2, a pesna performed by Hasan Erten 
(2011) is transcribed in a way that it presents one of the most sophisticated notations. The 
ornamentation of this particular pentatonic melody was quite complicated. It is also quite 
natural approach when the performer starts to sing in front of recording device and 
microphone to demonstrate quite high skills of the ornamentation trying to proof that he is 
very good at singing. Sometimes the desire to demonstrate very complex ornamentations 
resulted on a total absurdity. It is therefore vitally important to ask the performer for the tune 
that describes his inner feelings without taking an account the recording devices. Then the 
ornamentation will appear as an art of arbitrary concept. If the melody is the backbone of the 
pesna, the ornamentations of the melody are the astir elements that surround it. Needless is to 
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perceive them carefully especially when they are transcribed to the score since they are the 
concrete entities of the musical outcome. 
2.2.4 Melody 
Melody is a set of pitches combined together with rhythmic units that produce a distinctive 
line of sounds. In the pesna melodic lines are concerned due to their geographical disposition, 
the amount of voice intoners, the gender and the type. Much of the Rhodopean and the Kaz 
Mountain region music use standard melodic patterns that are repeated as needed in order to 
provide sound effects for productions with drama and poetry. According to John E. Keammer 
(1993) the tonal orientation refers to the relative importance of the various tones in the pitch 
inventory (p.101). The same amount of emphasis is seldom given to all the possible tones in a 
performance, so that different pitches serve different functions (Wade, 1979, p.65). As in 
many musical traditions, Pomaks too have standardized forms of tonal orientation, which they 
call them as maqam, and can be translated as a mode in a simple way. 
The main principle of defining the mode of the particular pesna is the ambitious. It is the 
exterior edge of the pitch material called as the tonus volume, which means the lowest pitch 
and the highest pitch’s interval range. 
Scholars like Nikolova and Djudjev (Джуджев. Българска Народна Музика, учебник 
T.I.C., 1970, p. 235) assumed that the narrow tonus volume in Rhodopean pesna normally is 
decided as less elementary type of development and usually an evidence for old origins of the 
melody. This statement was mentioned before (see 2.1.1.1) where the analysis of pentatonic 
material was presented as universal basis of the entire musical evolution. 
This finger‒print of primitivism should not be perceived as something undeveloped, 
unconcluded, retreated and unresolved. It should be understood as a nucleus that has a role 
inside much complex organism, a mechanism – the cell. 
The Figure 2.64 given below and quoted from Nikolai Kaufmann’s study of 1962 – The Folk 
Songs from Smolyan and Madan Districts (pp.113‒114), presents clear development of the 
melodic material in the song. It constitutes only 4 pitches in its original version: 
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Figure 2.64 : The evolution of the Pomak melody represented in seven stages. 
The mode shown in Figure 2.65 is an A Æolian mode without a leading tone. B remains as a 
pitch, which is instable in character. Thus, regarding the mode presented above we may 
conclude the idea that A‒C and D are the pitches in which the A is tonic, C is the third and D 
is the fourth above that constitute the primary three pitches of the skeleton. B serves as a 
passing note mainly to the A‒ finalis. This is the core of the minor pentatonic mode. 
 
Figure 2.65 : The core of the minor pentatonic mode. 
The mode shown in Figure 2.66 constitutes the pitches of the pesna’s second variant, [b]. 
Concerning the rhythmical values of variant [a], which constitutes only  and  (quarter and 
half) notes, we observe the eighth note  in bar 9 that gives slightly different character to the 
melody. At that point, the variant [b] starts with G, the leading tone in which the D is omitted. 
The “minorish” effect of the variant [a] is replaced to “majorish” sounding in the second 
mainly because of G‒C relation in the melody, in which the B occurs as a “passing” note. 
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Figure 2.66 : Occurrence of the leading tone and the second degree in the minor pentatonic  
 mode. 
Figure 2.67 below illustrates the full anhemitonic pentatonic scale. This is the variant [c], 
which besides the half, quarter and eighth note values,  (sixteenth) note occurs in the 
melodic construction. It is the most developed one concerning the variant [a] and [b]. 
According to Nikolai Kaufmann (1962) he describes the first variant as hallow, oppressed, 
timorous while the second and the third variants are much brighter and sound better (p.15). 
First two variants have simple rhythmical structure and have no ornamentations at all where 
the following pattern         is repeated twice. 
 
Figure 2.67 : Occurrence of the fourth degree in the minor pentatonic mode. 
Young Pomak girls at Bairam festivities sing these three variants where two lines of girls in 
hands are moving with a calm step towards each other and back without synchronizing it to 
the rhythm of the music. In Rhodopes it is called “Bairamsko horo”. The next 3 variants [d, e, 
and f] are derived from this type of practical reason and they are sung not for the Bairam 
activities but for working‒bee. The [d] and the [e] variants are taken away from their first [a] 
and [b] variants. In fact, there must be other variants that once existed between [a] and [b] that 
evaluate the melody to [d] and [e] variants. The variant [c] is intersection that has elements 
both from [a] and [b] variants. It has also common elements from [d], [e], and [f] variants. 
Once the melody is borrowed by other genres and genders it tends to move to another ground. 
It starts to evolve itself adapting new elements in the new environment for new purposes. 
The Figure 2.68 below illustrates how the melodic frame enlarges itself from 4 to 5, from 5 to 
6 pitches. The starting E note draws the distance to its tonic A. The evolution of pitch material 
is supported with newly arrived rhythmical units. The eighth triplet and the sixteenth triplets 
are placed while the sixteenth one functions as an ornament figure. 
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Figure 2.68 : Transformation of the minor pentatonic mode into A Æolian mode. 
The Figure 2.69 given below that demonstrates the mode of the variant [e] has omitted 
leading tone. Both [d] and [e] has Æolian character. Although the scale includes fewer pitches 
compared with variant [d] the rhythmical development of the melody has more complex 
character. This is observed due to the different amount of ratio between note values. 
 
Figure 2.69 : The A Æolian pentachord. 
The Figure 2.70 illustrates the mode of variant [f]. It has similar pitch collection with variant 
[d]. Male singers sing it and thus we observe the richness of the ornamentation. Concerning 
the ending of the phrase, which eventually happens at the end of sixth bar, the variant [f] has 
similar ending with variant [b]. They both end on the leading tone G. Summarizing the all 
variants will lead us to see that the core of each variant comes from variant [a] or variant [b] 
which are the prototypes of the rest of the melodic materials. 
 
Figure 2.70 : Enlarged status of the A Æolian mode adding the G leading tone. 
The Figure 2.71 presents the septachordal mode of the variant [g]. The melody is highly 
ornamented; thus we may suppose that the singer is male and for that reason the occasion may 
differ concerning the other variants. The first phrase ends on G. Reaching the G via F♯ creates 
Ionian mode in which the first phrase of the pesna reluctantly resolves itself. We should 
remember that the variant [b] and [f] has same note‒ending, but in variant [g] the G (leading 
note) is ratified. The upper G is the highest point of the melody. Using it inside the mode 
creates a relationship between A (finalis) and the seventh G. 
 
Figure 2.71 : Transformation of the A Æolian mode into A Dorian Mode. 
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Especially the last three variants have quite different character compared with the first couple. 
All of them start with the fourth degree of the scale, which is D, where the first and the 
primary pitch is the A. The first couple of phrases of the last three variants end with C and G 
that is the third and the seventh. That is why the alternating pitches give totally different 
dimension to the melodic progression. 
In the Figure 2.2 however, it is quite clear to hear the enrichment of the melody with 
ornamentations to the highest possible limits at all phrases. In that sense, Figure 2.64 presents 
a continuous evolutionary process. Its first variant of Pomak female singer demonstrates 
simple and vivid nature. Transforming itself to a different level of presentation creates 
different archetype of the melody when they travel to another geographical position. This 
process creates a web of paths where the elements are floating, which are created by us, 
humans. The mechanism, on the other hand, is another construction where the human labor 
coexists with several other life events. 
2.2.4.1 Types of melodies 
Each genre such as wedding, harvest, going to the fields, going to the forest for fruits, 
working‒bee activities has particular melodies to which all of the song of that genre is set. In 
fact, when there was a recording session in Yaykın village, Turkey many pesna types started 
to resemble each other ‒mainly with the particular tune that was used many times. So whereas 
all their pesni are clearly different when the texts are compared they obviously perceived 
some fundamental similarity in the melodies: 
According to May (1983): 
On one end of the continuum, the right, the melody type is a schema that is quite definite ‒ a specific 
melody or tune. When a musician improvises on this schema (see Figure 2.72), he [or she] plays (sings) 
the melody with only slight variations. The basic outline is preserved and is clearly recognized by the 
listener. The best example on this end of continuum is a folk song. A genuine folk song performance is 
a kind of improvisation. No person sings it exactly as it come to him [or her]. One of the challenges of 
folk song research, of course, is to find all the variants of the tune and try to trace the family 
relationships. [Considering the Figure 2.72] on the left side of the continuum is the melody type as a 
mode. Here the melody type is similar to a church [in this case, pesna’s] mode: a scalar configuration 
with a preferential order of tones. (Url-11, 09.01.2013) 
Due to the statement of May, the melody type is strictly bound to the mode in which it 
develops itself. The melody is simultaneous succession of pitched sounds with certain 
durations that includes an amalgam of all musical components. The different elements 
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mentioned above, creates variables of thematic existence that affects the melody whether it is 
a wedding pesna, a lament or a lullaby. So, the type of the melody is a relatively autonomous 
part of the pesna. They are based on oral patterns that are governed by the schema placed on 
the right side. The schema earns more definite and literal meaning while it gets closer to the 
pole where melody transforms itself to a tune. 
 
Figure 2.72 : The correspondence of the four elements in the pesna: melody, type, schema  
and mode. 
In the word by Gino Stefani (1987) we read one of very important aspects that exist in vocal 
genre, that is, the oral matrix (p.23). The oral matrix is a set of elements like a single voice; a 
periodic duration of breathing; the typical curve of vocal emission (rise‒growth‒fall), the 
continuous movement of the voice sounding in the space between pitches. These features are 
necessarily part of the melodic vocal minimum (Stefani, 1987, p.23). In that sense, the 
categorization of the melody types should be analyzed in terms of the 
mode‒purpose‒schematic appreciation framework.  
One of the basic melody types is the pesna sung for harvesting activities. They are sung by 
women when go to the field for harvest. They are quite simply sung without any 
ornamentation except the acciaccaturas that sting the actual note. 
The both pesni (Figure 2.73 and Figure 2.74) are sung with different texts. But have quite 
identical melodic materials. In the Figure 2.73 and Figure 2.74 we see the [A‒B‒C‒D‒E] 
Æolian pentachord clearly. The songs start on D respectfully and have descending character 
in which the major seconds resolves themselves in unisons. 
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Figure 2.73 : Harvest pesna entitled as Letna be rosa rosnalo. 
 
Figure 2.74 : Harvest pesna entitled as Fatise mome. 
The first pesna is transcribed from village Nedelino while the second is transcribed from 
village Buhova. Analyzing them comparatively we can inferred the next passage in which the 
intersected pitches are presented as whole notes and at the same time are summarized 
according their melodic progression shown in Figure 2.75 below. 
 
Figure 2.75 : The comparative analysis of the pesni in Figure 2.73 and 2.74. 
The Figure 2.76 below indicates the common pitches that remain in both pesni. The 
two‒voice singing has quite significant approach where the second voice functions as a sort of 
sustaining pedal while the melody moves up and down in the second interval apart from the 
tendinous A. 
 
Figure 2.76 : The common pitch material of the pesni in Figure 2.73 and 2.74 and their  
summation.  
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The Figure 2.77 below represents the melodic curve in two‒dimensional coordinate graph. 
Since the G‒A at the end is repeated twice the second G‒A appreciation is indicated in square 
brackets as intermitted line. 
 
Figure 2.77 : Graphical illustration of the mode presented as Figure 2.76. 
As stated before, two active elements that define the melody have very important role that 
play in decision‒making process of its type. The Figure 2.73 and Figure 2.74 present the 
Æolian mode and the scheme constitutes horizontal major seconds in advance. 
Considering the geographical position of the pesna given as a Figure 2.78 below, however, 
draws different picture.  
 
Figure 2.78 : A pesna entitled as Ya tropnete da tropnem. 
The pesna that is presented above unlikely the Figure 2.73 and Figure 2.74 has augmented 
second in its melodic construction. It is monophonic piece and that is one of the basic 
components that differ from the others. The second is the mode: [A‒B¨‒C©‒D] with [G] 
leading tone that presents the psychological cognition of the beginning of the pesna. The 
scheme has also different role concerning the pesni above. The symmetry that controls the 
entire mode shown in Figure 2.79 below gives a natural descending motion. 
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Figure 2.79 : The mode of the pesna in the Figure 2.78. 
The Figure 2.80 below represents the melodic curve that is summarized in Figure 2.79 in 
two‒dimensional coordinate graph. If we take an account of both graphs we may find quite 
similar results, both of them have similar descending motion in nature. 
 
Figure 2.80 : The graphical illustration of the mode in Figure 2.79. 
After all these analysis which in fact is pure theoretical work needless is to ask whether these 
musical examples belong to one type or do they differ from each other and place themselves 
into different types of sets that draws the shapes of the melodies.  
They come from Rhodopes and these mountains are their land from where they are born. 
They are pure melodic productions; they are melodies that are sung. They are appropriate to 
bind the perception, emotion and action. Only by reference to these elements will it be 
possible to indicate which musical structures are pertinent to those melodies presented above. 
Many types of melodies in fact have many common entities between each other; like 
continuous movement in the space between pitches and consistency of pitch within a syllable. 
These folk tunes, in fact, are sung in a range suitable for singeress typical for the genre and 
the vocal technique that is learned by generations. 
In the Figure 2.81 shown below we see rather different melodic line. First, it constitutes micro 
intervals and second the relationship between pitches is constructed in stepwise motion or 
very narrow skips such as minor third and augmented second. 
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Figure 2.81 : A pesna entitled as Kaval sviri, mari na polyana. 
In the Figure 2.82 shown below it is demonstrated the two phrases’ pitch material which at 
the end is summarized in a single mode. The first phrase ends on the B, the quasi-second 
degree of the scale and the second phrase ends on the A, which is the tonic. The pesna is 
transcribed by V. Stoin in village Belitsa. 
 
Figure 2.82 : The mode of the pesna in the Figure 2.81. 
In the Figure 2.83 shown below the vertical arrow indicates the border between the first and 
second phrases that has similar shape where the formal design occurs. The descending motion 
here is interrupted by sudden interval change between B¨ and C♯. Only looking to the finalis 
notes of both phrases, that is B and A, we may see the descending hypotenuse respectfully. 
 
Figure 2.83 : The graphical illustration of the melody in Figure 2.82 and the structural  
characteristics indicated as A and A’. 
The periodic duration have two similar melodic units repeated twice. On the other side when 
the line takes off it usually moves from B  jumping to D; then falling to B¨ creating shorter 
gap between Bb and C©‒sliding down to B  and resting on A and ending the first phrase on B. 
In the Figure 2.84 there is a Pomak pesna, which has enlarged pitch material. This type of 
melodies are typical for the Rhodopes and as well as Kaz Mountain Region. Figure 2.85 
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represents its graphical material in two-dimensional coordinate map. The core of the melody 
is pentatonic scale indicated below as a Figure 2.86. 
 
Figure 2.84 : A Pesna entitled as Koy li shte mene saydisa. 
 
Figure 2.85 : The graphical illustration of the melody in Figure 2.84. 
 
Figure 2.86 : The mode of the pesna in the Figure 2.84. 
The modal pattern is also quite observable in the Figure 2.85 in which the sustained lines 
indicate the prominent pitches [A – G – F – E – D]. The B is quite insignificant, that is used 
as embellishment or passing tone and even as a broderié. C is a sort of skip or a peak note that 
enlarges the pentatonic scale. The summarized melodic pattern is indicated below as a Figure 
2.87. 
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Figure 2.87 : The summarized melodic pattern of the pesna in the Figure 2.84. 
In the examples given above we may conclude with the following statement: the melody, 
which involves memory, intelligence and action, is a respond to entire event in which the 
most elusive of these primitive concepts of psychology is the inner feeling. We can look for it 
inside the pesna’s core (the pitch relationship) since it is highly characteristic for the 
performer’s emotional state. The feeling controls the intonation of the pitch and many of them 
that are ordered in particular combination creates concrete and objectively definable concepts. 
According to Seashore (1967) he writes about images of pitches, memories of pitch, thoughts 
of pitch emotions aroused by pitch, skills and in the performance of pitch that create the inner 
psychological structure of the melody which theoretical analysis of it needs more complicated 
cross disciplinary measurements (p.179). 
2.2.4.2 The intonation of the melodies 
The intonation of the melodies is strictly concerned with the intonation of the pitches that 
builds the melodic structure. According to the pesna examples, some of them recorded and 
some of them transcribed, we may assume the following categorizations that can draw the 
descriptive character of the intonation of the melodies: 
1. Notes (the body of a tone which rests on recognizable and relatively 
constant‒sustained‒pitch) 
a) Irregular vibrato 
b) Erratic quaver 
2. Intonations (as a separate tone or in attack or release) 
a) Rising 
b) Falling 
c) Circumflex 
d) Inverted circumflex 
3. Succession of notes 
a) Interpolated notes 
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b) Grace notes 
c) Slow quaver 
d) Fast quaver 
4. Succession of intonations 
a) Rising with circumflex 
b) Circumflex with falling 
c) Rising tone with rising tone 
d) Rising tone with falling tone and vice versa  
e) The dip  
5. Succession of notes and intonations 
a) Interpolated intonations 
b) Falsetto twist  
c) All intonation types in attack or release of notes (Seashore, 1967, p.358) 
In the following there is analysis of the pesna given as a Figure 2.2 performed by Hasan Erten 
(2011). 
According to the Figure 2.88 stated below we find two main notes that are interpolated 
between each other: [B‒E]. The main decision to express this statement is the calculated 
amount of time in which the listener is opposed. They become the two most prominent notes 
in the pesna and functions as Dominant note that leads itself to the E Tonic. 
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Figure 2.88 : The analysis of the intonation of the melody in Figure 2.2 fifth phrase using  
Seashore’s methods.  
The opening section of the pesna bounds to category 4c: succession of intonations by rising 
tone with another rising tone. The arpeggio figure presents a prominent sound of 
E‒minor‒like succession. The following figure, which is a groupetto, is analyzed within 
category 3d. It is a succession of notes by fast quaver. The following B is sustained thus it is 
indicated as 1, that is a note which rests on recognizable and relatively constant‒sustained 
pitch. The melodic figure after B however is another type of succession of notes indicated as 
3d in which the C  occurs as falsetto twist (5b). Entering the second sustained B (the 
prolongation of the first) with a grace note (3b) we observe clear descending pattern which is 
2b: the falling, where the intonation constitutes separate tones. The pesna continues its 
development when E  progressively punctuates the melodic line labeled as 4e. It is 
categorized as the dip. Following once again the 3d material the dip occurs at the end of the 
phrase; this time not as a single and sustained note but as a succession of several notes in a 
combination. The phrase rests on E and thus it is indicated as 1. The second phrase starts 
almost entirely same with the manner as the first one. The difference arises from the opening 
pitches. The second phrase has D‒G‒A‒B succession which leads us to a sort of quadruple 
organization rather than triadic that we have firstly been introduced. The A is unstable and 
tends to reach B; it is therefore a falsetto twist (5b). The B is once again 1 where the melodic 
flow rests. The last half of the phrase enters with an auxiliary D  indicated as 5b that describes 
how and when the falsettos occur during the melodic progression. After D  we observe an 
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irregular vibrato indicated as 1b between A and B (major second) when after the passage ends 
with the inversion of the first opening section that includes an E sustained Tonic note. 
The perception of intonation is influenced by a number of often-inseparable factors besides 
the most obvious one, the relative pitch of a musical note in context (Stanley and Tyrrell, 
2004). The strongest influence is the ear’s expectation, which is created by prevailing 
culturally determined intonational norms. Considering the intonation as phenomena of 
musical acoustics melody and harmony are pulled apart in opposite directions: in melody, 
towards the brightness of Pythagorean tuning, with its small diatonic semitone and in 
harmony, towards the just tuning of vertical sonorities. 
In the Figure 2.89 given below we face new aspects of intonation and the usage of elements 
that are believed as an Ottoman heritage that once was a dominant ruler force of these lands. 
It is recorded by Nikolai Kaufmann in village Elhovets, Madan district. The pesna however is 
believed that originally is a Turkish one and Pomaks sung it with Bulgarian words remaining 
the private names inside the lyrics. 
 
Figure 2.89 : A pesna entitled as Ayshe e bolna legnala. 
In the Figure 2.90 below we must touch on Maqam theory because the pesna is sung in quite 
different intonation. The first tetrachord (çeşni) is a Hidjaz on Rast pitch (G). Then there is 
another tetrachord that projects Bûselik on Nevâ pitch (D). According to the treatise of İsmail 
Hakkı Özkan (2003) the interval order is S‒A12‒S‒T‒T‒B‒T. S means 5 coma distance, A12 
is augmented second, T is 9 coma (a whole step), B is 4 coma in which the system is based on 
9 coma value (p.48). 
 
Figure 2.90 : The maqam material of the pesna in Figure 2.89. 
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In the Figure 2.91 presented below there is graphical indication of the maqam used in the 
pesna given as a Figure 2.89.  The mathematical proportions indicated on the graph given 
below presents the relationship between the pitches and the ratios between the fundamental 
and the pitches that constitutes the maqam. Due to the proportions indicated on the graph, the 
vertical arrows present the amount of intensity that occurs between pitch relations and the 
relations to the fundamental Rast. The largest value is observed between the Zirgüle (A ) and 
Segâh (B ) pitches. 
 
 Figure 2.91 : The graph of the maqam of the pesna in Figure 2.90 and the proportions  
indicated as Greek letters to the axis on coordinate system.  
The smallest gaps are between Segâh (B ) and Çargâh (C) pitches and Acem (F) together with 
Gerdâniye (G) pitches. If we name the proportions with letters of Greek alphabet we may find 
the following formula respectfully: 
4,5 < β10 > γ2 < δ4,5 > ε3 > ξ‒3 > η‒1 
It is clear that the augmented second specie in the pesna given as Figure 2.89 has Oriental 
roots in its nature and it does not belong to this particular region. These elements are 
borrowed from the locals but they do not operate as a mainstream of music‒making process. 
In many other examples we find different approaches to microtones and their functions as 
well, but they are considered as borrowed elements, which have no organic relation to the 
original pesna. Quite rare examples (like Figure 2.89) may lead us to confusion whether 
Oriental maqams coexist within pesna’s pitch material or not. These elements are not 
naturally a part of the body of these musical pieces. They bear exotic desire to imitate a style 
of the former ruler.  
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The urban music’s maqam, in that sense, may have its strong influence upon the rural side. 
But it does not mean that the genuine folk pesna is organically attached to that Oriental 
maqam’s Hochkultur; rather, it exists in spite of that tradition.  
2.2.5 Form of the pesna 
Form marks the musical piece through time and it involves units from small range to large 
that create a type of any particular pattern as a performance proceeds. There are two main 
categories in which the form of the pesna will be analyzed: 1‒ Linear and 2‒ Cyclic. Linear 
form occurs in fixed pieces of music having definite beginning and ending. 
In the Figure 2.92 given below the formal design of the pesna is bipartite form in which there 
are 5 phrases arranged as following order: a‒a1‒b‒a2‒b1. 
 
Figure 2.92 : The form of the pesna entitled as Rayfinka bolna legnala. 
The overall scheme of the form is drawn below as Figure 2.93. One of the basic aspects that 
we see in the pesna is the repetition of the “a” inside B. It is however entirely same motive 
used in A part. The melodic material although is clearly crystalized inside the piece has clear 
spots of defining the structure: the skip of E to G is quite significant proof for “a” and 
descending [C‒B‒A] melodic line for B. 
 
Figure 2.93 : The scheme of the form in Figure 2.92. 
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The second major type of musical form is often termed cyclic, in that it consists of repeated 
cycles. Cyclic form is the basis of music characterized by improvisation, in which a basic 
musical idea is continuously repeated, but varied with each repetition (Keammer, 1993, 
p.102). 
This type of structure makes possible the creation of music of considerable complexity, even 
in a society without music notation. Figure 2.2 demonstrates clear formal design of cyclic 
form in which the “a” is repeated 12 times due to its context of lyrics. The melodic pattern is 
tending to make similar progression; but because the nature of the improvisation that always 
changes the melodic pattern even though with small details and sometimes with more 
fundamental ones that it is assumed as repetition. 
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5……. a11 a12 
The cyclic form is indicated as Figure 2.94 below that that presents the formal design of the 
Figure 2.2 performed by Hasan Erten (2011).  In the overall pattern it is quite clear that the 
starting phrase indicated as a1 is the starting point. Nevertheless it also can be a7 or a10. 
Nothing significant will change the melodic order. Thus, it is appropriate to indicate the form 
as following Figure 2.94. This is how the cyclic order occurs. 
 
Figure 2.94 : Cyclic form of the pesna given as an example in Figure 2.2. 
All the variations are identical and have the same internal formal design: “a → a” call like 
melodic figure, “b →” shorter melodic response. Using Western tools to indicate the 
bi‒subgroups we may use the following terms: question and answer. But these terms may be 
arguable since the inner sections which end on E  tonic has Tonic ‒ Tonic relationship. And 
there is no clear rest on Dominant note. So the terms represent question – question or answer 
– answer relationship. 
Another type of form appears to be cyclic in detail, but linear in its overall pattern. Strophic 
form has characteristics of linear form shown in Figure 2.95, since each verse has a definite 
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beginning and end; it also resembles cyclic form in that, the verses are repeated. In these 
forms the tune is repeated with different sets of words. 
 
Figure 2.95 : The form of the pesna entitled as Ay da idem Fatme. 
The Figure 2.95 above represents the strophic form in which the phrase b is repeated two 
times. The pesna is recorded by Nikolai Kaufmann in 1967 and is transcribed with only one 
strophe. It is expected that the pesna may have constituted many strophes, which are not 
indicated on the score. If we assume that there are at least two strophes that shape the pesna in 
Figure 2.95, the following schema occurs as follows: 
a     b     b     a     b     b etc. 
It is clearly observable the linear structure besides the cyclic repetition which probably will 
give space for varying the motivic elements. 
Almost all Pomak pesni end with sustained Tonic note where the tune earns imminent 
conclusion of a piece. It can be described as an ending of lyrics punctuated by the tonic in 
rhythmical design that is configured by the singer or singeress stated as Figure 2.96 below. 
 
Figure 2.96 : The sustained finalis of the pesna entitled as Baliya konya koveshe. 
In the Figure 2.97 given below the last two syllabuses indicates how the tonic is confirmed. 
These sustained pitches are functioning as a sort of “codetta” part but if we look in more 
detailed way they may appear as a tail of these musical phrases. 
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Figure 2.97 : The sustained finalis of the pesna entitled as Dobre mi doyde Ayshinko. 
In the form making process there are many other combined forms that we may include to the 
chapter. But these are the most common ones in which the pesna draws its formal design. 
2.2.6 Rhythm 
Merlin Donald, in her 1991 book Origins of the Modern Mind, (Sacks, 2007) stresses that: 
Rhythm is an integrative ‒ mimetic skill, related both vocal and visuomotor mimesis…. Rhythmic 
ability is supermodal; that is, once rhythm is established, it may be played out with any motor modality, 
including the hands, feet, mouth, or the whole body. It is apparently self ‒ reinforcing, in the way that 
perceptual exploration and motor play are self ‒ reinforcing. Rhythm is, in a sense, the quintessential 
mimetic skill. (p.268) 
Almost all cultures employed rhythm as an expressive device. Rhythmic skills are vitally 
important for music ‒ making process. It has also quite huge importance for all sorts of 
nonverbal activities as well. It may start to function from the simple rhythmic patterns of 
agricultural life to the most complex social and ritual behaviors of the urban 
According to Keammer (1993) rhythm means more than a basic beat. Not only does the 
presence or absence of sound create patterns, but so does the loudness, or the intensity, of 
sound waves (p.97). On the other side it creates a feeling of balance. Sometimes building the 
rhythm on symmetrical patterns that involves within itself a certain element of flexibility, 
which is proportioned by the singer or singeress gives certain decision on form‒making 
process. It is therefore a sense of time and the sense of intensity. Rhythm occupies a 
periodicity that flows over time. The perception of rhythm of any pesna is to be distinguished 
from rhythmic action, an important aspect, with which we are not here concerned. According 
to Seashore (1967) he claims that, the sense of rhythm is a complex process and involves 
literally the whole organism in the form of perpetual attitude of responsiveness to measured 
intervals of time or tone (p.137).  
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The pesna hereon is grouped in two categories: 1– free rhythm (unmeasured); 2– metric 
rhythm (measured). Free rhythm appears in certain types of pesni, which are, improvised solo 
singing (sometimes two‒voice and four – voice as well). They can be a laments or musical 
pieces bound to other genres. 
Many other types of songs from Russia, Romania, Ukrainian have similar unmeasured 
rhythmical construction in which Bartók name them as “parlando rubato” (Die Melodien der 
rumanischen Colinde. Wien, 1953, S. XII). The same approach appears in the work of R. 
Lachman’s Musik des Orients (1929, p.65) where he defines the structure as “melodies in free 
rhythm”. 
In the pesna given below as an Figure 2.98 there are two fermata signs‒the marks which 
indicates the point at which the notes rest ‒ in which the singing process turns from strict time 
to the “robbed”. The effect is admirable sense of freedom and spontaneity.  
 
Figure 2.98 : Two identical rhythmic motives that construct the larger one. 
According to Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983, p.12) when hearing a piece, the listener naturally 
organizes the sound signals into units such as motives, themes, phrases, periods, 
theme‒groups, sections, and the piece itself. They are indicated as groups, which includes 
strong and weak beats in particular pattern. These patterns of beats create the meter. All of 
them are placed in a hierarchical fashion. There are dominated and superordinate structures in 
the so-called rhythmical hierarchy. 
In the Figure 2.99 presented below we find two groups marked as α and β. 2α=β where the 
alphas are two identical rhythmic units. Here follows Figure 2.98, which is the beginning of 
the pesna, devoted for Marko. 
 
Figure 2.99 : The graphical design of the Figure 2.98. 
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Then the α unit constitutes    rhythmic pattern. This is the opening section of the pesna 
and  signs may present different value of sustaining the sound. The grace not may in fact 
vary the rhythmical development; but still we may take those two motives identical in 
rhythmical style. 
In the Figure 2.100 shown below the following two motives are indicated as γ and δ. Their 
formations are different. They construct larger rhythmical unit entitled as ε. This web of 
motivic associations create highly important dimension in the understanding of rhythmical 
design of the pesna. 
 
Figure 2.100 : Two different rhythmic units juxtaposed in a larger motivic element. 
In the Figure 2.101 given below we find two overlapping rhythmic units at the beginning 
where α thematically is enlarged to ς. The ɳ unit has a bridge‒like function that connects B 
and G respectively. The passage is concluded with triplet rhythmical material, which enlarges 
the time‒span to the end. 
 
Figure 2.101 : More complex frameworks between motives in a single phrase. 
In the Figure 2.102 shown below the approximate beat is indicated together with dominant 
groups. It has a quite slow tempo and the sense of beat is almost unrecognizable. We may 
indicate the rhythmical configuration only when dominated group starts since it is not 
interrupted by a fermata where the listener loses his/her sense of rhythmical perception. 
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Figure 2.102 : Rhythmical modulation. 
It is now to deal with the beat phenomena in which the pattern organizes the musical 
elements. 
In many pesna examples, although not indicated we may observe accents on particular note. 
According to Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) these accents are grouped into three categories: 
phenomenal, structural, and metrical (p.17). Phenomenal accent is the event that occurs at the 
musical surface that gives emphasis or stress to a moment in the musical flow. By structural 
accent Lerdahl and Jackendoff mean an accent caused by the melodic/harmonic points of 
gravity in a phrase or section. By metrical accent they mean any beat that is relatively strong 
in its metrical context. According to the statement written above here is the 4/4 design 
concerning the beat structure shown in Figure 2.103 below. 
The pattern of metrical relations in Figure 2.103 represents the following statement: 4 dots 
means “the primary beat”; 3 dots means “strong”; 1 dot means “weak” and 2 dots that 
explains “half beats”. These are geometric points that indicate the beats inside the rhythm. For 
that reason an interval of a time ‒ the duration that takes place between successive beats is 
named as the time ‒ span. Time ‒ spans have durations contradictory to beats, which they do 
not. Beats are momentum attacks, which are analogous to points emerged inside the time ‒ 
span controlling its flow. 
Beats  1  2  3  4  
 . . . . . . . . 
 .  .  .  . 
 .    . 
 . 
Figure 2.103 : Lerdahl’s 4/4 metrical structure. 
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In the Figure 2.104 given below there are 4 levels that indicate the beat in , , , and  
values. We observe that there is one strong beat and one semi strong beat inside one bar. Two 
semi weak beats and four weak beats are the other elements that construct the 4/4 meter. The 
problem arises when we ask whether all weak beats are same in nature. In fact, we may 
calculate the proportions between these four levels and find that the first and last weak beats 
do not carry the same value, and only then we can look for the cadential weight (at the end of 
4th bar) and the gravity that pulls toward it. 
 
Figure 2.104 : The rhythmical analysis of the pesna entitled as Sichka duma Fatminko.  
In the Figure 2.105 shown below there is a multiple layers that indicates the note value, the 
level, the grouping analysis and structural accents of the pesna given as a Figure 2.104. 
Although the grouping analysis and the metrical analysis indicate the similar symmetrical 
design of the rhythm, adding note values create quite different norms in which the motives are 
sprinkled without any particular order expect the beginning and the end of the phrases. 
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Figure 2.105 : The graphical analysis of the pesna in Figure 2.104 that shows the rhythmical  
design together with the structural accents. 
To sum up, both melodies have rhythmical design and have strong character in defining the 
mood. Many other elements may combine the free rhythm and the metrical one. It is, thus, 
observable that the free rhythm based pesni are more linear formations whereas the metrical 
pesni may resemble to the vertical structures. Asymmetrical rhythms are also quite common 
component for Rhodopean music. But analysis of this type of rhythm such as 5/8, 9/8, 
irregular 8/8 leads us to the same conclusion; that is, metrical units are strictly measured ones 
that functions on the same way. 
2.2.7 Timbre 
According to Seashore (1967) timbre is the simultaneous presence or fusion of the 
fundamental and its overtones at a given moment (p.95). In musical tones, there is a definite 
relationship among the various groups of vibrations, which give richness to the tone. 
Physically the timbre of the tone is a cross section of the tone quality for the moment 
represented by the duration of one vibration in the sound (Seashore, 1967, p.97). Concerning 
the vocal genre the vowels and some other initial glottal attacks indicate quite complex 
mechanism of the singing voice that creates different dimensions to the sound. If for example 
the pitch sustains “a” or “o” vowels the tone color will be different with that of is sustained  
“n” or “m” consonants. With computer technology the analysis of definitions of the timbre 
based on frequency content and many other components became much easier process in order 
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to create theoretical analysis based on spectral contents that makes the study more attractive 
and agreeable for 21st century analytical approach. 
In Pomak pesna the singers (singeresses) are the vital source of creating the variety of timbre. 
They show great concern with the various types of techniques when producing the sound. In 
the words of John Dack, in his article entitled Spectral Music and Schaefferian Methodology 
(2008) we read the following statement: 
If a sound object’s spectral components and dynamic evolution behave in a manner such that a listener 
can imagine (vaguely or explicitly) a physical source and cause, then the sound object has facture.  [….] 
Facture is assessed by ear, not by knowledge of the sound’s origins. (p.82)  
That means, the performer of the pesna is not assessed with the sound in terms of its spectral 
design, rather he/she produce the sound by following the pattern that is perceived by his/her 
ear. Trying to analyze the pesna material with Psychoacoustic methods led to a certain types 
of results. Considering the interval relationship we may find evidences in favor of the 
hypothesis that harmony is not only a vertical dimension phenomena; it can also function as 
horizontal dimension. That arises from the function of the pitch relationships among tones; 
with roughness playing a secondary role.  
Many Pomak performers are aware of the qualitative aspects of the sound and they are 
peculiarly sensitive to the timbre aspects. Many of them are capable of its control, dwelling 
preferentially upon the harmonic constitution of the tone. 
In this chapter I will draw two categories in which the analysis will be held on. It is thus 
worthwhile to pursue in detail the division between the vocal and instrumental music. This 
chapter will also furnish a certain amount of study material with directions to the reader for 
actual work in this type of analysis at the first hand. 
Developments of the computerized music analysis methods necessitates use of music theory 
research can also profit highly from use of computer-based-analysis especially for traditional 
music (Tzanetakis et al., 2007; Bozkurt, 2008). As a result, recently for Pomak music and 
other rural music computer analysis can be very important tool for progress in music research. 
The analyses are only concerned with pitch dimension of the problem and its accurate spectra. 
There exists on extensive literature on woodwind instruments especially flutes and clarinets 
focusing on physical aspects such as multiphonics, vibration, modes, nodal lines and non-
linear effects. On the other hand, for practical reasons in the description of the timbre of a 
particular human voice, it is quite feasible to make compact sampling from a pre‒recorded 
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material of voice (voices), with due regard to variations of pitch, intensity, time, phonetic 
element, and external sound material that surround the tone in particular location. When all 
these principles are standardized, then it is appropriate to add each objective performance 
score a general picture (a sonogram) of the way in which the particular voice conforms to 
recognized principles and supplement this by pictures of specific peculiarities satisfying or 
unsatisfying, in the exhibition of timbre. 
Frequency analysis of particular recorded sound is essential for studies on music information 
that results on assembling different spectral maps. In this chapter of the dissertation there will 
be analyzed obstacles from multiple files recorded at nearby Çal village. The method is to 
take a particular sound file and estimate overall frequency histograms. 
It is still well known that developing the pitch scale theory for peasant music is an open issue. 
It is also vitally important to collect these audio databases and analyze them in s systematic 
way. However, the chapter will include limited number of those audio files. The first example 
is the shepherds kaval, which is a wooden pipe, 34 cm long (there are many other types which 
are shorter that produces high, shrill sound and longer ones which are much darker and richer 
of overtones that will be analyzed in the following chapter). Many kavals are designed in 
order to perform pentatonic music. 
In the Figure 2.106 the A©3 +12 cents demonstrates the curves where the loudness between 
60 – 78 dB is stable considering the frequencies after 2500 Hz. Naturally the curves after 
2500 Hz become more irregular and dense due to the natural phenomena of the overtone 
occurrence of the sound. 
 
Figure 2.106 : Frequency analysis of sound example  (CD B.5 : Track 5). 
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In the example 2.107 shown below there is the melodic line of the svirka analyzed in spectral 
analysis software. It is quite observable to see the fundamental line in yellow color that is 
around 1000 Hz where the overtones appear above as weaker orange lines.  In the 
spectrogram, which is presented as Figure 2.107, one might discern several groups of 
overtones. Each group consists of several overtone lines considering the strong one. These 
groups are actually the set formants of the svirka. The spectrogram is a clear vision of one 
line, which has the strongest sound intensity and which is the most persist in time. 
 
Figure 2.107 : Spectral analysis of sound example  (CD B.5 : Track 5). 
The high frequency components give svirka its flute-like timbre. As shown further in Figure 
2.108 and Figure 2.109 this characteristic of the timbre depends to some extent on particular 
blowing in which the position of the svirka and lips excite different parts of the high-
frequency overtone spectrum. 
 
Figure 2.108 : Frequency analysis of sound example  (CD B.6 : Track 6). 
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Figure 2.108 presents the D6 -38 frequencies where sudden occurrence of stressed 
fundamental and sustained sound of the svirka demonstrates dense disposition of the pitch-
loudness relation. 
 
Figure 2.109 : Spectral analysis of sound example  (CD B.6 : Track 6). 
In the Figure 2.109 above, the vertical lines compared with the example of Figure 2.108 are 
much observable where the overtones of approximate 18.000 Hz occurs due to the succession 
of overblowing procedure, which are indicated in red circles on the spectrogram. 
The spectrogram shown as Figure 2.110 below, demonstrates highly ornamented passage of 
svirka in which the melodic line includes unstable overtones. The large number of densely 
spaced frequency line of the Figure 2.110 gives us the information about these lines, which 
are real components of overtone spectrum of the instrument. 
 
Figure 2.110 : Spectral analysis of sound example  (CD B.7 : Track 7). 
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In the Figure 2.111 below, the fundamental sound presents 0 – 1000 Hz density of frequency 
in which the simultaneous occurrence overtones are also not clearly definable. This sort of 
sound material presents complex relation between the fundamental and its upper partials.  
 
Figure 2.111 : Spectral analysis of sound example (CD B.8 : Track 8). 
Below is the Figure 2.112 that presents the E5 -15 frequencies with clear occurrence of the 
overtone at the end while the blowing occurs as a noise that reduces the middle range 
overtones of the sound. 
 
Figure 2.112 : Frequency analysis of sound example (CD B.9 : Track 9). 
In data materials concerning pitch phenomena of svirka, each recording’s histogram presents 
a simple picking algorithm on left and right as indicated in Figure 2.113 below. For further 
research the histograms of this type can bear important information about specifications rather 
than details, which can be successfully applied for automatic classification problems 
considering the entire flute family of the Rhodopean and Kaz Mountain regions. 
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Figure 2.113 : The histogram of sound example  (CD B.9 : Track 9). 
The spectral analysis of the pitch F©3 +11 (-8) presents simple spectrogram of Figure 2.114 in 
which the special futures are: 
1– Only one major line F©3 +11 (-8) of high intensity and long duration (and very weak 
satellites above the fundamental one. 
2– There widely spaced lines of medium intensity and medium decay time in the frequency 
range 6.000 – 16.000 Hz. 
3– Approximately thirteen densely spaced layers (overtonal lines) in three basic groups 
(formants) of high – medium – low intensities continuously spanning the range F©3 +11 
and F©3 -8. 
4– Clear abrupt juxtapositions of overblowing producing audible overtones two times 
disrupting the fundamental.  
 
Figure 2.114 : Spectral analysis of sound example (CD B.10 : Track 10). 
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In order to be more accurate of what really is Pomak music, a vocal genre can be traced as an 
example to this chapter. The timbre of the vocal genre varies from that of the instrumental 
one. The sound producing mechanism is much complex considering the instrumental one. In 
this respect a diaphonic pesna example is put into the computer based analytical procedure.  
In the Figure 2.115 below, the sustained F©3 -2 is quite homogeneous when is sung in unison 
fashion. Only at the end, we can observe something special and unique for the music of those 
people. One of the basic components to produce the sound while singing a pesna or playing a 
svirka, is the breath. When the strophe ends as indicated in red circle of the Figure 2.115 there 
is usually a stress on giving breath away till the end. The breath is the soul, the immortal 
aspect that they present in terms of spiritual and something very old. I interpreted the 
breathing away as a separation of the soul from the body. In other words, each end of the 
stanza is considered to be an imitation of the moment dying. 
 
Figure 2.115 : Frequency and spectral analysis of sound example (CD B.11‒15 : Tracks 11,  
12, 13, 14, 15). 
2.3 Types of Pomak Pesna 
There are distinct types of Pomak pesna that we may find in Bulgaria and Turkey. Because of 
the nature of folk art, folk poetry, and folk music in particular, classification has many 
instances that are hindered behind the researcher of the folklore. I used the ascription of 
Pomak folk songs into various types as a device in order to use for convenience of 
presentation, which is an artificial one at best.  
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In Turkish part it is clear that there are two main separations of Pomak pesna: vocal and 
instrumental. There are quite significant divisions between vocal and instrumental music. The 
Pomak pesni from Kaz Mountain Region are especially very important to analyze since the 
scholars in Turkey and Bulgaria did not study the construction and the realization of those 
musical elements. If it is appropriate to note again, they carry important elements of 
“pre‒historic” era musical outcome and they should be investigated in terms of “primitive 
symptom” of musical expression. As noted earlier, many assumptions on Pomak pesna have 
included the generalization in most of the small‒scale communities, such as Pomaks in 
Turkey. These assumptions are functional and they carry different meanings in different 
geographical dispositions. 
There are many types of pesni, however, of Rhodopean Region that are in close connection 
with the Rhodopean musical activity; studied, broadcasted and analyzed by the Bulgarian and 
other scholars. In this chapter, the pesni from Rhodopean region will be analyzed in terms of 
their types: pesni sung in particular events and classification throughout their subjects. They 
are collected in the time frame between 1960’s and 1970’s and the current position is 
neglected due to the radical changes that occurred in the last two decades. Many musical 
activities today tend toward the close impact of Bulgarian, Roma and Turkish folk arts on 
Pomak ceremonies, such as the existence of drum and zurna (high shrilled pipe) of Gypsy 
music in the wedding ceremonies; but this is another dimension that is strongly advised for 
further research.  
“Life and creation, work or entertainment and poetry are inseparable for the folk,” writes the 
Bulgarian folklorist Mihail Arnaudov in his book, Ocherki po bălgarskiya folklor (1934). And 
indeed, nothing more truly characterizes the Pomak pesna as a product of folk song than the 
close connection between reality and fiction, between work and relaxation, between the 
human and nature, between the young and the old, between the day and the night.  For that 
reason, these universal experiences of the peasant, sad or happy, whether in the personal life 
of an individual or in the communal life of the village, in the mountains or indoors are all 
eventually recorded in folk poetries and folk songs. 
Young men and women sing in the fields and at home, sometimes together sometimes alone, 
at the wedding activities and at various ceremonies and celebrations. They sing of love and 
sorrow, of mythical heroes who lived in days gone by, of magic and supernatural, and of 
family incidents. They sing pesni which they learned while they were still children, and 
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whose picture has a much brighter future, to relieve the monotony of rural life (Kremenliev, 
1956, p.355). 
The peasants in Turkey sing alone, together with another singer or by two pairs without 
accompaniment. Pesni are usually accompanied by svirka, kaval (a flute) or tambura (3‒4 
plucked string mandolin like instrument). In both places neither the instrumentalist nor the 
singers are professional musicians. In Bulgaria mainly women sing the pesna who have 
pleasant voice and a good memory and one of them becomes the leader at any gathering 
where singing is enjoyed. The leader is the first to begin, thus establishing pitch, tempo and 
rhythm is her primary duty. She knows the entire local repertoire by heart, and has 
participated in all local events, which she has told and retold in song many times; her 
repertoire remains with her through her entire life. In the context of Pomak male singers in 
Turkey, the situation is quite the same; only the restriction of gender ‒ that is, to prohibit 
women from singing, at outdoor activities due to the Islamic rules may differ from the 
situation that of Bulgaria. So, the singer (and singeress) is frequently consulted on matters of 
the inner text of the pesna or music and thus it becomes an authority on the subject. 
During my visits to Çanakkale, almost every village had the lead ‒ singer and many villagers 
unanimously referred me to the same person for accurate versions of these local pesni. In 
most cases, the local experts are quite reliable, and their personal “collection” was 
remarkable. Arnaudov (2010) mentions women in Rhodopean region who can sing, “without 
any apparent difficulty, as many as two hundred songs.” A person who possesses such natural 
gifts may often become the “professional” musician of the village. Thus this person whether 
singer or an instrumentalist, is respected for his gifted talent. 
In Bulgaria, villages are the primary locations where every event of importance is recorded in 
songs created especially for the occasion. In Turkey, the importance of the collective memory 
appears when the event is placed as a gathering of the men in “kahve”, which is located at the 
center of the village near by the Mosque. The pesna may easily start as an improvisation that 
is sung over and over again by those present and later passed on to the other ‒ the second 
singer ‒ it where eventually becomes the property of the entire community who participate the 
event. 
In both sides the Pesni carry the most primate aspects of the folk art; these pesni are rich in 
mythology, nymphs, wood‒sprites and etc. It is not surprising, for instance, to find that myth 
and fantasy, ritual and legend have been influencing Pomaks pesni for hundreds of years. The 
environment that surrounds these musical products gives a birth of myths and superficial 
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Heroes. They are the narratives that all we need. For that reason they have short melodies, 
often monotonous, and more often than, not of limited ambitious ‒ a feature which they share 
with the music of their ancestors. 
These pesni are also quite evocative in terms of holding specific symbols that characterizes 
them as a community. These symbols inside the pesni serve as the basis for language, primary 
and vital component for the Pomaks in Turkey, which enables us to pass cultural knowledge 
from one generation to the next, and the fluidity between the geographical boundaries. 
2.3.1 Pesni of everyday experience 
 All Pomak pesni should be included to a category that can comprise their experiences, which 
follow the individual from the cradle to the grave. All the engagements, weddings, holidays 
and festivities alike are commemorated in their pesni. We may find the social and spiritual 
development of the nation, which is reflected in those materials. These are subjective 
expressions that mirror their rural life.  
Figure 2.116 given below, the recorded pesna is sung by 21 years old Mehmed Asan 
Yakubov at Kostandovo village, Velingrad district and is transcribed in 1958 by Nikolai 
Kaufmann, printed in 1962 Sofia at Bulletin de I’Institut de Musique, Livre VIII. This pesna 
is sung at St. Lazarus Day holidays. The pesna is learned by the local Roma musicians and at 
that day they sing the pesna visiting all the houses in the village. They are especially visiting 
Pomak houses. The Pomaks at Kostandovo village celebrates St. Lazarus Day as a holiday 
praising the awakening of the Mother Nature. Thus there are many spring activities going on 
at that period of the time. From the lyrics it is understood that this pesna should be sung to 
Pomak but with a purpose. But it is not clear that when concerning the Pomak young women 
who were forced to stop the celebrations of St. Lazarus Day by the Ottoman authorities and 
Ottoman religious leaders such as “hodjas” how the activities were adopted by Gypsy women, 
since they were not in attention by the rulers. This caused the tradition to be vulgarized. In 
fact, the transition of the tradition to Roma population is significant fact in the locations 
where they are settled. 
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Figure 2.116 : A pesna entitled as Hubavinku kadŭno. 
The pesna has clear A B form in which the Mixolydian mode is used as: (Figure 2.117) 
 
Figure 2.117 : The mode of the pesna in Figure 3.116. 
The first phrase ends in F as a leading tone. And the second phrase ends back in G as a tonic. 
The melodic line has descending nature and the diatonic framework is quite significant. The 
usage of Mixolydian’s first tetrachord gives the character of this pesna’s tune. 
2.3.1.1 Pesni for love 
The love pesni are more numerous than those of other categories. Many of them deal with 
kidnapping, bribery and suicide pacts. The interference of parents is a theme often used in the 
lyrics of these pesni. The ones from Kaz Mountain Region are especially based on this 
subject. Eloping and kidnapping take place periodically in Bulgarian and Turkish Pomak 
villages, either as a result of the impatience of the young couple or as a protest or contumacy 
against parental interference. Here is a detailed account of such a plot to betrayed girl: 
A pesna sung by Emine Baran (73) and her husband Hakkı Baran (73) in 1st of September 
2012 at Yaykın village Çan province. 
Айше чернока каматна,  Ayshe my dark-eyed beloved, 
Комо си варсиш сайата?  To whom you are decorating the dress? 
Тебейе вършем Хасане,  I am decorating it for you my Hasan, 
Тебе ще да се огиздем,   I will wear it for you 
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Варшийе Айша одвърши,  Decorate it my Ayshe, finish it,  
Мене са учера главили,  Yesterday they engaged me, 
Сноща нийе са дувели,  Last night the bride was brought to us, 
С очи ней сам гу глевал,   I did not see her with my eyes, 
С раки не сам дупирал,  I did not touch her with my hands, 
Айше си тросна сайата  Ayshe threw down the dress 
На одворшенкайе надена, She wore it without finishing the decoration, 
На рами бели бакъра,  She shouldered the white coppers 
През невастини дворове,  In front of the bride’s house 
Невесту тазе гелину,   Hello the new-married bride; 
Хайде на вода ще идим,  Let’s go for a water 
Идиме варви тезитце,  You better go my sister-in-law 
Хасана не сам питала,  I did not ask Hasan, 
Хасан йе на Кавенна,  Hasan is at kahvehane 
Шекерли каве да вари,  To boil coffee with sugar 
Приз ред агине да пуйи,  He cries sometimes,  
Айше одвърна се   Aisha went back,  
Приз невестини дворове:  In front of the bride’s house 
На весту тазе гелина,  Hello the new-married bride, 
Излези пийни вудица,  Come, and drink some water 
Двешкум си пийна водитца, She drank twice (from the water) 
Тришкум си ригна кръвчица She spitted out blood three times 
Хасану му пусна хабер,  They send the news to Hasan 
Хасан си дойде от кавенана, Hasan came back from kahvehane 
Кумсе близни кумсе,   Neighbors, dear neighbors 
Кой ми го това сторихте?  Who did that to me? 
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Йедигу старих Хасане,  I did my Hasan; 
Зам да нагалиш да лажиш,  That you lied to me and betrayed me, 
Еми да галиш да взимаш...  If you caress, there is lot to get… 
2.3.1.2 Pesni for engagements 
Long engagements are not customary in the Pomak villages in Bulgaria; therefore 
engagements are frequently announced and celebrated during the week, which precedes the 
wedding. The young couple shops for the bride’s wedding ceremony, which takes several 
days in the villages, like Ribnovo. The groom is responsible for the pays, and he takes home 
with him until that evening, when a group of his friends and relatives accompany him to the 
bride. 
Here is the pesna sung in tetraphonic style by Hacı Şaban Atik (71), Mehmet Yürük (76), 
Lütfü Mert (73), Salih Abancı (63) and Hasan Yürük (63) who later joined the pesna in 1st of 
September 2012 at Yaykın village, Çan province. 
The lyrics of the Tetraphonic pesna and its translation (CD B.4 : Track 4): 
Хайде ми молеле вазсейе гора зелена Let’s go to the green forest, my darling 
Каде да идам бре иначе?  Where am I supposed to go my juvenescent? 
С момска съм сайе зелена   I am engaged wearing a green dress 
С кънасаки съм ръчинки   My hands are hennaed 
С бурмасанки съм пръстове   My fingers with wrangled rings 
Хайде ми хайде момеле   Let’s go my darling, let’s go 
Вървещем колко вървещем   I walk as I walk (through) 
Стигнах там гора зелена   I reached to a green forest 
Свалищем сайа зелена   I took off the green dress 
Вървящам колко вървящам   I walk as I walk (through) 
Сяднах там да са отморим   I rest there to take a breath 
Сбраще ме дребни камани   We will pick tiny little stones 
Изчукащи бурми парстене   We will break the wrangled rings 
Вървящам колко вървящам   I walk as I walk 
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Наще ме вода студена   We will find the cold water 
Измищем кана червена   We will wash the red henna 
After a brief talk with the performers, they continued to explain the pesna and the symbolic 
aspects in it. In the pesna, the Green dress is the symbol for the engaged girls who wear it. It 
is a color that carries several other meanings, such as patience and clean soul. The rings on the 
other hand are typical for engagements ‒ a symbol of the connection between two people. The 
henna in the hand is another symbol that characterizes visually the girl who soon will be 
married. The water is the life itself and when an engaged woman washes her henna hands in 
the water and the water becomes red it means that she loses her virginity and that’s how the 
Pomaks are interpreting the situation. 
Engagements take place during the winter months, when the crops and stock rising activities 
are completed and when the entire activities center round the village and the home. Pesni, 
which follow the various phases of the celebration, differ from one district to another, but in 
most instances an entire cycle of traditional pesni is sung. 
2.3.1.3 Wedding pesni 
In many regions of Bulgaria the wedding ceremonies of the Pomaks are held from Thursday 
to Monday. During these activities many wedding pesni are sung. Sometimes they are 
numerous as 30 and even 40 types of the Wedding pesni that are sung simultaneously in 20 
different places such as at the bride’s house, groom’s house, at the garden of particular 
relative like her father or uncle. The main ritual process is based on twofold stages. The first 
is to take the bride from her father’s house and the second is to bring her at groom’s house. 
The pesni sung when the bride is taken from the father’s house have tragic connotations. The 
bride leaves her parental house, where she was born and quite sad atmosphere occurs. The 
pesni describes in many ways the pathetique mood that surrounds the house using many 
poetical comparisons. This type of wedding pesni among the others are usually sung in the 
wedding cycle in a quite slow tempo where the melodies are broaching the nature and they 
have narrow range tonal sphere‒from third to fourth, rarely larger than fourth. Many times 
they start from the leading tone in a natural minor scale and rests on the first and seventh 
degree of the mode. For so short amount of time, the melody may occupy the second and the 
third degree of the singing tune. 
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There are four variants of a pesna represented as Figures 2.118, 2.119, 2.120, and 2.121. They 
are recorded in Zlatograd –South Rhodopean Region by Nikolai Kaufman in 1960’s. The 
pesna’s first variant, shown as a Figure 2.118, starts from the 3rd degree of the G Mixolydian 
mode. The melodic unit constitutes of primary first pentachord of the mode; that is, 
[G‒A‒B‒C‒D]. In the first variant of the pesna the formal design is a‒b‒aı, in which all the 
phrases end with the tonic G. The fourth and the fifth are prominent pitches and only the 
second occurs as embellishment. This is quite typical for that type of pesni in which the both 
variants projects [G‒B‒D‒A] pentatonic collection with emancipated [E]. There is only one 
significant difference between the variants of the pesna that are indicated as Figure 2.118 and 
Figure 2.119 which is the ornamentation of the melody and the tempo which in fact gives 
slightly different character to the both of the variants. 
 
Figure 2.118 : A pesna entitled as Ela se sviva proviva variant a. 
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Figure 2.119 : A pesna entitled as Ela se sviva proviva – variant b. 
In the third variant of the pesna (Figure 2.120), the occurrence of the flattened sixth degree 
[E¨] creates full pentatonic formation [G‒B‒C‒D‒E¨] and the second degree is now more 
prominent. That makes the pesna even sadder than ever.  
 
Figure 2.120 : A pesna entitled as Ela se sviva proviva – variant c. 
The fourth variant (Figure 2.121) there is quite insignificant spasmodic [E] note and the final 
rests on second degree rather than the tonic. This creates another pentatonic collection that 
starts from [A‒B‒C‒D] with G leading tone. 
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Figure 2.121 : A pesna entitled as Ela se sviva proviva – variant d. 
Another example of a wedding song, recorded by Nikolai Kaufman is sung by Nesibe R. 
Tchatcheva and Ferdeska P. Mollaaliva, both 27 years old in 1963. This pesna gives 
wonderful effect of diaphonia typical for Rhodopean region, which is presented below as 
Figure 2.122. The second voice is a drone where only two pitches are represented 
systematically [G‒A]. Many second intervals occur while the upper melody moves within 
Mixolydian frame [G‒A‒B] with [F] as a leading tone. “Mor, skriy me, skriy me” is what is 
sung when the bride steps out from her father’s door, which means “Mother, hide me, hide 
me”. 
 
Figure 2.122 : A wedding pesna entitled as Mori skriy me. 
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There are many other types of pesni sung in wedding ceremonies. And the pesna above may 
also be found in a Christian wedding ceremony as well. The influence between those two 
settlements is unavoidable, like many others. The music and expression, thus, is a floating 
entity from one village to another, from one parish to the next. In fine, the basic feeling that 
surrounds the mood of the pesna describes the general human behavior – no matter what the 
religion is. The tragic connotations describe a single meaning: the pain of the newly married 
bride’s soul. 
2.3.1.4 Pesni for a time of drought 
Below is the given Figure 2.123, which is sung by Muslim and Christian women in unique 
resemblance. The pesni for a Time of Drought are another typical example for those two 
groups. In the summer period, when the land is dry, the peasants sing and pray for the same 
purpose ‒that is rain. Both Muslim and Christian women during that period of time, grub the 
field side by side and they sing (as a sort of pray) to the common need and make a collective 
commemoration to the ancestors. 
 
Figure 2.123 : A pesna for a Time of Drought entitled as Amin de gidŭsh? 
The pesna represented as Figure 2.124 below is sung usually in ritualistic activities. 
According to Kremenliev (1956) he clearly explains the ritual of the Rhodopean females in 
many stages (p.365). First, her friends lead a young girl covered with greenery from house to 
house. She is called “butterfly” and she dances and sings with her companions. A member of 
the householders then comes out and pours water over the head of “piperuda” – the butterfly. 
The Figure 2.124 stated above is a supplication to God for a rain. The pesna is recorded by M. 
Arnaudov in 1934 (Български Народни празници, София‒ Bulgarian Traditional Holidays, 
Sofia). The pesna starts with the word “Amin” which is quite significant word for Orthodox 
Christian Liturgy and Muslim Belief. The pesna has quite narrow range of tone (only a whole 
step) and has simple structure. It constitutes of two beats motive in which the first is the 
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opening sung only one time and the second, which is repeated at least three times with 
variations and has a response in character. 
We may find a portamento sliding in the pesna at the end that is typical for Rhodopean region 
singing. The entire text is repeated over and over again on the given melodic pattern. Thus it 
resembles to children songs with its simplicity in nature.  
 
Figure 2.124 : A pesna for a Time of Drought entitled as Piperuga ruga. 
In the Figure 2.124 above, the entire text is sung in a single musical phrase and only at the 
end there are spoken words. They constitutes holy meanings, thus singing on these phrases are 
prohibited. In many Pomak settlements the singing process is avoided and only Turkish words 
are used as a sort of pray. 
Ямур, ямур, вер алла Yamur,yamur ver alla  Rain, Allah gives us rain 
Вай дудулей /2  Vay duduley /2  Vay duduley /2 
This is quite intimate relation between the “piperuda” when is sung and the Turkish words (or 
phrases) mainly derived from holy meaning spoken at the end. In one side we witness the 
Rhodopean pastoral elements fused with Turkish religious discourses. 
2.3.1.5 Pesni of hospitality 
Like many other nations, the Pomaks are proud of their hospitality, which they consider as a 
character that differs them from the “others”. In many journeys to Pomak villages in Kaz 
Mountains and Rhodopes they welcomed with warmth and hospitality. They presented 
emotionally their traditional customs. They offer ayran (yoghourt mixed with water) that 
actually carries different symbolic aspects that one may witness. 
The pesni of hospitality sung on dining table have various types of verbal meanings 
concerned with historical personalities and events together with daily relationships between 
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people. Most of the dining table melodies reveal the ability and the skills of the performer 
when improvising. Many of them are called as “drunken pesni” – piantsi. For the indicated 
pesni characteristics we may suggest that they have large ambitus – the going ground, 
enriched melodic line within the basement of the cheerful emotional core of the developed 
form. Typical representatives of the dining table pesni are the so‒called unmeasured stretched 
melodies where we may find the artistic possibility created by the local genius. The following 
Figure 2.125 illustrates the statement presented above. It is sung by Boris Mashalov from 
Sevlievo Province. The pesna is about Stojan, the young voivoda who is a warrior in the 
Balkan Mountains and has the heroic mood in ballad style. It is also quite famous pesna 
among Pomaks nearby Lovech district. 
 
Figure 2.125 : A pesna entitled as Prochul mi sa e mlad Stoyan. 
The Figure 2.125 given above is a pesna sung in a quite slow tempo. It is important to 
underline the tempo element in order to express that it gives freedom to the freely organized 
intonation of the line. The ornamentation that is strictly attached to the specifics of the 
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concrete music‒folklore area and technical abilities of the individual is a vital component that 
shapes the melody. 
The melodic line has three primary rests on C, D and G. G is a finalis whereas the E and 
sometimes E¨ occur as obstinate borders of the mode. 
The first phrase of the pesna there is Dorian framework used together with C as leading tone. 
It is indicated as Figure 2.126 below. 
 
Figure 2.126 : The mode of the pesna in Figure 2.125. 
Concerning the subdivision of the first phrase, the C‒F‒C punctuation occurs as Ionian 
tetrachord. It is therefore ascending in nature; that is the correlation in-between Ionian and 
Dorian. 
The second phrase is more complicated compared with the first one. We may also see that in 
Figure 2.127. First, it has wider range of usage of pitch material. Second it has chromatic 
inner formations contradictory to first phrase’s diatonic formations; and third the tune in the 
second phrase has descending melodic line. 
 
Figure 2.127 : The entire pitch collection of the pesna in Figure 2.125 demonstrating  
 descending symmetrical structure of the mode. 
The scale is constructed of two adjacent symmetric tetrachords: [D‒E¨‒E§‒F‒G], 
[G‒A¨‒B¨‒B§‒C]→(01235) ‒ (01345). The augmented second interval that occurs between 
A¨ and B has quite prominent role in the melodic line of the pesna.  
In the pesna given as an example in Figure 2.128 there is quite heroic type of manner sung on 
the wedding – table. It is about the mortality of humans that are gathered together in Marlovo 
village. The entire melodic contour moves around the F creating Ionian atmosphere at the 
beginning that encompasses first couple of phrases respectively. Second stave of the pesna 
with “ця” syllable it moves to the Dominant area resting on G and then E ending with a short 
tail of [F – E – C] passage functioning as a significant impulse of the function before the rest 
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which creates a sort of falling-down effect. After the breath the punctuated word (смърт), the 
death steps down to a Dorian ground in which the C now functions more like a leading tone. 
The fourth stave has clear C Mixolydian framework that is placed in-between the F Ionian and 
D Dorian. The last stave is the conclusion where the melodic material ends on D Dorian 
respectively.  
 
Figure 2.128 : A pesna entitled as Sŭbrali sa se tsyala smŭrtna drujina. 
Figure 2.129 indicates the modes used in the pesna in the Figure 2.128. 
 
Figure 2.129 : The modes used in the pesna of Figure 2.128. 
The modes used in the pesna that is presented as an example in Figure 2.128 are categorized 
in three sections indicated as Figure 2.130. Due to the melodic contour and its development 
the following figure is inferred: 
 
Figure 2.130 : The progression of the melodic line through modes of the pesna in Figure  
2.128. 
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2.3.1.6 Pesni about nature 
Almost all Pomak pesni are influenced of Mother Nature, which is celestial and apparently 
spiritual entity. The environment they inhabit in Balkans and Anatolia is quite unique 
concerning the climate, geographic disposition ‒ greenery mountainous landscape where they 
make their living by cultivating the soil and stock raising. Only some of the Pomak villages in 
Eskişehir and Manisa located in Anatolia have different climate that makes the landscape 
unusual. But in general they are mountainous people and the forest inspires their musical 
productivity. 
In many pesni about nature we can find the guerilla bands located in the mountains. These 
bands, or in other words “hajduk”s heroicisim is sometimes woven with sacred and 
supernatural texts that make the pesna sentimental where the rivers and mountains not only 
talk but also possess human and often superhuman qualities. 
In the Figure 2.131 below, recorded by B.A. Kremenliev (op.cit., pp. 123‒124) has simple 
binary construction in which the second phrase is repeated twofold. The first phrase 
punctuates on [B¨‒C‒D‒E‒F] pitches, which is the first pentachord of Ionian shown as a 
Figure 2.132. 
 
Figure 2.131 : A pesna entitled as Bulka vŭrvi prez gora zelena. 
 
Figure 2.132 : The mode used in the first phrase of the pesna in Figure 2.131. 
Second phrase steps upon Æolian mode using [C‒D‒E¨‒F‒G] pitch collection (see Figure 
2.133). Ironically the tempo is indicated as  =400 to the score. In order to create simpler 
metronome mark the Pesna should be re-transcribe in order to make the beat more logical. 
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Figure 2.133 : The mode used in the second phrase of the pesna in Figure 2.131. 
According to the motivic design of the piece we may assert that the 9/16 meter in irregular 
disposition in 2+2+2+3 units is static and each phrase constitutes 4 metrical bars. 
Concerning the lyrics of the pesna, the Bride and the Forest are in intimate contact, which 
describes the inner disposition of the bride and her companion that shares the same destiny ‒ 
the forest. She cries for her youth while asking the forest to join her. She claims that the 
leaves are bitten by the frost thus soon “her sister” will lose them and she cries for her 
beloved that gone far away across nine forests for nine months. Pathetically she concludes 
that “her sister” the forest soon will wear her green leaves but she will never get back her 
youth while waiting for her beloved. 
In many occasions the Mother Nature wins the battle in front of the human. Sometimes she is 
tyrannical; sometimes she evokes the feeling of the human; sometimes she is responsible for 
all evil; sometimes she hides two lovers from others who resist their relationship; and each 
element that describes her is a part of existence in the lyrics of the pesna.  
2.3.1.7 Humorous pesni 
These types of pesni are sung during heavy work‒time. The aim of the Humorous pesni is to 
relax and during the relaxation. Humorous pesni occur as a central theme of musical activity. 
Figure 2.134 below, represents very good example of a humorous pesna, which is devoted to 
Fatma. 
 
Figure 2.134 : A humorous pesna sung in diaphonic style which is entitled as Shte ti doda s  
kon na niva libe Fatmo. 
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2.3.1.8 Laborer pesni 
As many other people, Pomaks are working more pleasantly while they singing pesni. For that 
reason these type of pesni are sung during many working activities‒indoor, or outdoor. 
2.3.1.8a Laborer outdoor pesni 
These types of pesni are concerned with agricultural activities of the Pomaks in the field. 
There are many types of agricultural pesni and they are sung according to the beginning and 
ending of the work. Special pesni are sung when going to the field, when starting the work, 
when the sun rises and when it falls and when the working community goes back. These 
special melodies are also quite specific for the Christian population. The main difference is 
based on the text, which we can easily realize in which part of the working activity is sung. It 
is, however, difficult to distinguish them by their melodic constructions. In fact, there are 
differences concerning with theme and melodic construction between the pesni in the field 
and those which are sung during the way. 
Big percent of the agricultural pesni are transcribed without measure and has free rhythmical 
construction in their nature. 
The pesna given below as a Figure 2.135 has conjunctional four pitch scale: [G‒A‒B‒C]. The 
octave skips are quite unique style for singing technique that occurs in Western Rhodopes. 
Usually there is slightly short portamento downfall after the skip to the octave. Men do not 
use it. This technique is special for female singers. 
 
Figure 2.135 : An outdoor pesna entitled as Baye pladne e dode. 
When going to the field, special type of pesni are sung: The Figure 2.136 below is the clear 
evident for the typical diaphonic style in Western part of the Rhodopes. The upper voice is 
punctuating the melody while the second voice sustains the pedal in drone‒like fashion. This 
is another binary construction in which the first phrase ends on E and the second on D. We 
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may assume that the first phrase is in Phrygian mode, and the second is in Dorian and those 
modes are represented as Figure 2.137 respectively after the pesna and its lyrics below. 
  
Figure 2.136 : A diaphonic pesna entitled as Na jetva ke idem Stano. 
На жетва ке идем Стано,    We will go to harvest Stano,    
На жетва ке идем    We will go to harvest 
Де, гиди първен мерак Стано,   Where is the first whim Stano  
Из Вардарско поле    On the Vardar plain 
Де, гиди кротко ягне, Стано  Where is the silent lamb, Stano 
Из Вардарско поле.    On the Vardar plain 
 
Figure 2.137 : The modes used in the pesna in Figure 2.136. 
The text is quite bright and gay and the melody is richly decorated with appoggiaturas of the 
lead‒vocalist. The aim to put this example here is the resemblance that may provide quite 
significant outcome for the local Pomak community that is familiar with that pesna and that 
they also perform it in their agricultural activities. 
In this example of Figure 2.138 below, we find three‒note melody, which has sadness in its 
character, and it is sung after harvest when the sun sets. The lament is for the day gone by and 
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it carries special singing characteristics special for the Rhodopean Region. These types of 
melodies may also exist in Kaz Mountain Region but in my journeys but it is difficult to find 
them because all the outdoor pesni sung in the field by Pomak women remains unreachable 
for the foreign observers that the difference of gender creates discomfort for their moral 
values. 
 
Figure 2.138 : A lament type of pesna sung in the field when the sun rises down entitled as  
Pladnina e, more brayno, tŭjnina e. 
The Figure 2.139 below presents the mode of the Figure 2.138. The three‒note framework is 
supported with the C that functions as a leading tone. Concerning the fermatas that are 
indicated, we find the descending motion that creates the (D) – F – E – D pattern; that is why 
the mode of Figure 2.139 is presented as descending implementation. 
 
Figure 2.139 : The mode of the pesna given as an example in Figure 2.138. 
2.3.1.8b Laborer pesni accompanying indoor activities 
These folk songs belong to any category such as love and humor performed mainly by the 
girls at indoor activities. They usually perform the pesni at “sedyanka” i.e. working‒ bee. 
According to E. Stoin he explains that (Litova‒Nikolova, 1995, p.48) the working‒bee is the 
place where the girls and brides may show their work‒hand talents together with singing 
pesna while on the other place boys plays their “duduk”, “gădulka” or “gayda”. Many 
horo‒type pesni occur at these activities. In the cycle of working‒bee pesni heroic, historic 
and hajduk pesni may be sung. There are also pesni for hostility mainly sung on the dining 
table. 
The working‒bee pesni have especially wide range of thematic organization and they are 
performed during indoor activities such as spinning or knitting, husking (of a corn), cleaning 
the beans and etc. Young girls have also opportunity to enrich the scope of the repertoire of 
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the pesni‒ when old ladies joined them. We may group these type of pesni in three main 
categories: 
1‒ Pesni sung when the working‒bee is gathered (Figure 2.140);  
2‒ Pesni sung when the working‒bee is spoiled (Figure 2.141); and  
3‒ The so‒called burden type of working‒bee pesni. They are sung almost any time in the 
activity (Figure 2.142). 
 
Figure 2.140 : A pesna sung when the working‒bee is gathered. 
 
Figure 2.141 : A pesna sung when the working‒bee is spoiled. 
 
Figure 2.142 : The so‒called burden type of working‒bee pesna. 
In the Figure 2.140 given above we may clearly find the Æolian mode with [G] as its leading 
tone indicated below as Figure 2.143. 
 
Figure 2.143 : The mode used in pesna in Figure 2.140. 
The skip of 4
th
 form G to C is characterizing the melodic framework, which in general has a 
Mixolydian character in nature. However, resting on A at the end gives the strong relationship 
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of G and A as a major second quite prominent interval for the South and West part of 
Rhodopean region. This interval may provide basis for the melodic contour linearly but as 
shown from the previous examples it can be used vertically for singing the tune in 
“dvuglasiye” (diaphonic) fashion. 
In the Figure 2.141 given above, we observe the same modal pattern, but this time the scope 
of the melody is shriveled up to 4‒voice scale material in which the procedure is summarized 
as Figure 2.144 below. 
 
Figure 2.144 : The mode used in pesna in Figure 2.141. 
Here we can assert that the entire melody is in Æolian mode. Only at the beginning we hear 
the leading tone starting with [G] and ending on [A] as a tonic voice. Unlike the Figure 2.140, 
the tempo here is approximately three times faster which creates clear metrical time‒frame. 
The tune also may provide rich source for dance activity, such as “horo” and that is why it is 
called as “horo pesna”. 
In the Figure 2.142 given above the tone material [D‒E] with its leading tone [C♯] creates 
quite simple and almost primitive like construction in first phrase of the pesna. The example 
of Figure 2.145 presents the first phrase’s tone material of the pesna given as Figure 2.142.  
 
Figure 2.145 : The mode used in the first phrase of the pesna in Figure 2.142. 
This tune is “catchy” and has 2‒tonus basic material plus the leading tone [C♯]. In the second 
phrase‒unexpectedly‒ it moves down to [B‒C] with [A] as a leading tone. The Figure 2.146 
indicates the modal pattern of the second phrase’s melodic structure. 
 
Figure 2.146 : The mode used in the second phrase of the pesna in Figure 2.142. 
In fact, both phrases include simple elements, but when we combine them together then much 
detailed analysis will be realized. One of the basic common elements is the minor second 
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interval inside the modes presented as Figures 2.145 and 2.146. In the first it occurs between 
[D] and [C©] in the second between [C] and [B]. 
The relation between the first phrase and the second phrase is concerned with major second in 
descending motion that is illustrated as Figure 2.147 below. This sort of melodic modulation 
is done via flattening the leading tone from C© to C§. Concerning the finalis of the pitches of 
both materials that end on D and B, it is inferred that their inner relationship lies on minor 3
rd
 
interval respectively.  
 
Figure 2.147 : The relation between the first phrase’s pitch materials of the pesna in the  
 Figure 2.142. 
Combining both pitch materials into a single descending mode creates [E‒D‒C© ‒C§‒B‒A] in 
which a magnificent symmetry occurs. A major second to adjacent three minor seconds end 
up with one major second. The C© and C§ have a prominent central role of the scale. Thence, 
this is how the pesna is designed. Punctuating the B‒C melodic unit gives the tension to 
upward motion, contrary to D‒C© melodic unit that is down fall in character. We may clearly 
assert that this pesna is one of the rare examples of this tradition. Although the principle 
organizations of both phrases are diatonic in formation the relationship between them 
constitutes a serious chromatic entity, which is submitted as Figure 2.148. 
 
Figure 2.148 : The mode used in the pesna in Figure 2.142. 
2.3.1.9 Children pesni 
Many St. George pesni are recorded in pamphlets that can be found in libraries and 
music‒book stores in Sofia‒Bulgaria. One of these wonderful pamphlet‒books is folklore 
songs to “Saint George upraises early” assembled by Svetlyo Zhilev (Sofia, 2010). Many 
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pesni in the pamphlet are concerned with the St. Georg feast activities. According to the 
foreword of the pamphlet:  
[This] collection presents songs from all parts of the Rhodope Mountains. [….] Generally [….] the 
songs are based on Mixolydian mood, or namely it is strongly influenced by the Aegean Sea folk 
region. […] The influence of the Macedonian song is very intensive in the West Rhodopes as in the 
region between river Mesta and the line Satovcha‒Velingrad offers typical songs in two voices, 
accompanied by tambura and kaval, or a choir, with a touch from the Pirin region. 
The lyrics of the song are real and suffered. They have kept the customs and the soul of the Bulgarians 
(Christians and Muslims) dwelling in this geographical region. (p.5) 
In the Figure 2.149 given below there is clear dominance of the pentachordal system based on 
[C‒D‒E¨‒F‒G] without using the B/ B¨ leading tone. The entire mode is summarized as 
follows (Figure 2.150): 
 
Figure 2.149 : Children pesna entitled as Vetre gornenine.  
 
Figure 2.150 : The mode used in the pesna in Figure 2.149. 
Considering the formal design, the phrase (which is one pesna structure) constitutes two 
sub‒phrases. The first, which closes on tonic C; and the second, which closes back again on 
C. The [a+b] formal design constitutes 4+4 bars. The sub‒phrases are in descending motion 
which projects one of the similarities between each other. 
In the Figure 2.151, there is an irregular disposition of the formal material. There are two 
phrases in which the first constitutes of 3 bars in 5/4 metrical system that ends on E as an 
antecedent, while the last two bars remain as subsequent resting on tonic D. The sub‒phrases 
are in descending motion once again. 
 
Figure 2.151 : Children pesna entitled as Bel veter due. 
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The children songs appear to be universal in almost all cultures. Many children songs have 
educational purpose. Rhymes decorate the lyrics gently and make them easy to memorize. In 
the pesna Figure 2.149 and Figure 2.151 the child hears quite simple tune that projects the 
effect of “Veter”, the wind. These pesni, constitute nursery rhymes where the mother blows 
softly like a wind to the child’s face just before it goes to sleep. 
Unlike the triple or compound (6/8) meters of the Western children songs (concerning 
Johannes Brahms, Robert Schumann and etc.) we witness the double and additive (5/4) 
meters demonstrated in the examples given above. 
Considering the melodic material, they are highly emotional musical pieces embraced with 
quite primordial feelings that describe the relation between mother and child and their 
extraordinary transmission of interaction.  
2.3.2 Pesni of the supernatural 
As many other types of folkloric genres around we may find richness of stories concerning 
water‒fairies, witches, and so on that spread out Kaz Mountain region. The soul of the forest, 
mountain and the river inspires many pesni sung in wintertime at houses in front of the fire 
among Pomaks. Here are the lyrics of the pesna recorded at Kaz Mountain region: 
Мехмет си от гроба придума:  Mehmet spoke from his tomb: 
–Натими плчеш майко?   Why you are crying my mother? 
–Как да не плачам сино ли?!  How I cannot cry my son?! 
Конче вище ф ареман,   Look, the horse is at stack‒yard,  
Детено плаче в люлкена,   The child is crying at cradle, 
Любено плаче в сараяана     The beloved is crying in seraglio 
–Мълчи не плачи майко,      Be silent my mother, do not cry, 
Кончето ще се продаде      The horse is going to be sold 
Детено ще се изкути       The child is going to grow 
Любене ще се ожени       The beloved is going to get married 
Я си мене яазъкан        It is pity for me, 
Че ми легнал в черна зема (дълбока).  That I lay in the deep black ground. 
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The pesna above was recorded on 15.06.2011 at Yaykın village by Şükrü Avcı (62) and Akif 
Yavuz (63). It is sung in diaphonic style in lament fashion, but originally the pesna should be 
performed by four singers in tetraphonic style. The supernatural element in the pesna is 
Mehmet who talks from his graveyard. These types of conversations between the dead son 
and his mother are one of the main subjects in this kind of pesni from Kaz Mountain region. 
In this view, what counts most about supernaturalism is that, it is the voice of a dead person. 
It is clearly that the Mehmet – the paranormal figure has powerful emotional state of pesna’s 
content. According to Pascal Boyer in his Book entitled Religion Explained (2001) he claims 
that: 
[…] whenever a salient occurrence is represented in the mind, the product is an interpretation in terms 
of “someone” doing something. A scenario like that is generally entertained in the decoupled mode, as a 
conjecture that would make sense of what happens. (p.201) 
Pomaks, reach to hypothesis, which is highly detectible in their logical analysis of the 
interpretation of the death as a communication act between the living, and dead person who is 
devoted of everything except the ability to talk. 
 The supernatural agents are one of the main intersections, in folk arts in which the elements 
of paranormal events may occur. These astonishing events and personalities are embraced by 
the story‒tellers in the pesna. Once it is created by “someone” doing something, such as 
going to rescue his beloved from the hands of hajduks settled in the mountains in the dark 
misty night, the forest will reply him that his mother may lose his son thus it is better not to 
go.  Then the conjecture mode of the listener will have to decide whether beloved or mother is 
a matter of a fact.  
Many young girls get sick when they go to the water to the river nearby. Snakes may cause a 
newly married woman to get sick and lay on the bed unconsciously. “The horse” element may 
present the symbol of manhood and any dialogue between the hero and his horse may become 
a subject of a pesna.  
A pesna recorded in Osmaniye village Eskişehir province in 2011 presents us an exquisite 
lament usually sung by old women (CD B.16 : Track 16): 
Карай карай деверо,   Drive (the cart) my brother-in-law, 
Приз високи мостуве,    Through high bridges, 
При широки брегуве,  Through wide hills,  
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Мостуве са ровеха,    The bridges were demolishing, 
Брегуве са лула,     the hills were shaking,  
Дай аллаше,     Give me Allah,  
Силан ветер,     A strong wind, 
Да са уткрийе кучията,   to open the bride’s wagon,  
Да са види гелината,   to see the bride,  
Слушам Айше чуйамта,   I am listening to you Ayshe, I am hearing you,  
Я ма да не мога да стана,    But I cannot rise,  
Чърно ма земе на легна,   Black soil lays on me,  
Зелената траво ю легна ,   Green grass covered,  
Змия ми спилу учита,    Snake drank my eye,  
Гущер ми влезу ф ушита,    Lacertian went into my ears,  
Стани Айше вривиси,    Get up Ayshe, go,  
Уфцету те ти влеят пу поле,  The lambs are crying on the plain,  
Кучетата лайат пу дворат,   The dogs are barking at courtyard,  
Дитцати та равот ю люлка…  Your children are crying in the cradle…. 
As a result, supernatural events and paranormal activities are in common among Pomak pesni 
from Kaz Mountain region and they are a kind of ancient ritualistic entities derived from the 
times when the Pagan beliefs were in charge. 
2.3.3 Pesni of the past 
One of the most problematic aspects in pesna tradition is the construction of the past. There is 
need to draw the boundaries of the socio‒cultural structures of Pomaks determining the past. 
The past is about the nostalgia and it has much wider meaning. Many of the pesni sung for the 
past tell of specific events‒such as historical events. Here we find three distinct divisions: 
‒ Pesni that deal with an historic subject; 
‒ Pesni about well‒known heroes (yanks); 
‒ Pesni about hajduks. 
According to Boris A. Kremenliev, in his article “Types of Bulgarian Folk Songs” printed in 
Slavonic & East European Review (1956) he says that the hajduk means to the peasant rather 
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a hero, who took the mountains and for years represented the only organized resistance to the 
oppressors (p.372). The hajduk reveals as a liberator and a true friend of people in the pesni. 
In the pesna given as a Figure 2.152 below we find the G‒Æolian framework starting from 
the Tonic pitch G.  
 
Figure 2.152 : A pesna about hajduk entitled as Haydutene se moleha.  
The pesna ends on C. But the following arrangement by Philip Kutev modulates it to D 
Æolian. In fact, the finalis of the original pesna rests on G although it is not indicated on the 
score. Needless is to mention the E§ as an auxiliary pitch (see Figure 2.153) in the second bar, 
since it is used as a passing tone between F and D. The theoretical implication is stigmatic 
since the E is entirely avoided. Then, we may also interpret the modal pattern that resembles 
to Dorian. Philip Kutev indicates the time measure changes in order to be more precise in 
counting the meter while conducting the choir. 
 
Figure 2.153 : The mode that is used in the pesna in Figure 2.152. 
In the Figure 2.154 given below the pesna has clear D Æolian framework. The leading tone is 
avoided. 
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Figure 2.154 : A pesna about well‒known hero (yunak) entitled as Yunache karat vorzano. 
As shown below, the Figure 2.155 presents the Dorian pentachord that constitutes the pesna. 
It starts on A (Dominant pitch) with descending motion that rests on D that is first 4 bars and 
the first phrase. The second phrase rests on G while the third phrase ends on the second 
degree E and constitutes of 4 bars. The final phrase is 4 bars ending on tonic D and has 
closing character in nature. 
 
Figure 2.155 : The mode used in the pesna in Figure 2.154. 
The form of the Pesna, which is transcribed by Nikolai Kaufmann, is presented as Figure 
2.156 below. In order to create simpler outlook for the conductor’s score a simplified notation 
is used for the three-part choir arrangement. 
 
Figure 2.156 : The formal design of the pesna in Figure 2.154. 
Songs as “The Capture of Malta”, “Tsar Murad and Mara”, “The End of King Constantine’s 
Kingdom” and “War in Three Kingdoms” belong to the group of historic pesni. But the hero 
of all heroes remains Krali Marko who appeared on the scene in 1361. After many conflicts 
with the Turks he was finally forced into submission to the superior might of the Sultan 
(1380‒1385) (Nikolov, 1938, 3). These pesni are sung in South Rhodopean region both by 
Bulgarians and Pomaks. 
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In the Figure 2.157 given below we find two phrases: the first ending on G in Æolian mode 
with F© as a leading tone (that creates a harmonic minor progression) and the second phrase 
D‒Phrygian using E¨ and F§ consequently. Below is the Figure 2.158 that indicates the mode 
collection of the first two staves. 
 
Figure 2.157 : A pesna which deals with an historic subject entitled as Zabravi si Marko  
 alyanoto konche. 
 
Figure 2.158 : The modes of the first two staves in the pesna of the Figure 2.157. 
In the second phrase, however, there is E(§) indicated as appoggiatura, which aggregates 
whole attention to A Phrygian mode after the third beat. The fermatas are the spots where the 
melodic contour rests and this gives heroic tension for the performer of that pesna. 
In the second period (third stave) the first phrase is based on D‒Phrygian framework with C 
as a leading tone. It starts with A and has a descending motion to D. The entire melodic 
structure is in stepwise motion without any skips. Figure 2.159 below indicates the mode of 
the third stave of the pesna. 
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Figure 2.159 : The mode of the third stave used in the pesna in the Figure 2.157. 
In the last phrase the occurrence of E¨ abruptly changes the mode from D‒Phrygian to 
D‒Æolian ending on the third degree i.e. F and with last motives it turns back to D‒Phrygian 
making anhemitonic modulation. This procedure can be seen in Figure 2.160 below. 
 
Figure 2.160 : The modes of the last stave used in the pesna in the Figure 2.157. 
The entire collection is summarized as follow (Figure 2.161): 
 
Figure 2.161 : The entire pitch collection summarized from the modes in Figures 2.158,  
2.159 and 2.160. 
There are 3 pitches missed in the scale: A¨‒B‒C©. They have a gravity to pull the entire pitch 
collection shown above. In fact, the diatonic formation of the melodic material is quasi 
chromatic in construction of the sub‒scalar frameworks. In general, the pitches missing in 
twelve tone-row materials are those which does not suit the modal patterns, and that’s why 
they are avoided. This is how those pitches pull-up the gravity. The analysis should clearly 
indicate the D‒G status that the Æolian, Phrygian and Dorian may correspond to each other. 
Забрави си Марко   Marko forgot his 
Аляното конче   Red (like a blood) colored horse 
Три дни не зобено   That did not gnaw for three days 
Три дни не поено   That did not irrigate for three days 
Закара го Марко   Marko conveyed it (his horse) to 
На Бяла Дунава   White Danube 
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2.3.4 A Turkish pesna in Rhodopes 
There are many Turkish pesna examples that are spread across Rhodopean region. Many 
Pomaks sing these pesni in their own type of dialect. The 81 years old Redjep Grushar, the 
imam of Breznitsa village mosque known as the Arab, sang a Turkish pesna when we met 
each other at the village square. Among many other villagers, singing in Turkish appears to be 
an indication of nobleness that a Pomak person could eventually objectify. It is a sort of 
respect to the former ruler that once shared the common belief. Contradictory to this situation, 
Bulgarian villagers do not show warmth particular to a Turkish language. 
In the Figure 2.162 given below there is a Turkish pesna transcribed at Nova Mahala village 
nearby village Batak, Velingrad district by Nikolai Kaufmann. The pesna is sung by Yakub 
Sheikhov (62 years old in 1953) where we may find evidences of Turkish folk music entities. 
 
Figure 2.162 : A Turkish Pesna transcribed at Nova Mahala village, Western Rhodopes. 
The pesna moves within five-note framework. [G-A-B-C-D] creates the common pentachord 
material of Ionian and Mixolydian modes. The E on the second stave ninth beat is considered 
as a columniation of the melodic line. The skip between G and D resembles so much to the 
pesna in the Figure 2.2. This characteristic mark can draw significant relation between 
melody-creating process of Pomaks and Turks inhabiting the same land. The pesna has 4 
phrases, each ending on Tonic G. When talking with a Turkish person in the Rhodopes who 
eventually sings pesna, he usually refers to the differences between maqam he sings with the 
one of Pomaks. The dichotomy between “us” and “them” is unavoidable also in the Turkish 
and Pomak settlements in Rhodopean region.   
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At the end, it is important to mention that the entire pesna collection given above is sung not 
only by the Bulgarians but as well as Muslim Pomaks too. It is difficult to cover all types of 
pesni. This type of folklore remains obscure; because the collections represented above are 
accessibly only to those who read the language, since the translation, although has close 
meaning to the original, is not the same. Presenting them in English creates metrical 
complexities, which are entirely unfamiliar. 
Anthropological, historical and linguistic research will also aid in the presentation of a more 
accurate picture of the place of Rhodopean folklore in the general culture of the entire Pomak 
population. 
2.4 Musical Instruments Used in Pomak Settlements 
Many wind instruments like the kaval, svirka, duduk, and double-pipe kaval are quite well 
known and broadly used in the Pomak settlements. Many of the Pomaks also use tambura, 
which is a plucked string, a mandolin like instrument that is also fairly known as “drŭnka” in 
Western Anatolia. There is also the gajda, which is another wind instrument – that is, however 
not used among Pomaks in Western Anatolia. It is only observed in particular Pomak 
settlements located on southern part of the Rhodope Mountains. 
The wind instruments are made from the wood. According to the color of their sound and the 
way they are constructed we may categorize them as follows: 
1‒ Woodwinds without lamellae 
a) Open pipes (kaval, svirka) 
b) Half-closed pipes (duduk, dvojanka) 
2‒ Woodwinds with lamellae 
a) With a single lamella (gajda) 
b) With a double lamella (zurna) 
2.4.1 Kaval 
The kaval (Figure 2.163) is labial instrument in which streams from the hole. It is held 
diagonally (usually to the right side) while performing. It is made from cornel-tree, plum, 
cherry, or box tree maple. It has three pipes connected to each other just like the traditional 
western flute. In the first pipe there are no holes. It has a sharpened edge on the mouthpiece. 
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In order to produce sound from the instrument the embouchure has a crucial importance. 
Many overtones occur due to its position that gives the characteristic sound for the kaval. 
On the middle pipe there are 8 holes in which 7 of them are in front and 1 at the backside for 
the left –hand- thumb. On the last pipe, which is shorter than the middle one, there are 4 holes 
that are not in a straight line and are not mutable, that is, they are not for the fingers. They are 
called the “devil’s wholes” or “vents”. They have a relationship to the fundamental tone of the 
kaval as well as the power of the tone of the instrument. 
 
Figure 2.163 : Kaval with the D fundamental made of three parts (CD B.18 : Track 18). 
There are many sizes of kavals, from 50 cm to 90 cm in which the diameter may vary from 16 
to 18 mm; thus they have variable tone qualities. 
According to Prashanov (1960), in his book Folk Instruments of the Bulgarian Orchestra, he 
states that the 64 cm long three-part-pipe with a 16 mm diameter kaval is the most widespread 
kaval type in the Rhodopes (p. 40). The instrument’s range is shown in Figure 2.164 as 
follows: 
 
Figure 2.164 : The pitch range of kaval. 
There is much additional multiphonics inside the fundamental pitch. The tone range in this 
respect is a fundamental line where with overblowing results occurrence of the upper partials 
of the tone. 
Due to the chromatic intervals observed in the Figure 2.165 the following notes should be 
avoided respectively: 
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Figure 2.165 : The pitches that have to be avoided in kaval. 
We may infer that kaval has quite a large tone register; almost two and a half octaves, that 
makes this instrument quite distinguishable from other folk instruments of the area. 
The lower tones of the instrument have a soft and hollow character (D1 ‒ B1) where they 
include noise. The middle range of the instrument (D2 ‒ B2) has the most characteristic color. 
The sound is clear and brilliant with carrying power. The high register of the kaval (C3 ‒ F3) is 
shrill and sharp. The last part of the range (F©3 ‒ A3) is quite tense, stressful and shrill. 
Kaval is quite characteristic solo instrument inside the instrumental group, but at the same 
time it has a quality of doing the accompaniment of the vocal part. 
While playing the instrument ordinarily the left hand’s middle phalanx of the forefinger 
together with the middle and the fourth (i.e. the no-name finger) cover the 3 holes on the front 
side. The thumb of the finger of the left hand covers the backside hole. 
The first 4 fingers of the right hand cover rest of the holes in front of the instrument while the 
thumb of finger of the right hand stabilizes the position of the instrument at the bottom. 
Many other kaval types are observable in the area, for example even longer ones with lower 
and quieter registers in which each of them carries a particular timbre quality. 
In the Southwestern Rhodopes playing the double kaval (chift kaval) is quite a significant 
occasion. This instrument also exists in the Kaz Mountain Region as well (Kachulev, 1962, p. 
201). One-piece double-kavals have eight finger holes together with four additional ones. 
While constructing them they have same length (70-80 cm) that produces the same timbre 
caused by its peculiar construction. It is usually used for two-voice (a drone and a melody) 
performance and in unison as well. 
2.4.2 Svirka 
The svirka, also known as tsafara (the shepherd’s pipe) represents a single –part – pipe with a 
sharpened edge of the mouthpiece that has same sound producing device as the kaval (Figure 
2.166). There are various lengths of the instrument that ranges from 30 cm to 45 cm. Most of 
them have 7 finger holes that 6 of them are in front and 1 on the backside of the pipe. Some of 
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them have no back hole. They are made of hornbeam, cornel–tree, sycamore and also 
sometimes from particular animal bones, reed and metals like cupper and bronze.  
 
Figure 2.166 : A small svirka and a big svirka (CD B.19 : Tarck 19). 
The tone register of the instrument is approximately two octaves, although there are many 
chromatic tones that do not exist. Thus there are limited varieties of modal–tonal applications. 
The high shrill sound of the svirka has a quite significant usage among the shepherds. It is 
used to designate the boundaries of the herd. In many folk ensembles it is used as solo 
instrument. 
2.4.3 Duduk 
Duduk is a half–closed–pipe instrument. It is widely used in North–western and Central–
western part of Bulgaria and should not be messed with the Caucasian duduk. I believe that 
this instrument’s name derives from “düdük” that the vowel later mutates.  In the tube of the 
mouthpiece there is wooden peg, cut from one side in order to form a cleft between the tube 
and the nog and this is how the sound is produced. For that reason the duduk is also known as 
cocked kaval (Figure 2.167). 
Blowing through the pipe gently results on a sound producing that even children can play. In 
order to produce the tone the fundamental vibration of the air occurs at the backside of the 
instrument’s mouthpiece where the sharpened edge and the wooden nog form a resonating 
aperture. Duduk is made of sycamore, cornel–tree, cherry–tree, box tree, or ash tree. The 
small duduk has a length of 20 cm to 50 cm and they are one–piece instruments. They usually 
have 6 (or sometimes 5) finger holes that are placed in front of the second half of the 
instrument. 
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Figure 2.167 : Duduk from Rhodopean Region (CD B.20 : Track 20). 
While producing the sound, the instrumentalist may simply pronounce the “du” syllable with 
the support of the throat-produced sound (“gudene” or “ rjene”) or without the participation of 
the throat sound which results in a clear and serene sound.  
Large duduks have a length up to 1 m.  They have been constructed from a single part. 
Duduks usually have 3 pipes that are connected to each other. They have 6 finger holes at the 
front side and 1 at the backside of the middle pipe. At the last part of the pipe there are 4 open 
resonating holes. This type of duduk is referred to as “kaval with bottom”. 
The tone register of the duduk is almost 2 octaves large and has all possible chromatic 
intervals. The fundamental pitch is concerned with the length of the instrument. The middle 
range and a part of the high range frequencies are characteristic for this instrument because 
they have more power that affects the quality of the timbre. 
The duduk is used primarily as solo instrument. It is also used by the shepherds and for some 
other ritualistic activities. 
2.4.4 Dvojanka 
Another woodwind instrument found in the Pomak settlements is the dvojanka. 
Comparatively with the other instruments, the softer sound of the dvojanka makes her suitable 
for bearing a solo character. 
The dvojanka has rectangle form and is produced from a single piece of wood (maple, 
sycamore, apricot tree, or plum tree) with a length of 30 cm to 40 cm. Inside the two parallel 
pipes there are wooden cylindrical bushes that are known as blind alleys and corks from 
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where it is blown (Figure 2.168). These pieces are cut in a way that between the walls of the 
reeds there occurs narrow cleft for blowing that reaches the small resonating hole – that is, 
“the tongue”. Some of the players place those two resonating holes from the side of 
fingerboard and some place them to the opposite side. The way the sound is produced is 
identical with that of the duduk. 
 
Figure 2.168 : Dvojanka (CD B.21 : Track 21). 
On the front side of the instrument there are 6 holes on the right wing that are placed halfway 
down the board. On the left wing there is only one hole that is placed on the side opposite to 
the last finger hole from where the air flows out. Closing the finger holes of the right wing the 
prominent interval of major 2
nd
 occurs that is principal of the instrument’s diaphonic nature. 
In that way, during the two-sound production the left wing always has a sustained pedal 
sound, which is the first tone of the mode that gives a possibility to produce the 7th degree 
that is the leading tone of the right wing’s under–fundamental. The dvojanka mainly has a 2-
octave range. That is 29 cm long with C as a fundamental pitch when closing, half closing and 
opening of the finger holes. The overblowing may cause the enlargement of the tone range 
encompassing all possible chromatic half tones. 
In fact, the Dvojanka is always used in one octave due to the vocal melodies’ limited tone 
range where it is preferred for its softer color of the low register. 
2.4.5 Gajda (Bagpipe) 
Gajda is an aero-phone instrument that can be found in some Pomak settlements is in 
Rhodopes. Pomaks in Turkey do not use the instrument because of its religious restrictions. 
Due to its size Gajda has two types: the big one that has low pitches that is called as “kaba 
gajda”; and the small one that has high pitches that is called as “djura” (Kachulev, 1965, 
p.67). Among Kaba Gajdas and Djura Gajdas there are several types of other Gajdas that 
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produce variable range of pitches and are used as a solo instrument as well as accompaniment 
instrument. 
The gajda is constructed from several types of parts: the gajdunitsa (drone-part), the ruchilo 
(fingerboard), the duhalo (a pipe where the air is blown through) and the meh (bag). The 
wooden parts of the gajda, the gajdunitsa, the ruchilo and the duhalo are made of cornel-tree, 
apricot tree and plum tree to form the pipe (Figure 2.169). The meh of the Djura gajdas are 
made of kidskin while the Kaba gajdas are made of small goat–skin, shaved beforehand and 
reversed with its fur inside-out. 
 
Figure 2.169 : Gajda, on the left duhalo part, on the top to the right ruchilo part vertically  
down pipe as gajdunitsa (CD B.22 : Track 22). 
The gajdunitsa is a single pipe that has 8 finger holes: 7 in front and 1 at the backside. In the 
first hole of the front side, which is located straight opposite, there is quite thin goose’s 
feather. This hole is called as the “murmured” because it has a significant effect on the timbre 
of the instrument. At the upper part of the gajdunitsa where it connects to the meh (the bag) 
there is a contrivance placed between those parts called the “piskun” which is a whistle. The 
upper part of the piskun, which is made of soft wood or reed, is corked with a wooden nog 
that is followed by the “tongue” in which its bottom side of has a winding of thin worseeds 
(Kachulev, 1965, p.43). 
The ruchilo is constructed of 3 pipes (in Rhodopean types even 4 parts) pipe with a longer 
size compared to the gajdunitsa, but it has no finger holes on it. It is tuned according to the 
fundamental tone of the gajdunitsa (i.e. the fifth concerning its primary pitch scale) through 
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shortening or lengthening of the pipe moving the last two pipes in or out. There is piskun on 
the upper side of the ruchilo. It produces a drone–like sound.  
The duhalo is the shortest tube of all from where the air enters the meh. On the place where 
the duhalo connects to the meh there is leather valve that holds back the air while the left 
hand’s armpit pressures the meh. 
The meh is natural reservoir of air that gives freedom to the instrumentalist while he/she 
plays. The naves are made of wood or animal horn and they have the purpose of connecting 
the meh with the rest 3 pipes. 
The structure of the instrument does not allow overblowing because it has a limited tone 
range: the major 9
th
 in which only few half steps may be produced. Players closing a hole 
halfway may increase the possibility to add some more additional chromatic tones. 
The ruchilo produces a tone, which is usually two octaves, lower of the 5
th
 of gajdunitsa. The 
fundamental tone of the gajda is C1 reaching the highest pitch, which is D2. The following 
Figure 2.170 demonstrates the most common pitches that are produced by the gajda: 
 
Figure 2.170 : Pitch range of the gajda with its fundamental C. 
According to the tone range given above, the drone pitch is usually G two octaves below. 
Djura gajdas may have d, e, f, g, or a as a fundamental tones while Kaba gajdas may have G, 
A, B¨, or C as fundamental tones. 
The sound of the instrument is quite powerful, harsh and has no possibilities to make dynamic 
changes. Considering the limitations of the instrument’s tone range, dynamic and its 
ambitious character many gajda players focus on the rich possibilities in rhythmic, 
ornamentation and virtuosity in fast tempos. 
2.4.6 Zurna 
Zurna, the shrill pipe, is another double–reed woodwind instrument that is widespread among 
Pomaks in the Rhodope Region and the Kaz Mountain Region shown in Figure 2.171 below. 
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Figure 2.171 : Two types of zurna (shrill-pipe) (CD B.23 : Track 23). 
The corpus of zurna is made of cornel–tree, cherry–tree and sycamore, and forms a single 
cylindrical pipe with 30 cm to 62 cm long. 
There are 7 finger holes in front of the instrument and 1 at the backside. Besides these holes 
there are 5 (sometimes 1, 2 or even 7) additional holes more, which have the same function as 
the devil’s holes of the kaval. 
The double–reed lamella together with its construction in the bottom with winding of crewels 
is placed in the mouthpiece (the kalem), which is a small metal pipe that is 5–6 cm long. At 
the same time at the bottom of this metal pipe there is also a winding of crewels, which is 
placed inside the tube of the socket (the bashlâka), which is made of wood and connects the 
pipe of the corpus with that of the mouthpiece. Around the neck of the socket many crewels 
are wound up in order to stretch while placing it in the upper part of the zurna’s corpus.  
The zurna has a two-octave range in which the fundamental is D1 and it reaches to D3. For 
higher tones the overblowing procedure is used but then it loses much of its characteristic 
sound. It has powerful, sharp and quite specific tone color. For that reason it is typical for an 
outdoor performances combined with a davul. This instrumental combination is quite 
significant in Muslim villages, like Ribnovo, during the wedding season. Two, three or even 5 
zurna players may create a tremendous sound that can be easily recognized from the 
neighborhood villages. It carries a heroic but at the same time quite mystic oriental feeling in 
which devoted Muslims place it in the center of symbolic expression. 
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2.4.7 Tambura 
The tambura is also known as “trûbura”, “drûnka” and it is a plucked–string instrument. In 
order to produce sound from the instrument there is a feather that is called the “tezene” which 
is made of cherry bark and is used to pluck the strings. The instrument is widespread among 
Pomaks in the Rhodopean Region and the Kaz Mountain Region and is shown in Figure 2.172 
below. 
 
Figure 2.172 : Four-string tambura (CD B.24 : Track 24). 
The tambura has an accompaniment role of a particular musical ensemble. Its pear–shaped 
corpus, which is made of walnut–tree, willow, and cherry–tree, or poplar, has a long neck and 
a fingerboard. On the resonating box, which is made of pine or spruce, there are one or more 
holes that shape the timbre of the instrument. Close to those holes there is bridge on which the 
strings are stemmed. There are frets on the fingerboard that are called as “perdeta” which 
were are made of crewels in the past, but nowadays they are made of a wire. They help the 
instrumentalist to find desired tones easily even for the high pitches from the chromatic tone 
row. 
At the upper side of the fingerboard there is a threshold called “pragche” where there are pegs 
that enables the instrumentalist to tune the strings.  
While playing the tambura it is held horizontally while lifting the fingerboard approximately 
45° upright. There are many types of tamburas with different shapes, number of fret boards 
and the amount of strings and. 
According to I. Kachulev (1952) there are 2,4,6,8 and even 12 string tamburas (p. 108). 
Nowadays the most frequently used tamburas have four strings in pairs. Some of the tunings 
of tambura are shown as Figure 2.173 below.  
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Figure 2.173 : The tuning of the strings of several types of tamburas. 
Many of those tamburas have up to 21 frets in which the entire chromatic scale is producible. 
The melody usually is performed on the first pair of strings. They are tuned in unison. The 
other strings are simultaneously bourdon‒like sounding strings. 
According to Lidia Litova-Nikolova (1995), in her book about Bulgarian Folk Music she 
describes the tambura as an instrument without soul (p.219). She does not explain why, but 
for my opinion the soul derives from inside the body, in the form of air. That is why maybe 
tambura remains as a salient accompaniment instrument behind the vocal part. I suggest that 
the dichotomy between those significant 2 parts describes their mortal and infinite worlds. 
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3 SILHOUETTES 
In a period of two and a half years I travelled three times to Kaz Mountains, two times in 
Bulgaria in which one of the journeys was primarily visiting Rhodopes and once to Osmaniye 
village nearby Eskişehir. Recording their pesni and talking with locals was due to the 
requirements of the fieldwork research. But none of these gave me any inspiration for 
composing. The inspiration aroused from the uncertainty of what is going to be composed and 
how it is going to fit to the dissertation.  
In 2012 there was an annual call for scores for the Turkish composers sent by Emre Sihan 
Kaleli on Facebook. The call for scores was concerned with the Dutch Niew Ensemble from 
Amsterdam. The starting point was this call when I decide to compose a piece, which had to 
be 12-13 minutes long as required. The most challenging process of composing was the 
definition of the instrumentation. In fact, the entire ensemble was containing 12 players that I 
decide to use all of them. The biggest advantage of all was the existence of Mandolin (that 
resembles to tambura) and flute or piccolo (which also may have similar timbre with svirka or 
kaval) that are characteristic local instruments used by Pomaks. 
The composition is entitled as Silhouettes and it is about the illusionary state of mind where 
the visions create paranormal realities in which the emotional stimuli is fostered in forms of 
fear, sorrow and mercy. The way that human perceives the reality is repetitious and analogous 
that continues to reappear in different time scales and usually in different forms. 
From this personal point of view the human is not capable to grasp the different strata of time 
scales but the reverse of forces that rules the soul of continuum. In that, no matter how things 
are re-shaped its continuum results on harmonious ever-rotation. Thinking of peoples and 
trying to re-imagine the faces create quite indefinable images of blurred portraits that have no 
mimics or any kind of expression. 
My inner side was concerned with these images while I tried to describe them with sound 
materials. 
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On the first journey to Yenice village, which is located on the southern part of Kaz 
Mountains, I had a chance to find a remote sanctuary place where I met Hasan Özer 
(65) and Mehmet Özer (75) brothers. They were shepherds and settled in a quite rural 
desolated place having two barns for sheep and a wooden houses and almost no 
electricity. In the darkness having traditional Pomak ayran together with a svirka 
sound created a wonderful relaxation of all nerves in the body. Naturally the stars 
were brighter than ever. I was not sure whether this was the beginning or the end. I 
had marvelous time imagining the parallel universes, the tubular webs that I watched 
on movies looking up to the sky. 
In 2011, during my fieldwork research in Bulgaria in July I had a chance to visit the 
Devil’s Throat Cave located in Central Rhodopes. Entering the cave with quite 
powerful sound of a bagpipe was another interesting occasion that might affect the 
composition’s creative process. I can say that this time was not the beginning and the 
end; it was definitely the most mature moment of the entire time span where some 
hidden moments re-occurred in form of artificiality. 
The piece was finished in February 2012 and performed by MIAM modern 
Ensemble conducted by Ivan Aaron Karst in April 3
rd
 2013 at Istanbul Borusan 
Müzik Evi. 
3.1 Construction of Tonal Material 
The tonal construction is based basically on the interval of 5
th
. Microtones and 
additional multiphonics are avoided because they give different dimension to the 
tonality. The pureness of 5
th
 is somehow the idée-fix. 
In the Figure 3.1 below it is shown how the primary 5
th
 of pentatonic system or the 
first partial of any fundamental may result on a single chord that I accept it as unison. 
 
Figure 3.1 : The construction of the unison chord. 
So, adding fifths above do not change the unison character. It changes when having 
other intervallic relation to the other unison chord. In the first bar in piano part is 
shown below as Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 : The opening chord of the Piano. 
Here two unison chords are played together. They do not result on another unison 
chord because the following pitch order cuts off the 5ths chain that is shown as 
Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3 : The interval relation of the pitches of the first chord. 
In bar 16 of the piano part, the last chord of the triplet results on a single unison. The 
entire interval chain is constructed upon perfect 5
th
: D¨-A¨-E¨-B¨-F-C 
If we summarize the melodic pattern of the piano into two-line framework we may 
end to the following conclusion that is demonstrated as Figure 3.4 that encompasses 
bars 1 – 7. 
 
Figure 3.4 : Two line formation of the melodic pattern in the Introduction part. 
The string section is entire prolongation of unison of 5ths and they work as a single 
instrument. 
In the Figure 3.5 shown below two perfect fifths are connected with a minor second 
in which the tones are not spaced in traditional manner. The tremolando technique 
that is applied to this particular chordal section of strings gives the static line on 
which the piano is moving and creating its melody. The tension of the minor second 
on the top is disturbing the brightness of the perfect hollow fifth that occurs at bar 7. 
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Figure 3.5 : The instrumentation of the chord in string section. 
After the first 6 bars of opening section which is a sort of preparation for the 
psychological and cognitive hearing process Marimba starts to represent the 
pentatonic modes contrary to its vertical construction. 
In the Figure 3.6 it is observable how those easy pentatonic scales work. Starting 
from four notes units it speeds to five as it moves from one wheel of rotating gears to 
another smaller one. 
 
Figure 3.6 : The C© Major Pentatonic Scale. 
According to the recent theoretical explanations the scale in Figure 3.6 is named as 
“black keys pentatonic scale”. It is doubled with white keys pentatonic scale 
performed by the harp that is shown as Figure 3.7. 
 
Figure 3.7 : The F Major Pentatonic Scale that includes the leading tone. 
Combining those pentatonic materials do not result on occurrence of another 
pentatonic collection. It has almost the same role, as for the string section that creates 
another line‒that is, the second dimension that moves down sphere. The development 
of this part of the piece is done by cutting of the string layer and introducing it once 
again which occurs at bar 15 and is shown as Figure 3.8 below: 
 
Figure 3.8 : Unison chord in inversion. 
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Considering the chord at the first beat of bar 21 that is introduced as Figure 3.9 we 
may claim that this is a sort of tonic; here we may also say that it moves minor 
second down respectively. Once it reaches to its highest register that is shown as 
Figure 3.9 there is an abrupt falling down to the chord in which the minor second is 
triggered in a rhythmical acceleration. 
 
Figure 3.9 : The abrupt falling of two chords at bar 21. 
The prolongation of E creates a line that connects those two chords. The third chord, 
which is the finalis of the piano section, is not unison. Taking all notes into account 
we may have the following result. 
The only pitch that is missed in the Figure 3.10 is the C#. The Marimba fulfilling the 
entire 12 tone row materials produces it. 
 
Figure 3.10 : Tone material used in bar 21. 
Moving towards the evolution of the melody the pianist is offered to put colorful 
stickers on the E‒F#‒G‒A¨‒B¨‒B‒C‒C#‒D# strings in order to distinguish them 
easily while playing single melodic line with a metal coin. F‒A‒C and D strings are 
avoided from the scale. The Figure 3.11 presents how excluding a pentatonic 
material may effect the chromatic appreciation. The melody that has descending 
character is combined with the almost same like melody of the guitar. The tempo is 
faster and the mode of feeling is changeable. The marimba part is now having the 
fastest circulations in which the ascending motion is stabilized with irregular Bartók 
pizzicati having doubled with the pizzicati of the piano’s low strings. 
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Figure 3.11 : The omitted F‒C & D‒A pitches. 
A short span of time from bar 32 to 37 that constitutes 6 bars melody that blends 
itself to the differential patterns of simultaneously moving pitch rotations. In fine, the 
following Figure 3.12 presents the summary of those 6 bars. 
 
Figure 3.12 : The pattern of Plucked instruments, marimba and piano. 
Excluding pitches D‒F# and Ab create the following diagram shown as Figure 3.13. 
 
Figure 3.13 : The excluded pitches D‒F© and A¨ and their equilibrium E‒B¨‒C. 
The invisible symmetrical design of D‒F#‒Ab is C‒E‒Bb. This is equilibrium of the 
triangle that creates the balance of dismissed D‒F# and Ab pitches. 
The melody re‒appears in bar 38 of the strings in unison of B‒F#‒C#‒ F# in which 
the violin’s F# is a clerical error. The layer is disturbed by the huge leaps made in 
the melody. The following re‒occurrence in bar 47 has even sharper character to 
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designate the C‒G‒D‒A unison that follows the melodic line shown as Figure 3.14 
below: 
 
Figure 3.14 : The melodic line that starts from bar 47. 
The development of this part is made with short scales that fall down while the 
unison construction of the strings continues to improve itself. 
In bar 70 there are chords that are presented with set of cowbells from Çan district. 
There are 5 rounded small cow bells at the top line, 5 slightly bigger at the second, 4 
rectangular cow bells (goats’ bell) and the third line, two big cow bells at the fourth 
and one which is the biggest one that range from 6 cm to 20 at the bottom. 
The Internet explains the reason of why an animal wears a bell on its neck as stating 
that it prevents the animal from running away or it wanders off without being heard. 
The music on that section bears the same approach. The bells designate the time span 
between the section’s beginning and end. 
On the other hand I believe that it has even more spiritual effect on animal’s soul 
because many small cow bells together with big ones create the richest timbre of 
overtones; many of them not recognizable from us. These upper partials and their 
occurrence create quite complex web between the animal and its apparatus attached 
to the nearest part of its ear.  
When we listen to the single cowbell from a distance we perceive a single tone that 
includes inaudible overtones. They give the special color to the instrument.  
I just tried to imagine what the possibilities of cognitive approach to the question are. 
Thus scientifically speaking each cowbell has overtones and that’s why I try to 
interpret this notion using multiple sets (5+5+4+2+1) of them combing with piano 
and guitar with definable pitches recognizable by the audience. In the Figure 3.15 
below is shown the chords that form the cow bells: 
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Figure 3.15 : The chords that are used to designate the cowbells. 
In bar 70 the string layer is constructed of two sub layers. Each chord is unison. Due 
to rhythmical configuration it is meaningful to describe the passage as two lines 
voice progression. The first line, the violin and viola are having an arpeggiandi 
contrary to descending scalar patterns of violoncello and double bass. The entire 
anti‒climax reaches to a point where the arpeggiandi figure of violin and viola 
together with the violoncello and double bass stuck on a pedal. Very fast repetitions 
in guitar and harp create a sound where the chords of the piano introduce the 
marimba’s entrance. Considering the beginning we are back on F, the pitch that we 
probably never left. In the Figure 3.16 below following tone rows are used: 
 
Figure 3.16 : Tone rows used after bar 77. 
While doubling the cowbells, piano leaves the role of assassinating the continuous 
line of strings and guitar together with the harp and starts to explore the new melodic 
progression that resembles to the beginning passage. 
Bar 90 is the passage where the music starts to speed up. q= 110 is the metronome 
mark and the introduction of D‒E‒F# with major 9th distance between each other is 
the modulation part. The Figure 3.17 demonstrates how the unison construction is 
doubled with another unison construction that creates multiple layers. 
 
Figure 3.17 : The pitch material of the climax of bar 90. 
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After this brief introduction at bar 101 there is a rhythmical ostinato that can be 
described as a small emotional stir where those cow bells transforms themselves into 
a pair of bongos and 5 wood blocks. The chords have similar construction that of the 
beginning and the perfect 5
th
 is still in primary my concern, but the notes added in 
between the 5
th
 or outside out of the symmetry give totally different dimension to 
them. Many major or minor triads occur at that point. The symmetrical design of the 
fifth reaches to the triadic tonality where the entire music moves through. The 
ostinato figure is shown in Figure 3.18. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.18 : The rhythmical units of the ostinato figure starting from bar 101. 
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The rhythmical units that encompass a single bar have a quasi-regular pulsation 
while contradictory to this framework the following patterns introduces different 
types of polyrhythmic units shown as Figure 3.19. 
 
Figure 3.19 : Polyrhythmic units of bar 101. 
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The woodwinds introduce nona tiplet‒septima tiplet‒decadima tiplet‒unadecadima 
tiplet to octatiplet homogeneous pulsations. This process transforms itself to the 
string section as shown in Figure 3.20. 
 
Figure 3.20 : Polyrhythmic units of bar 113. 
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The F#, E, D melody in bar 113 in the piccolo has a connective role that transforms 
the sound smoothly between the groups. This instrumentation method helps to 
combine two different timbres that are juxtaposed together with the rhythmical 
pulsations of mandolin, guitar, harp, piano that have faster and irregular contrasting 
bongos and woodblocks. 
The following illustration in Figure 3.21 presents the transformation of the timbre 
effect of bars 111 to 113. 
 
Figure 3.21 : Part exchange of bars 111, 112 and 113. 
In the bar 135 the single appearance of G© introduced by B¨ clarinet has the 
following dynamic procedure shown as Figure 3.22. 
 
Figure 3.22 : Clarinet’s dynamic framework on G©. 
It is supplied with the fifths of Xylophone and the minor seconds of the mandolin 
and the guitar. In the Figure 3.23 the G© is interrupted with following pitch 
collections that reminds the rhythmical motive of “a”. 
 
Figure 3.23 : The secco chords of bars 136, 137,138 and 140. 
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The single pitch of G# by clarinet have continuous approach and during the 
differential time span of (0‒7, ‒12‒18, ‒22 sec.) gives its direction of the 
movement’s fastness. In bar 140 the entire pitch collection bounds on 10 notes 
framework while the only Bb‒F interval is dismissed that creates the invisible 
balance shown in Figure 3.24. 
 
Figure 3.24 : B¨‒F gravitation of twelve tone system in bar 140. 
In bar 158 the sustained unison of B‒F‒C‒G in stirrings is played with the wooden 
side of the bow near by the bridge. This statement is a repetition that exists in bar 47 
with a significant motive of downfall glissando that is produced via ricochét 
technique that exists in the piece entitled as Ghaf for Nieuw Ensemble by Klaas de 
Vries a very well know Dutch composer. 
The Figure 3.25 below demonstrates the technique used by Klaas de Vries: 
 
Figure 3.25 : Jeté with a glissando technique by Klaas de Vries. 
In Figure 3.26 I used the same technique but in descending motion while it was 
performed with the wooden side of the bow. 
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Figure 3.26 : Ricochét with glissando technique in Silhouettes. 
In bar 165 the melodic line of bar 24 reappears again but now with a major 3
rd
 
down‒transposition. Contrary to descending motion, the ascending bass line of F, G, 
A, Bb‒C‒D‒E‒F (major scale) supports the hocket that occurs between the guitar and 
the piano that is shown as Figure 3.27 below: 
 
Figure 3.27 : The hocket technique between the guitar and the piano; bars 167 and  
 168. 
Considering the pitch names that represent a number (C‒0, C©‒1, D‒2, D©‒3 etc.) I 
categorize the pattern in Figure 3.27 that is stated above as follows: 
6____________ 5 4 1 0 2 9 ___________ 5 2 1 E 7 4 E __________ 2 E 7 4 0 9   0 
5  2  3  T  4  0  E ________T  1   4    7  2  6_________T 1  0  4  7  E 3________   1 
 
The pitches that sustains are 6‒E‒9‒6‒E‒3 and the pitches that are in motion do not 
have any common pitch, which may refer to the strict atonal counterpoint that leads 
to a two-voice invention. The answer of the statement above is shown as Figure 3.28 
below: 
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Figure 3.28 : The hocket technique between the guitar and the piano; bars 179 and  
 181. 
The numerical pattern of the statement above is as follows: 
0____________ 4 7 E 2 5 4 ____________ 0 9 5 2 E T______________ T 1 3 5 8 7 
4  5  8  E  2  6  3__________7  E  1  2  5  T ___________2  5  9  0  4  E  _________ 
 
7____________ 2  0  8  5  2  E 
7   6   5  2  3  1___________    0 (etc.) 
There are two identical pitches that meet each other respectively: Bb and G. during 
that classical approach the following passage in the string section creates the static 
background. In the Figure 3.29 there is a single chord in movement that creates 
contrast to the polyphonic principles of the guitar and the piano. 
 
Figure 3.29 : Ostinato pattern of the string section in bar 171. 
The chord is constructed of two tri‒tonus that have the same intervallic 
disposition‒that is, a minor second and a major second. They are connected with a 
minor second. The procedure is shown as Figure 3.30 below: 
 
Figure 3.30 : The pitch material of the ostinato pattern at bar 171. 
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In bar 182 the triggering chord has a function of moving towards the next section of 
piece. In Figure 3.31 presented below is the end of a period that punctuates the new 
beginning. 
 
Figure 3.31 : The bars 182 and 183. 
In the bar 184 the entire melodic line is taken from bar 56. Now it is played by the 
woodwinds and is transposed augmented 4
th
 up. The scales are also different. The 
Figure 3.32 below is a comparison of the pattern of the scales. 
 
Figure 3.32 : The scale used in violin at bar 56 compared with flute in bar 184. 
In the Figure 3.33 below the violin is having the following pattern. 
 
Figure 3.33 : The scale used in Violin in bar 184. 
Considering these possibilities of descending scales I built the final stage of 
construction. This construction starts form bar 184 and continues till bar 228 trying 
to express the agony and the feeling of blind madness where each descending motion 
represents the antagonism of sudden changes that repeat themselves but with slight 
changes. The vigorous melody is an attempt to re‒define the entire mood of the role 
on human soul. Thus, it has the power to affect not only human, but also animals and 
I believe even the plants that surround us. The Figure 3.34 below is the melody that 
is played by strings and woodwinds in unison. 
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Figure 3.34 : The flute melody of 196. 
The turmoiling part (bars 184‒228) has the following chordal conclusion represented 
as Figure 3.35 below:  
 
Figure 3.35 : The instrumentation of the chords in bar 226. 
The disposition of the pitch material is shown in the diagram of Figure 3.35. The two 
pitches of F and C# that do not exist in the chord that fulfills the entire twelve tone 
system has a role of pulling the chord from its stable gravity to another dimension 
where there is a “sort of” tube from where it can shift to another dimension. 
The final part of the piece is the repetition of the opening part. If we summarize the 
melodic pattern of the piano into two line framework we may end to the following 
conclusion that is demonstrated as Figure 3.36. 
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Figure 3.36 : Two line formation of the melodic pattern in the Conclusion part of the  
 composition. 
The passage ends with the single chord where the melody of 166 reappears but this 
time transposed perfect 5
th
 up. The Figure 3.37 below demonstrates the chord and the 
melodic line. 
 
Figure 3.37 : The pitch material of the final theme in bars 240–255.  
As a conclusion the first statement of the piccolo in bar 10, here, once again appears 
but now it is transposed to major 3
rd
 up. The transposition is demonstrated in Figure 
3.38 below: 
 
Figure 3.38 : The juxtaposition of the theme in bar 10 and bar 249. 
The entire piece’s pitch collection is based on chromatic approach where same 
diatonic principles are applied. The microtones are excluded in order to prevent the 
distraction of the fundamental and its second overtones. 
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3.2 Tonality 
In quite chromatic language finding tonality in general sense is a difficult task. The 
pentatonic made of many musical examples presented in the second chapter these 
modes rely on patterns of produced melodic lines. The “penta” on the other side may 
have different function as well; two simultaneous pitches fifth apart can give 
different appreciation to the sound. Exaggerating it to three‒four‒five and six pitches 
the chord may easily stuck on particular triad or triads. The opening chord indicates 
two triads respectively shown in Figure 3.39 below: 
 
Figure 3.39 : The opening chord’s tonal constitution. 
The chord constitutes of a f minor and E flat major triads. Considering the Riemann 
map shown in Figure 3.40 below the disposition of the pitches on the coordinate 
system results as follows. 
 
Figure 3.40 : The disposition of f minor and E flat Major on a Riemann map. 
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Due to the opening section of the piece the tonality of the piece may point us the 
f‒minor. The final chord may also be accepted as a “sort” of f‒minor. The Figure 
3.41 below demonstrates the final chord and its triadic ingredients: 
 
Figure 3.41 : The ingredient tonalities of the final chord. 
The compositional procedure is called poly-tonality sometimes with added extra 
notes. It always has combination of some two, three colors sounding together. 
3.3 Prolongation 
One of the most prominent compositional techniques that I used is the prolongation. 
There are three principles of prolongation: 
1‒ Prolongation of a pitch via voice‒exchange 
2‒ Prolongation of the unison 
3‒ Prolongation of the tonality 
3.3.1 Prolongation of a pitch via voice exchange 
Prolongation of a pitch via voice exchange is a simple but quite effective process of 
chordal progression. In the Figure 3.42 below it is demonstrated how single pitch 
prolongs albeit different constitution of the chordal elements. 
 
Figure 3.42 : The prolongation of G in the first four opening chords. 
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The prolonged G has the following role inside the chords due to their tonal 
appreciation: 
fmin11 (the 9
th
), G11 (the root), Cmin11 (the fifth), emin11 (the 3
rd
) 
In some more vivid passages like bar 38 of strings the prolongation of particular 
pitch is not quite visible theoretically, but it does not mean that there is no 
prolongation at all. In the Figure 3.43 given below the entire prolongation process 
indicates the pitch. 
 
Figure 3.43 : The prolongation of pitch via voice exchange in bars 38 – 45. 
Considering the diagram above between bars 38 and 46 there is different strata of 
prolongation of pitch material. The 4 voice unison chord is C‒G‒D‒A which is 
embellished with B‒F#‒C#‒F#. The root in this respect is C. The highest level of 
prolongation is thus C. The secondary pitches are G‒D‒A respectively. The third 
layer of pitch material is E‒B‒F#‒C# and the last and final layer is G#‒D#‒A#‒E#(F). 
The following Figure 3.44 bellow demonstrates this procedure. 
 
Figure 3.44 : The prolongation of the pitches demonstrated in four layer structure. 
There I suggest that the C is prolonged pitch, although it does not sustains itself for 
the entire passage. So many pitches like A, E and B can support the second layer 
when they are also the rest of the unison. 
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3.3.2 Prolongation of the unison 
As I stated before, the unison is the symmetrical design of a chord that constitutes 
perfect 5
ths
. This chord is homogeneous in character and is named as unison because 
all pitches propagandized the same thing. There are parts where the unison rests for 
particular amount of time. In bar 11, the chords punctuate the F‒C‒G‒Eb‒Bb‒F 
chord, which is not unison. But the pattern of the harp, which repeats itself in a 
circular motion, has the D‒A‒E pitches that fulfill the unison, which is 
F‒C‒G‒D‒A‒E. At least it continues to sustain itself for 18 beats, till the end of bar 
14. These places have a cadential character. Another prolongation of the unison 
appears at bar 77 in the string section. In the Figure 3.45 below is shown the 
prolongation of F‒C‒G‒D‒A‒E unison. 
 
Figure 3.45 : Prolongation of the Unison functioning as a pedal at String in bars  
 78‒79‒80. 
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3.3.3 Prolongation of tonality 
Prolonging the tonality is another compositional tool to develop the musical ideas. It 
is based on fundamental principles of the relation from the lowest pitches to the 
highest. Many times this relation may be interrupted in terms of melodic jumps, 
rhythmical punctuations and/or dynamic changes. 
Tonality in classical sense is a key to denote the meaning particularly observance of 
a single tonic key as basis of the composition. In the Figure 3.46 below, the first four 
chords are prolongation of the F triad respectively till they reach the polytonal chord 
of C© and B major.  
 
Figure 3.46 : Prolongation of the tonality in bars 97–99–101–102.  
In the Figure 3.47 below the chordal progression of bars 121‒135 are presented 
where the G# (Ab) occurs as a prolonged pitch. The pattern does not include any 
unison chord, thus we cannot say anything about prolongation of the unison.  
 
Figure 3.47 : The prolongation of the tonality between bars 121–135. 
In this respect, I follow the chordal signs below: 
a¨6/b¨    GÁ/g
6 
  F©9   E7/c©   f/A¨   E7/c©     f/c©    E9/F©       A¨/f©     E11/G© 
A¨___________________________G©____G©___G©______G©_______G©__ 
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The prolongation of tonality, in this respect, results on the clear shift between the 
enharmonic Ab and G# notes. They may point the following tonalities: G# major and 
minor (or Ab major or minor), f minor or f# minor, E major or Eb major respectively. 
In many constructions of the chords adding extra notes result on “bi” and sometimes 
even “three” tonalities in which the backbone of this tonal prolongation points the 
prolonged pitch, its third (major or minor) and its fifth. 
3.4 Form 
The principles of form and design lay on the theoretical analysis of melodies, their 
re‒occurrences, transformation of the modal patterns and the harmonic rest‒that is, 
cadential points and the movement that points particular direction. 
In the simplest way, the form of Silhouettes shown in Figure 3.48 below has the 
following diagram. 
Although the scheme represents two-dimensional frameworks, which are placed 
from left to right, it can also be applied from right to left in reverse as well. If the 
introduction parts present the same gesture but in different registers they are not two 
themes apart or themes that exist in one body; they have organic relation in terms of 
time‒span between each other; so, if we make a circular diagram where both ends 
connects each other there will be a similarity that occurs in different dimensions and 
quasi‒different form. 
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Figure 3.48 : The form scheme of the Silhouettes. 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS  
4.1 Conclusions 
The first part of the dissertation starts with a brief introduction that explains the aim 
of the dissertation, the methodology and the sources together with the technical 
equipment that I used during fieldwork researches held in Kaz Mountain Region and 
the Rhodopean Regions. Going further into the subject, I took the unofficial alphabet 
as a mechanism in order to translate and proliferate the coded data of many writings 
that deals with the debate. 
The following chapters of the first part are concerned with the historical aspects 
where I tried to draw the boundaries of an imagined country, once existed for so 
short amount of time. The Islamization process during the Ottoman rule from 15
th
 to 
18
th
 century is the historical time-frame in which I tried to present all possible 
variations of how and why a person or a clan change religion. The statement results 
on the Horowitz’s process of ethnic fusion and fission. Due to the Table 1.4 I 
propose that many salient assimilations processes occurred at that time. In some 
villages two or even three groups may have been united to form a new, larger group. 
This unification process is named as amalgamation. I suggest that Ribnovo village is 
a proper example for the amalgamation process. On the other hand, in Breznitsa, I 
observed how one group assumes the identity of another where the incorporation 
process occurs saliently. In this respect, language seems as one of the most basic and 
primate components that describe all these processes literally.  
Stepping on a racial ground is an intellectual necessity. It is a mode of representation 
of a race in terms of visual aspects of the human’s outlook. The strong Islamic 
influence upon Pomak culture is bind to the ecological perspectives and the 
demographic ones that create differences. I analysed those cultural differences with 
Keammer’s socio-cultural system. As a conclusion of this chapter, I inferred that 
Islamic influence do not have the same amount of effect upon settlements that are 
disposed on different geographical places. In this respect, traditions also may vary
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among each entity of the community. A Pomak village like Ribnovo is a good 
example of invented traditions, which preserves the personality and the character of 
the group. 
The first part continues with the Pomak identity under the Communist Regime of 
1945–1989 period. In this chapter I dealt with nations and nationalism. I used 
Gellner’s typology in order to make the comparison of which type Pomak in Bulgaria 
belonged at that period of time. I considered the situation as Type 4, as an ethnic 
nationalism, where the educated and non-educated ones did not share a homogeneous 
culture. Going further, I declared the problem of the Pomak “issue” since the 
dissertation was based on the criteria of the past at that point. I proposed a set of 
prospects for future. 
The first part ends with the Theory of Consciousness. I think that, the entire problem 
can be resolved only at the individual level. The formulas I suggested are symbolic 
explanations.  
The Pomak-ness in this sense is variable anxiety that changes all the time when the 
person gets older. The 6-year-old Pomak child does not perceive his/her ethnic 
identity as he/she is at 31. I believe that if a person reaches his/her 66’s the effect of 
consciousness may resemble to that of 6 but still, it will bear something different of 
understanding. On the other hand, there is natural order of how life-events are 
randomized. The graph illustrates those curves and the intersection point that occurs 
at 0 – in the centre of the coordinate. 
I observed a nation in which many of its members had already their own private 
state. Many of them obliged the rules of the nation-state where they belonged. Many 
of them were trying to legalize their existence inside the nation-state. Many of them 
gave their democratic fight outside of the nation-state. This proves my statement of 
Pomak consciousness, which is not a static and concrete element, but a spirit that 
flames up and always disappears in presence.   
The second part of the dissertation is concerned with the rules for analysis of the 
musical information that is converted into another form of representation, which is 
not necessarily of the same type. I believe that this musical information is strongly 
attached to biological entities that contain genetic material, which is used in order to 
control their function and evolutionary process. This is a sort of musical DNA that 
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rules the information in which the nation building remains as algorithmic process. 
The codes that were observed in the pesnas and gathered from Kaz Mountain, 
Rhodopes and Bulgarian National Library provided good basis for nation building 
process. It was an encoding the information from a source, which is converted into 
symbols in order to create the communication.  
The piece entitled as “Silhouettes” bears the priority for authorized Pomak 
community. In many parts it also describes their promised land. On the other hand 
the flatness of the landscape is a contradiction considering the mountain foothills 
where they are settled. Why do they inhabit the mountain areas? Are they hiding 
from something like supernatural agents or any kind of superficial authority? Do they 
carry something that fosters their resistance against being erased and on the other 
hand who protects them and why? Those questions were always influential during 
the compositional process of the piece.   
The compositional process bound to a system was employed with quite simple codes. 
The application where those codes were forced to fit created a network of 
information and data exchange. Adding an audio CD to the dissertation demonstrates 
how this application transmitted through the variable channels of the network. Many 
errors may occur during the transmission of the data. 
Thus, the importance of the first scratch has vital micro-units that are not observable 
with the pure eye. The dissertation is not an attempt to make this scratch; it is a 
proposal of how the scratch would have been done. The accurate codified system that 
is applied to nation-building process uses the so-called “perfect” codes where the 
dimension gets larger and the percentage of empty space grows smaller. 
In this dissertation I created a picture of external “physical world” of Pomaks in the 
first part while including their musical products as internal “mental” world at the 
second. Their mental worlds, as I believe, are infinite structures of coded maps tied 
with a complex web creating a network just like the rest of the human species. The 
hierarchy of the physical status gives significant impulse in decision-making process 
that projects their broken reality. 
I also created “the imaginary landscape”, their promised land that can be considered 
as a sort of “scratch” entirely superficial model for a state confronting the negative 
reaction of the powerful nation-states.  
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On the other hand, I tried to create multi-disciplinary work that embraces many fields 
of science that demonstrates the multi-dimensional environment in which the 
elements are in continuous flow.  
Пусти ме майчо да идам   My beloved mother, let me go 
До горничко махала    To the upper ward (of the village) 
Маличко да си послушам   To listen for awhile 
Момскому згодно пеене   The singing (tune) of the young girls 
Юнацку крату смеене   The laughing of the young boys 
Сивили коню каматан   The horse bend on the rock 
Отеси тиман кахаран   Just took away the sadness  
Стане са коню рашелки   The horse raised and decided 
И утре ще сватба да има   And tomorrow there will be a wedding 
Яничка на теб ще яла   She will eat a stew for you 
Той си са коню подплаши   He scares away with his horse 
Тъй си с мен доведи    [And] brings it with himself  
Замислила коню напуйем   She thought of horse to water 
В мойте бели бакъра.   Inside her White copper jags. 
At the end, the pesna that was recorded in Elmalı village by Ahmet Aydın (67) in 
16.06.2011 was included to the final paragraph of the conclusion that retells the 
narrative expression of the Pomak citizen in Kaz Mountain region. It bears quite 
significant symbolic meanings of what actually is considered to be a Pomak. The 
mother figure (the 6-year-old consciousness), the raised horse (the 31-year-old 
consciousness), and the white copper jags that is equivalent to the 66-year-old 
consciousness.  
It is however always difficult to explain their emotions, desires and gestures that 
socialize their understanding of how the individual’s identity is shaping the 
consciousness with metalinguistic propositions. I describe it as madness that each of 
us carries inside our genetic codifications. Thus it is a set of detentions of what it 
meant to be “Sturm und Drang” very greatly with respect to time, place, class, and 
gender. And for the pesna, it is typical lament often personified by the singer that 
always re-calls THE NAME.  
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4.2 Recommendations 
The theoretical debate on nation-building process is a gloomy one in which the 
systematic approach is depending on personal choice of the researcher of how he/she 
defines the problem. In this respect, many of the tools used by the researcher may be 
developed in terms of continuity that will embrace the topic. That means any 
particular observation of the study may provide a hypothesis of the dissertation. The 
study is a framework of several other disciplines like history, ethnomusicology, 
sociology, theory and folklore. 
In order to band together the entire dissertation, I used the formal design of Peter-Jan 
Wagemans’ composition entitled as Panthalassa (Symphony no.6, for large wind 
orchestra, composed in 1994), where all elements point out a single idea; an island 
surrounded by an ocean ad infinitum. In this sense, the idea is the pesna itself. For 
further research, tracing more variable musical examples from Kaz Mountain region 
will enlarge the scope of the Pesna Tradition. They can be classified in terms of 
gender and age categories. The psychological analysis will be much easier. Tracing 
the fields as bio-sphere of living things and their symbiotic relation will create an 
impact of the symbolic transmission such as; horse versus manhood; gun versus 
manhood; ring versus femininity; henna versus (the blood of the) famine. 
I believe that there are many more of them and they are bound to the echo-system 
and its impetus first on the group level, second on the individual one. The echo-
system is their hypsographical boundary where exactly they are gathered. 
Considering the nation-building process as a pre-existed model, it can be applied to 
descriptive methods in which the newly emerged nation may fit. Its communication 
models where the emotional state of the individual reaches its conative meaning can 
use referential, poetic, phatic and metalingual references. The challenge to explore 
the message of the individual, in other words, to encode the codified system that 
occurs between the local and the “outsider” is a complicated process that provides 
complex patterns. In order to design a multidimensional communicative model to 
embrace the entire community while dividing them into many parts special tools of 
investigation have to be used. The unity will arise automatically. This process has 
crucial importance when nation building is under construction. 
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The dissertation is primarily based on Pomak settlements in Bulgaria and Turkey. 
However, investigation of the Pomak “issue” in Greece, Macedonia and Albania has 
totally different formations. These nation-states enlarge the geographical zone where 
the research can be done. The different status of Albania and Macedonia in the 
Balkan Peninsula and in Europe gives quite separate dimension to the problem. 
In fine; interpreting the present is the process of appealing the past. The 
disagreement about what happened in the past and what the past was will always 
bear intellectual disagreements. Said claims the past as an uncertainty whether it is 
really past, over and concluded, or whether it continues – perhaps in different forms. 
The goal of the researcher in that sense is to observe those forms, their actualities, 
and discussions on influence, blame and judgement. This is how it will form the 
present situation opening the door through priorities of the future.   
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APPENDIX A : The Unofficial Pomak Alphabet  
Table A.1 : The Unofficial Pomak Alphabet(Url‒12, Url‒13, Url‒14). 
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1 A A /ɑ/ or /ɒ/ 
 
17 Ѡ Oa -Io - 
2 Б B /b/ or /p/ 
 
18 П P /p/ 
3 Ч CH /  / 
 
19 С S /c/ or /z/ 
4 Д D /d/ or /t/ 
 
20 Ш SH /ʃ/ 
5 Е E /ε/ 
 
21 Щ SHT /ʃʈ/ 
6 Ф F /f/ 
 
22 Ц TS /ts / 
7 Г G /g/ or /k/ 
 
23 Т T /t/ or /d/ 
8 Х H /x/ 
 
24 У U /u/ or /o/ 
9 Ѫ I - IA  /ᵾ/ 
 
25 Ю YU 
/ju/, /jo/, /o/ 
or /o/ 
10 И İ /i/ 
 
26 В V /v/ or /f/ 
11 Ж J /ʒ/ or /ʃ/ 
 
27 Й Y /j/ 
12 К K /k/ or /g/ 
 
28 ѣ ye-ee-ie /ȸ/ 
13 Л L /l/ or /ɫ/ 
 
29 Я YA 
/ja/, /jɒ/, /a/ 
or /ɒ/ 
14 М M /m/ 
 
30 З Z /z/ or /s/ 
15 Н N /n/ 
 
31 ь 
alliteration of 
the consonant 
not 
pronounced 
16 О O /ɔ/ or /o/ 
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Figure C.1 : Silhouettes (CD B.17 : Track 17). 
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